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Editorial: Feminist Practices in Visual Arts / Art Practices in Feminism
Olivia NIȚIȘ
nitis.olivia@gmail.com
The theme of this issue of AnaLize-Journal of Gender and Feminist Studies proposed upon
the invitation received from Laura Grünberg, came following my observations regarding the
connections and disconnections between feminism in the field of socio-politics and its
representations in contemporary art.
It is especially relevant how socio-politics have been influencing and shaping the feminist
art tools, but also how various feminist visual representations have been reconfiguring the feminist
socio-politic discourses especially in post-communist contexts. The impact of feminism in western
territories since 1970s configured differently in Eastern Europe. Nevertheless our focus is the
provoking intersection between art and feminist practices due to the fact that it comes with gaps
and limitations mainly considering the different tools of communication: word in one case and
image in the other (even if in art’s case word itself is image). Without a cultural background that
includes art (especially contemporary art) socio-political activists, theoreticians find themselves
often in debate or in conflict with visual representations, although sharing a common agenda with
art professionals. Feminist liberal socio-politics had its confrontations with feminist art from the
1970’s in the West, proving to become two areas of practice that were not necessarily analogue.
Women artists found themselves in a parallel world without the support of feminists working in
the socio-political environment. The divisions also took place within the practice of feminist art
and theory. The editors of the well-known American journal Artforum reacted aggressively
towards the work of Linda Benglis, Untitled, a photograph that was inserted as an ad in the 1974
November issue. The work represented a naked woman proudly holding a double dildo on her
pubis. As striking as it might have appeared, the work was actually following feminist criticism
towards the roles and lack of power and access of women in the art world and public space in
general through a visual choice familiar to the male gaze and male art production: a long history
of female nudes. Nevertheless the work was considered “an object of extreme vulgarity” that
challenges norms for what we might call conservative feminism.
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It is relevant to assert that feminist art iconography has changed norms of representation
and reception, in time determining a visual shift (the process is still ongoing) in relation to its
message and its construction altogether. We are dealing with two separate domains belonging to
humanities studies: one of them, visual arts, has the advantage of working with and being fueled
by the socio-political context, while the other, socio-politics, doesn’t necessarily use, work, or
depend on art.
The fall of the communist regimes in Eastern Europe has opened a virgin terrain for starting
the processes of building a common feminist agenda within the new specific socio-political
contexts: new actors and institutions, transfer of knowledge from the West, theoretical reactions,
counter spaces and creations, including immaterial productions in feminist visual representation.
A socialist theoretical apparatus in post-communist countries breaking from the neo-liberal
paradigm has increasingly come closer to a transition from the theory-visuality gaps of feminism
to their cooperation.
Therefore this issue is built around aspects of the dynamics of art-feminism divisions,
inferences, mutual influences and collaborations. Within the diversity of feminist art practices and
their connections with socio-politics an important opening section of this issue is dedicated to
feminist art and women’s labor.
The topic addressed by Maria-Alina ASAVEI and Jiří KOCIAN in their paper entitled
Gendered Histories/Memories of Labour in (Post-) Communist Romania and Former
Czechoslovakia Illuminated through Artistic Production has valuable references to women’s labor
and feminist art practice in Romania and former Czechoslovakia. The authors introduce the
concept of feminist art as a both female and male practice dealing in this particular case with
women’s work struggles in socialist regimes. Considered an overlooked chapter in postcommunism, women’s work in feminized industries and other labor markets calls for a counternarrative able to infuse political imagination which in Amy Mullin’s terms is not only based on
utopic projection but also on the mental capacity of envisioning the future and the unfamiliar past.
Feminist art represents such a tool being able to combine fact and ficion with artistic and political
relevance. Artworks dealing with precarity and labor market and various aspects of labor
significantly point out the necessity of understanding the memory gaps in our recent his(hers)tory
and the constant fight with historical mechanisms of overloked chapters. This contribution states
the relevance of socially engaged art through the works of artists such as Liliana Basarab, Matei
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Bejenaru, Sonja Hornung and Larisa Crunțeanu, Aurora Kiraly, Marilena Preda Sânc (for
Romania), and from former Czechoslovakia, Anna Daučiková, Anetta Mona Chișa and Lucia
Tkáčová.
Also disscused in the previous article, the following text is dedicated to the idea of success
in the gendered and geo-cultural frame of Bucharest, Cluj and London art practice. Delia Popa and
Giles Eldridge propose from their artistic perspectve a theory that is meant to confront possible
gender discrepancies between a male art centered environment and a feminine one. They reflect
upon this issue introducing their project from 2016 that took place at Fabrica de Pensule in Cluj
(Paintbrush Factory) and ODD in Bucharest, followed by a publication „Girls with Ideas (Boys
and Painting)”.
An important section is dedicated to self-representation in terms of art discourses presented
by women artists themselves. Flavia Lupu presents her own experience as a young Romanian artist
influenced by her relationship with the political world considering her father being a politician
(depute in the Romanian Parliament).
Furthermore the Austrian artist Ana Hoffner works with queer and feminist perspectives
on sexualized violence in times of war. By using images from the contemporary fashion industry
Hoffner creates links with the works by Croatian artist Sanja Ivekovic through her attempts of
restaging representations of sexual violence distributed in mass-media and also with Steven
Meisel’s iconography of images of war in fashion photography enhancing their atmosphere of
futurism and introducing a multi-layered approach that combines gaze politics, queer look and
ethical response.
Fashion industry and its social and ideological implications is analysed by Gabriela Panu.
She traces the influences of political propaganda on Timișoara academic women’s dressing in the
communist era and on the identity of urban women between 1965-1989. Although a certain
aesthetic was developed the same process of aesthetic evaluation should be done with care. On the
one hand these ideological influences can and should also reflect men’s clothes in the same era
and on the other what is considered to be „dull but confortable...practical and simple” (Panu: p.
83) or women adopting a „ masculine style” (Panu: p.88) are remarks based on a reference to the
normative ideal of esthetic beauty, westernised by definition. Concepts such as elegance or beauty
kept as they are, as a norm will normally create a contrast beween western and non-western
(communist) outfits. Also the lack of alternative in the local fashion industry must also take into
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account the development and questioning of taste within a cultural background. Defining and
redefining what is feminine and masculine from post-modern theory could also reaveal new
aspects of communication through clothing. The author discusses the mixture of austerity and
luxury through the lens of priviledged versus unpriviledged class. Beyond this argument, as
Djurdja Bartlett states in her book FashionEast. The Spectre that Haunted Socialism (MIT PRESS:
2010) was in constant conflict between fear of change and control, thus allowing various influences
from the postrevolutionary utopian dress, to official fashion and DIY. Although based on the
West/East paradigm and almost describing communist outfits as unfashionable, with disregard
towards the actual belief of some communist women in deconstructing beauty as a bourgeois
concept, and without discussing the previous impact of fashion industry (1920s) through the work
by constructivist artists as Varvara Stepanova, Liubov Popova, Vladimir Tatlin on creating
fuctional clothes, or the influence of anual fashion congresses between communist countries that
took place throughout the regime period, Panu’s analysis mirrors the ideological power over
society’s behaviour overall, including the control over public appearance.
Moving foreward, yet keeping the focus on gendered environments the essay written by
Mihaela Michailov – Naratives of Emancipation, scans the theatrical stage in Romania criticizing
the gender inequities in role distributions between men and women, taking into consideration
concepts such as empancipation and itersectionality. Michailov briefly mentions the current
contributions by Ioana Păun (Domestic Products), Catinca Drăgănescu (Rovegan), Bezna Theatre
(Cunthate), Bogdan Georgescu (Without Support), and reflects longer on Habemus bebe written
by Elena Vlădăreanu and directed by Robert Bălan, the Roma theatre company Giuvlipen with
Mihaela Drăgan’s one woman show Del Duma and Who Has Killed Szomna Gransca, and the
queer show Paralell directed by Leta Popescu and Ferenc Sinkó.
This issue includes two book presentations and one book review. The first book written by
Mircea Valeriu Deaca, A Cinematic Kitchen. The Scenotope of Kitchen Scenes in the New
Romanian Cinema, is dedicated to kitchen decoration in Romanian films.
Your Name and Other Heresies by Ilinca Bernea represents a fictional first person narrative
about the West and the Midle East, the roots of fear towards Islam, the political crisis in Turkey
and last but not least about women’s sexuality at the border between Western and Oriental sexual
practices.
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Last but not least the book review of Mihaela Miroiu’s recent contribution Cu mintea mea
de femeie (With My Woman’s Mind) written by Diana Neaga underlines the context created by
the author herself to elaborate a feminist autobiographic discourse. After introducing the reader to
the details of Miroiu’s activity and personality strongly linked with the development of academic
feminism and civil society in Romania, Diana Neaga comments on the reflexive quality on which
the writer basis her feminist self-criticism. It is perhaps not by chance to receive this review and
place it at the end of our current issue as Mihaela Miroiu herself wrote about the feminist practice
of artist Marilena Preda Sânc, a long-time friend from her generation. With even more interest for
the tools of contemporary art and for challenging the gaps of understanding between feminist art
and feminist socio-politics and academia a new generation needs to evolve to overcome boundaries
and limitations and to expand perspectives beyond their own specialization. This generation is a
cultural one, informed and open to inter and transdisciplinarity.
With real hope that this issue will make a difference for both disciplines, sociology and the
visual arts, opening in fact doors towards theater, fashion design and more, I would like to express
my gratitude to all authors, journal’s team, and peer-reviewers for their time and comments.
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Gendered Histories / Memories of Labour in (Post-) Communist Romania
and Former Czechoslovakia Illuminated through Artistic Production
Maria-Alina ASAVEI and Jiří KOCIAN
Charles University, Prague
maria.asavei@fsv.cuni.cz, jiri.kocian@fsv.cuni.cz
Abstract: This paper addresses a lacuna in the history and memory of (post-) communist women’s
labour. It aims to investigate how and to what ends the artistic production from Romania and the
former Czechoslovakia illuminate “forgotten” histories of women’s labour, reclaiming at the same
time a public sphere where “Her-stories” and labour-related memories can be materialized for
critical-political ends. In the cultural memory of the transition from communism to democracy and
capitalism, certain lieux de mémoire (places of memory) have been preserved and materialized in
official cultural formats, whereas other places of memory (both physical and mental) are
disregarded and condemned to become lieux d’oubli (sites of forgetting). More often than not,
both in the Romanian and the former Czechoslovakian context, the histories and memories of
women’s labour are deemed “unworthy” of remembrance and tend to be obscured from the official
cultures of remembrance and their institutions. As this paper argues, although the official
narratives of various work environments from Eastern European regions tend to conceal the
presence of women and lack a comprehensive historiography on women and gender some artistic
productions enact “feminist counter-narratives” and counter-memories for political ends. We claim
that the political dimension of these artistic productions should not be underestimated. These
feminist artworks attempt to combine a politics of memory, activism, a history from below, and
artistry to reach political ambitions. At a theoretical level, this paper is informed by Amy Mullin’s
considerations on feminist artistic production and the political imagination. In feminist art, which
attempts to revive the memory of women’s labour, the political imagination plays a crucial role in
fostering community knowledge and experiential knowledge through simultaneously envisioning
more equitable futures (economical, political, social) for both men and women.
Keywords: gendered labour, women’s work, gendered histories, feminist art, women’s memories.
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Introduction
As Jill Massino and Shana Penn have demonstrated, since the fall of state socialism in
Eastern Europe, the studies dedicated to gender politics and the everyday lives of women under
state socialism have been rather scarce (Jill and Shanna, 2009). Among these general topics, one
particular issue will be the main focus of this paper: gendered history of labour in (post-)
communist Romania and former Czechoslovakia and the ways in which these histories are
displayed in contemporary feminist art production. By “feminist art” we mean artistic creations
produced by both men and women artists focusing on women’s experiences and their struggle.
Thus, the question that this paper addresses is how contemporary art tackles the topic of women’s
work after the collapse of state socialism and in what ways. Thus, this paper will reveal that
feminist contemporary art from these regions attempts to illuminate the forgotten histories of
women’s labour, reclaiming a public sphere where “her stories” and work-related memories can
be materialized for critical-political ends.1 At the same time, these two cases (Romania and former
Czechoslovakia) represent opposite poles on a virtual scale of European socialist regimes in terms
of their social structure and modernization level. In this respect, Kitschelt considers Romania an
example of a patrimonial communist regime type while Czechoslovakia represents a bureaucraticauthoritarian one. This typology takes many factors into account, such as literacy, urbanisation,
the political activity of the working classes, industrialization and so on. The implications this
typology bears for women’s emancipation are nevertheless unclear and not sufficiently dealt with2.
On a theoretical level, this paper is informed by Amy Mullin’s considerations of feminist
artistic production and the political imagination, especially because this paper’s aim is to explore
instances of women’s labour under state socialism from the perspective of art theory, critical theory
and cultural memory (Mullin, 2003). Women’s liberation through equal work or women’s refusal
of this “liberatory” myth has materialized in East European regions in various forms of artistic
memory. Since a comprehensive gendered history of labour is still under construction in the region,
it is art’s task to highlight these silenced and under-researched histories of women’s working lives

The idea of this paper was developed through the Primus Research Project under the grant “Beyond Hegemonic
Narratives and Myths: Troubled Pasts in the History and Memory of East-Central & South-East Europe”,
PRIMUS/HUM/12 – 960949. We wish to thank Jacob Maze for proofreading this paper and for his invaluable
suggestions.
2
Herbert Kitschelt et al., Post-Communist Party Systems: Competition, Representation, and Inter-Party Cooperation
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999).
1
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both during state socialism and after its collapse. Before elaborating on artistic works dealing with
gender and labour history, some preliminary remarks are necessary. What does “work” mean as
an organizing concept from the perspective of a gendered history of labour? To what extent can
we speak of implicit and explicit conceptualizations of “work” under state socialism and beyond?
According to several historians of labour, the definition of “work” should be broadened to
accommodate both reproductive labour (including household tasks and child care) and productionoriented labour (Cobble, 1991; Baron, 1991). If we take a closer look at the great deal of handwork
practices (from embroidery and knitting to house decorating and cleaning), we notice the
statements that these hand-crafted objects make; this reminds us that a whole version of politics
from below, labour history and artistry still remain veiled. The relationship between work and nonwork spheres has been characterized theoretically by various structural patterns (e.g. the spill over
model and the compensation model theorized by Wilensky in 1960 or the segmentation model
theorized by Dubin in 1958 and 1973).3 Since little empirical research has been done on the
relationship between work, leisure and politics (especially among handwork practices), an
additional exploration into the neglected aspects of the social environment of “home” and family
needs to be performed. Some feminist voices oppose reproductive work on the grounds that it is
unpaid labour and therefore a source of capitalist accumulation. For example, Silvia Federici offers
a similar perspective in a lecture from 2006 (Precarious Labour and Reproductive Work); yet, she
also stresses that “once we say that reproductive work is a terrain of struggle, we have to first
immediately confront the question of how we struggle on this terrain without destroying the people
you care for. This is a problem mothers, as well as teachers and nurses, know very well.” 4 All
research into labour should not be gender neutral. Are “family” and “home” non-work domains?
What is the relationship between work and leisure? What subjectivities get produced through
work? How are the concepts of “work” and “non-work” deliberated? These questions need to be

3

The spillover model portraying the relationship between leisure and work (Wilensky, 1960) suggests that the nature
of one’s work experiences are transferred into the non-work area, affecting one’s behavior and attitudes in that domain.
The compensation model (Wilensky, 1960) refers to workers who compensate in their choice of non-work activities
their lack of interest or satisfaction at work. Unlike these two models, the segmentation model (Dubin, 1958, 1973)
claims that one’s work and non-work domains of activities are separate entities and no relationship between the two
can be established.
4
Silvia Federici, Lecture on “Precarious Labor and Reproductive Work”, 2006. Accessed March 10, 2017.
https://caringlabor.wordpress.com/2010/07/29/silvia-federici-precarious-labor-and-reproductive-work/.
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answered if an exhaustive account of reproductive work, both under state socialism and beyond,
is to be offered.
After the fall of state socialism, a certain interest arose among feminist artists in regards to
highlighting the challenges experienced by women in traditionally feminized industries (e.g. the
garment and textile industry, decorative pottery) and other labour markets. As the case studies of
artistic production analysed in what follows will demonstrate, women’s labour and their workrelated lives are not completely overlooked in contemporary art. Although the official narratives
of various work environments from East European regions tend to mask women’s presence, a
historiography that has yet to be written, some artistic productions enact “feminist counternarratives” (Hugill, 2015) and counter-memories. In this artistic memory, the “political
imagination” (Mullin’s term 2003) plays a crucial role. These feminist artworks attempt to
combine a politics of memory, activism, a history from below and artistry. Yet, as Mullin points
out, “What we need, if we are to understand what it is to combine” these aspects, “is an enriched
conception of imagination” (Mullin, 2003: 196). What would an “enriched conception of
imagination” entail? Imagination is not only a mental faculty responsible for envisioning things
that do not exist but is also a faculty of cognition through which we can envision the future and
the past in ways with which we are not usually familiar. Thus feminist artworks can explore
political ideas and ideals in imaginative ways that, in the end, can have “both artistic and moral or
political significance” (Mullin, 2003: 197). Meant to both celebrate women’s history of labour and
to offer a counter-narrative to the hegemonic histories of the “new men-hero of socialist labour,”
artworks combine myth and reality, history and memory and fact and fiction. How women’s work
is remembered is not without political significance. The artists and their public become “historical
producers to the level of public performance” of the hushed narratives of women’s work history
(Hugill, 2015). Although the audience’s answer to this type of art is never fully predictable “with
such an enriched understanding of the nature of the imagination, activist and political art can be
seen as neither servants of some predetermined political message or slogan, nor as needing to be
above or beyond politics in order to retain their art character” (Mullin, 2003: 197). What Mullin is
attempting to put forth in this argument for feminist art’s “political imagination” is that it can be
politically concerned and involved without ceasing to be informed by imagination and artistry.
That is to say, feminist art is not a mere container for political slogans, yet this does not mean that
it cannot make “a unique contribution to increasing critical social consciousness in virtue of their
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art character” (Mullin, 2000: 114). In feminist art attempting to revive women’s labour memory,
the political imagination plays a crucial role in fostering community knowledge and experiential
knowledge by simultaneously envisioning more equitable futures for both men and women.
“A Woman’s Work is Never Done”
As many social scientists point out, “Women’s liberation through productive work” (as
theorized by early socialist thinkers) was an official objective in all former communist states
(Corrin 1994, Jill and Shanna 2009, Tang 2015). Romania and the former Czechoslovakia are no
exception. Yet, the convoluted relationship between communism and women’s “liberation”
through work requires a further elaboration that is beyond the scope of this paper. However, while
the communist regimes’ idea on the emancipation of women through work was disseminated
through propaganda, “the difference between the Party’s propaganda on women and the reality of
women during communism was not only striking but had a significant impact on women’s status
and role” even after the collapse of these regimes.5 Thus, the relationship between women’s
liberation and women’s work is twofold: on the one hand, remunerated work enables women to
gain economic independence and diminishes their subordination to the patriarchal authority, and
on the other hand, this “liberation” is seen by some theorists as a “double burden” which puts twice
the pressure on working women (since they need to perform both productive and reproductive
work). During communism (and after its collapse), this double burden was far from “liberating”.
The idea of “liberation or empowerment through work” was engineered in such a way that it
actually concealed the “real” political intentions of turning women into “mothers of the nation”
and a workforce for “socialism’s building.” In an interview conducted in 2013 with a former
worker (now retired) from the garments industry, my respondent stated, “I remember how much I
struggled to be both a productive worker in the factory and a worker at home. Basically, I had no
weekend and no spare time. I do not even remember what ‘leisure’ might have looked like. You
know…a woman’s work is never finished and many times is invisible.”6 We consider that this
assertion is extensively illuminated and materialized in the artistic production of contemporary
artists like Lisa Bennett. In her piece “A Woman’s Work is Never Done” (flesh and thread), the

Petruţa Cîrdei, “Femeia comunistă între realitate, doctrină şi propagandă”, Annals of the University of Bucharest /
Political science series 14 (2012), 2, pp. 75-86.http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:0168-ssoar-389976.
6
The author’s interview in Romanian with Cristina Rusu (68 years old), May 15, 2013.
5
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artist uses the palm of her left hand as a canvas upon which she stitches various forms with thread.
As Bennett points out, “By using the technique of embroidery, which is traditionally employed to
represent femininity and applying it to the expression of its opposite, I hope to challenge the preconceived notion that 'women's work' is light and easy. Aiming to represent the effects of hard
work arising from employment in low paid 'ancillary' jobs, such as cleaning, caring and catering,
all traditionally considered to be 'women's work'.”7 What this piece of art attempts to reveal and
disclose is the dimensions of neglect when it comes to women’s “invisible,” yet never ending,
labour. Although stitching into the top layer of skin is, according to the artist, not painful, the art
piece displays the image of a calloused hand. The visual impact of this worn hand triggers an
audacious political imagination contributing to “increasing critical social consciousness in virtue
of [its] art character” (Mullin, 2000: 114).

Gendered Memories of Work in Contemporary Romanian Art
The first study – published in Romania – dedicated to feminist practices and theories during
communism and post 1989 Eastern Europe was written by Olivia Niţiş. The study “Istorii
marginale ale artei feministe” [Marginal Histories of Feminist Art] elaborates on various
problematic dichotomies between Western European feminist artistic practices and the marginality
of the Eastern European artistic production. Another example of feminism(s) dedicated analysis
of contemporary art can be found in the special issue of the Romanian magazine “Arta” (number
11, 2014), coordinated by Olivia Niţiş. Still, while other former communist countries have started
to document women’s memories—including the memories of labour—there is still a lacuna
concerning Romania.8 This gap can be explained by various socio-economical-political factors as
well as by the entranced “anti-feminism without feminism”. Myths about the “socialist woman”
(both the heroine mother and the bus driver) have marked the “gender biased imaginary” of the
communist period. During Romania’s communist period, the representations of women in both
media and the arts had been restricted to certain thematic clusters such as the heroine mother, the

Lisa Bennett, “A Woman’s Work is Never Done.” Accessed March 11, 2017.http://www.elizabennett.co.uk/awomans-work-is-never-done-text/.
8
For example, in Prague the Women’s Memory project (backed in 1996 by Gender Studies Center in a private flat)
has managed to establish an archive of oral testimonies (oral history) whose focus is— among other things—the
gendered histories of labour (e.g. Pavla Frýdlová’s book based on interviews with women physicians, Ženy v bílém
(Women in White), deals with the memory of women medical doctors).
7
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working woman, the caretaker and the sportive woman. More often than not, women were
represented in visual propaganda as men’s equal co-worker. Certain criteria dominant in the
current popular visual culture—such as age, aesthetic appearance or sex appeal—were completely
disregarded during communism. Interestingly, after the fall of the regime in 1989, “average”
women have disappeared from the visual culture during the transition to democracy and capitalism,
with the exception of the omnipresent occurrence of those considered sexually appealing, “hot” or
“good looking.” The transition to a “free market” economy through privatization has fostered a
massive de-industrialization (especially of the traditionally-feminized textile industry), forcing
many Romanian women to opt for unemployment. This unexpected change in women’s lucrative
status has led to the re-traditionalisation of gender relations after communism’s “liberation through
work.”
Representations of the hard-working woman have disappeared while the “sexy, young, fit
girl” visual patterns have become more pervasive in media and popular culture. In an interview
conducted by Corina L. Apostol with the Bucharest-based art collective Bureau of Melodramatic
Research, the artists aptly pointed out that their research on the visual representations of women
before and after 1989 had a grass roots dimension (Critic Atac, 2011). In the interview, the Bureau
of Melodramatic Research further mentioned that the official institution of remembrance of
Romania’s communist period retained the copyright to all photographs taken during official events
from 1945 to 1989 (the so-called Fototeca Online a Comunismului Românesc /Online PhotoArchive of Communism).9 Women are nowhere to be seen in this official photo-archive, and the
artist collective engaged in independent research documenting women’s presence from other
neglected sources (such as the former magazine dedicated to women, “Femeia”). The Bureau of
Melodramatic Research is not the only Romanian artist (collective) which signals the
disappearance of “average” women from the visual culture of transition as well as their
replacement with “topless”, “sexually appealing,” young, slim women whose feminine attributes
are mostly associated with consumerist culture.
As early as 2002, the conceptual artist Liliana Basarab questioned the hegemonic regimes
of representation through which women were depicted in the post-communist era. In a 4’09’’

See Corina L. Apostol interview with Bureau of Melodramatic Research, “Ce Pozitii pot Ocupa Femeile in Arta si
Cultura din Romania?” Critic Atac, October 22, 2011. Accessed February 25, 2017.http://www.criticatac.ro/10903/cepozitii-pot-ocupa-femeile-in-arta-si-cultura-contemporana-din-romania/.
9
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colour and sound video entitled “Untitled/ Et si tu n’existais pas” (Iaşi, 2002), the bald artist
smokes a cigarette behind a glass wall—reminiscent of the shop window displays associated with
the West’s consumerist societies—while two solid hands cover the glass wall with images of
“attractive” women from glossy magazines. The artist’s physical presence is then gradually
covered by photographs taken from glossy magazines; the entire action takes place to Joe Dassin’s
notorious song “Et si tu n’existais pas.” Liliana Basarab envisions the washing up of women’s
image in a consumerist culture in a political-critical way.
Figure 1: Liliana Basarab, “Untitled/Et si tu n’existais pas”, film, 4’09”, color, sound,
2002 Camera: Matei Bejenaru, with: Liliana Basarab and RO (Nicolae Radu), Editing:
Liliana Basarab and Sorin Aruştei, Maria Alina Asavei’s screenshot, courtesy of the
artist.

In the same manner, “Accidents, Mutations and Mistakes” (Bucharest, Mora Gallery, 2008)
displays, among other things, pregnant ceramic bottles as part of Basarab’s ceramic-based
installation. The pregnant ceramic bottle is the instantiation of the mother as the depositary of
family relationships doomed to imperfections and mutations. Unlike the “heroine mother” of
Ceauşescu’s national communism, the pregnant ceramic bottle displays both the counter-narratives
of pregnancy and degenerative family relationships, which can be extended outside the traditional
family relationships of power and influence. Although women are usually left out of Romanian art
history, the 2016 project “Fete cu Idei [Băieţi cu Picturi]” (Girls with Ideas [Boys and Paintings])
reveals the rich scene of women’s art world in Bucharest. The curators Delia Popa and Giles
Eldridge invited five women artists from Bucharest (Raluca Popa, Liliana Basarab, Ioana
Gheorghiu, Aurora Kiraly and Delia Popa) to reflect on their artistic situations in an exhibition
(installed in Cluj). The curators also edited a catalogue where they analyze the current artistic
production in two “of Romania’s leading scenes: Cluj and Bucharest” (Popa & Eldridge, 2016).
Although both Bucharest and Cluj host vigorous art movements in post-communist Romania, “in
Cluj there appears to have been a well lauded history of predominantly male painters...in Bucharest
there is a distinctive feature of women art practitioners, which includes artists, curators, gallerists,
cultural managers and art writers.”10Women art practitioners reflect on past and present histories
of productive and reproductive labour and put forth creative ideas of how the veil of oblivion and
ignorance can be challenged.

10

Delia Popa and Giles Eldridge, Fete cu Idei [Băieţi cu Picturi] (Bucharest: ArtCrowd Association, 2016, p. 5)
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A few male Romanian artists also deal with gendered histories and the memories of labour
in their work. For instance, Matei Bejenaru (the initiator of the Periferic biennale of contemporary
art in Iaşi) displayed a photographic documentation of “Women at Work” within the international
exhibition “Power & Play” (De Markten, Bruxelles, 2014). The photographic exhibition was
conceived around the concept of “gender” as revealed in the works of ten contemporary Central
and Eastern European artists. The exhibition was advertised as one of the first attempts at
illuminating the relationship between feminism and photography in Eastern Europe. Not
surprisingly, the gap in addressing these issues in artistic language is explained through the fact
that “concepts such as feminism, liberation, and equality had quite a different interpretation under
communism. Also during the political and socio-economic transformation after the fall of the
Berlin Wall, little attention was paid to women’s position in society or to their participation in the
changes.”11
Bejenaru’s photographs reveal the hidden side of women’s work in post-communist
Romania as well as the social dimensions of their labour. As in other previous pieces (e.g. the
series of photographs “Work, Memory, Movement,” 2008-2010 and “Strawberry Fields Forever,”
2002), the artist investigates the universe of women’s work both in post-communist Romania and
in other Western countries where Romanian women are forced to work for minimum wage to make
ends meet. For “Strawberry Fields Forever,” the artist photographically documented the daily life
of Romanian women working illegally (as irregular migrants) in a strawberry farm in Lleida
(Catalonia, Spain). The photo-installation reveals the essence of daily life for these women whose
free time is also spent collectively. Their lunch breaks, as well as weekend gatherings, take place
within the perimeters of the strawberry farm. For instance, one photograph displays a moment of
“leisure” when a worker, still wearing her work clothes, enjoys smoking a cigarette. Bejenaru’s
photographs further reveal the relationship between women’s work and leisure as well as the types
of subjectivities that get produced through work. As these visual sources indicate, the concepts of
“work” and “non-work” are intermingled and difficult to disentangle. The artist went beyond
merely documenting the daily life of these women workers and staged a performance at the
Barcelona Centre for Contemporary Culture. He cooked homemade strawberry jam in front of the
visitors (the art public) and put all the jam in small jars. On each jar, the artists added a label on
The exhibition’s presentation can be consulted at:
http://www.culturepolonaise.eu/3,4,557,en,Katarzyna_Kozyra_at_Power__Play. Accessed March 10, 2017.
11
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which he wrote the hourly wages (3.29 Euros) paid to the Romanian women migrants for their
work on the strawberry plantation. The public was then invited to buy the homemade jam. The
title of his project – “Strawberry Fields Forever” – has most probably been inspired by the Beatles
song with the same title released in 1967. As in the Beatles’ song, Bejenaru’s artistic production
also addresses a certain type of “reflective nostalgia” for a past that is not necessarily longed for
but can be used as a basis for critiquing the injustices of the present.12 This piece of art fosters the
viewer’s political imagination (Mullin, 2003) in envisioning the hardships along with the
economic, social and epistemic injustices these women migrant workers are subjected to for a
better life. “Strawberry Fields Forever” is not only a piece of activist art that attempts to disclose
injustices, but it also reveals the silenced voices of the women workers. Actually, making their
voices present and heard in the public sphere of art speaks volumes about women’s rights in terms
of equitable remuneration. As Corina Lăcătuş poignantly argues, “The performance piece draws
attention to the women’s rights to fair remuneration and working conditions, by linking their illegal
status inextricably to the demand of both cheap labour in agriculture and the consumption of cheap
goods” (Lăcătuş, 2017: 277). In addition to raising awareness to the working conditions and
economic injustices, Bejenaru’s performance also attempts to normalize “the lives of these
illegally working women, by integrating them into the public sphere, telling their stories and
linking them to the product of their labour” (Lăcătuş, 2017: 277). The artist uses the strawberries
picked up by the migrant women to produce his “limited edition” art-jam. Although all the money
received for the strawberry jam was given to the women, it cannot be claimed that these women
participated directly—as co-authors—to the performance. “Strawberry Fields Forever” is about
Romanian migrant women and is dedicated to them, yet it is not truly a form of collaborative,
collective art production. What the performance does instead, is trigger the viewers’ mental and
emotional faculties of imagining how it feels to pick up strawberries all day, all the while being
away from your family, for 3.29 Euros an hour.

Svetlana Boym’s cultural theory of nostalgia distinguishes two type of longing for the past: “restorative nostalgia”
and “reflective nostalgia.” Longing for one’s past is, according to Svetlana Boym, a form of “reflective nostalgia.”
Unlike “restorative nostalgia” (which is a longing for a “nation-home,” an absolute truth and so on), “reflective
nostalgia” is a type of social and cultural memory more diverse, more malleable and composed of individual memories
and idiosyncratic narratives. Unlike “restorative nostalgia,” “reflective nostalgia” can also have a critical dimension
in which the present is criticized in the light of the past. For more on this distinction, see Svetlana Boym, The Future
of Nostalgia, New York: basic Books, 2001.
12
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Other feminist critiques of the post-communist transition to capitalism via artistic practice
are revealed in the art exhibition entitled “Femina Subtetrix” (Ivan Gallery, Bucharest, 2015). The
artists Sonja Hornung and Larisa Crunţeanu disclosed forgotten histories and memories of
women’s work by taking the textile factory called APACA, a factory built during the communist
era that predominantly employed women, as a lieux de mémoire.13APACA, as other textile
factories from Central and South-East Europe, is part of the communists’ legacy of feminized
garment industries. Various media sources point out that APACA was not only a textile factory
where the work force was almost exclusively feminine, but also a “Factory of the Homeland’s
Falcons” (in Romanian - “Şoimi ai Patriei”).14 As Costin Anghel writes, the factory had its own
kindergarten where the “Homeland’s Falcons” enjoyed a nutritious alimentation every day: the
kindergarten’s cafeteria was much better supplied with meat and culinary vegetables than other
communist kindergartens.15 According to the interviews conducted by Costin Anghel with the
kindergarten’s teachers (now retired), the APACA’s nursery school was “very special” in the sense
that the children were left there all week long. Only on Saturday at noon did the mothers take them
home for a day and a half.16
In the transition years from the communist to the capitalist economy, APACA ended up
being privatized and restructured. As a consequence, many women workers lost their jobs and all
other “benefits.” While the factory is still present in Romania’s collective memory as a lieux de
mémoire (place of memory) associated with the national myth of “the best textile factory” in
Eastern Europe, the memories of women’s work, life and struggle (both during communism and
after its collapse) have been obliterated or simply considered as “not worthy of remembrance.” In
the cultural memory of the transition years, certain lieux de mémoire were preserved and
materialized in official cultural formats, whereas other places of memory (both physical and
mental) were disregarded and condemned to become lieux d’oubli (site of forgetting or being
forgotten). The memory of women’s work and everyday life at the APACA was not the topic of

The concept of “llieux de mémoire” was introduced and popularized in the vocabulary of Memory Studies by
Pierre Nora in “Between Memory and History: Les lieux de mémoire,” Representations, 26 (1989), pp. 7-24. Nora
used it to designate physical, mental and symbolic places related to a group’s remembrance (collective memory).
14
The formula “Homeland Falcons” refers to the Romanian communist organization of pre-school children (aged
between 3 to 7 years old) instituted in 1976 by Nicolae Ceauşescu’s regime.
15
Costin Anghel, “Fabrica de Şoimi” (the Factory of Homeland’s Falcons), Jurnalul. Ro, April 9, 2009. Accessed
February 26, 2017.http://jurnalul.ro/scinteia/special/fabrica-de-soimi-503783.html.
16
Ibid.
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cultural production in the post-communist Romanian cultural milieu. Yet, this neglect should not
necessarily be understood as an act of forgetting per se. Nikolai Vukov argues that in the
antagonism between memory and forgetting, there is a third element correlated to cultural memory
production—the unmemorable: “The latter does not designate things that memory cannot hold and
has relegated to the realm of forgetting, but rather things that are not ‘worthy’ of remembrance and
that, although remembered, never enter the realm of representation” (Vukov, 2008: 324). Perhaps
APACA’s women and their work are seen as not “worthy” of remembrance in light of the postcommunist politics of memory. However, where the official institutions of remembrance fail to
illuminate the histories and memories of women’s productive and reproductive labour, the artistic
production attempts to bring them to the fore via artistic and political imagination. In an exhibition
report written for “Artmargins,” Ulrike Gerhardt mentions that although “Femina Subtetrix” does
not display the image of women workers, the presence of their labour and its memory is
ubiquitously being instantiated through “a radical material abstraction of the women’s
experiences.”17 Gerhardt goes on to analyze the exhibition by mentioning,
“The first untitled work one discovered upon entering the exhibition was a concrete
cube with two opposing apertures, each about the size of a fist. An exhibition text
encouraged visitors to put their hands inside each hole and to ‘Reach out to each other.’
In some cases, visitors managed to touch another visitor’s fingertip;—as one feels the
cube’s soft, hand-shaped and waxed cavern and the eventual trace of the other person’s
body warmth, the work invokes the notion of a concealed ‘proto-feminist’ lady - or
sisterhood in the factory.”18

The performative dimension of this installation brings the visitor to the verge of a living
history of labour and sisterhood, avoiding the mere representation of women’s presence in the
work process. At the same time, the imaginative faculty of knowledge is not limited to visual
perception but exceeds the boundaries of visuality by re-enacting the feelings and emotions of
solidarity. This untitled installation is not the only participatory piece displayed within the “Femina
Subtetrix” exhibition.
Figure 2: Larisa Crunţeanu and Sonja Hornung, “Femina Subtetrix” at Ivan Gallery
(2015); Photo by Iulian Stanciu, courtesy of the artists.

Ulrike Gerhardt, “Femina Subtetrix: A Feminist Look at the APACA Textile Factory”, Artmargins, May 6, 2016.
Accessed March 13, 2017.http://www.artmargins.com/index.php/exhibitions-sp-132736512/777-femina-subtetrix-afeminist-look-at-the-apaca-textile-factory#ftn_artnotes1_1.
18
Ibid.
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Another untitled piece reveals a ball of twine that was situated between two metal plates
and made noise when the public shook them. According to Gerhardtthe, “Visitors were encouraged
to shake it, upon which one heard the sound of unknown small objects, presumably stones and
rubble from a post-industrial landscape. The monotonous, mechanical and tiny rattle evokes a
fleeting image of thousands of female workers in uniforms seated in front of their sewing machines
performing textile work” (Gerhardt, 2016).
Other contemporary artists bring to the fore front forgotten histories of women’s manual labour
that might be easily associated with the “work of pleasure and leasure” (such as knitting or
embroidery). For instance, Aurora Kiraly displays personal-political messages knitted on textiles
for her intallation “Life-Love-Memory” (Călina Art Gallery, Timişoara, 2016). The “hand-made”
pieces read “hate the radio alarm”, “the midnight red wine glass”, or “Bills & Duties: Too much
trouble, too much stress.” All these instantiations of what the curator Liviana Dan calls “Reality
Check” remind the viewer that there is a voice of everyday life in every piece of art and a constant
confrontation with the status quo. For the group exhibition “Fete cu Idei [Băieţi cu Picturi]” (Cluj,
2016) Aurora Kiraly also displays the piece entitled “Viewfinders” consisting of photographs of
women’ working hands and profiles revealed on cardboard boxes.
Figure 3: Aurora Kiraly, “Viewfinders”, 2 table top objects, drawing, cardboard,
photography, photos from the catalogue of the exhibition “Fete cu Idei [Băieţi cu
Picturi]”, Cluj 2016, curators Delia Popa and Giles Eldridge, Bucharest: ArtCrowd,
2016, pp. 52-53, courtesy of the artist

As Niţiş points out, Marilena Preda-Sânc’s pieces also reflect her “interests for geological
constructions and the personal body as a self-referential method of understanding movement and
space with the impulses of confronting social power relationships breaking and entering its
mechanisms.”19 Like Liliana Basarab’s confrontation of the fabricated images of “attractive”
women from glossy magazines, Marilena Preda-Sânc’s “Daily Diva” (2010) also addresses, in a
critical manner, the ritual of self-image cosmetization. This ritual of never ending exercising,
physical fitness, “beautification” and projecting a more attractive image of the self prevents any
“lightness of being” (to paraphrase the Czech writer Milan Kundera). “Daily Diva” reveals the
repetitive daily practice of self-image “beautification,” addressing at the same time the devastating

Olivia Niţiş, Five Plus Art Gallery, Curatorial Statement, accessed April 19, 2017,
http://www.fiveplusartgallery.eu/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Pressrelease_Marilena_Preda_Sanc_English.pdf.
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effects of including these practices as a necessary part of a woman’s daily routine. These practices
of self-cosmetization invade the already crowded schedule of women’s existence, preventing them
from enjoying their free, non-work time. This external pressure to look attractive and in good
physical shape also prevents many women from contemplating the “lightness of being” (freedom)
and it turns them into characters and images “weighed down”.
Women’s Labour in Czechoslovakia during and after State Socialism: an Artistic
Survey
“I have two kids and I want to dedicate my time to them … I am alone to do so now.”20
This was Andulka’s reaction to her new boss’s inquiry into reasons for dropping the previous
managing position she held and accepting a lower-paying job with an inferior professional and
social status.21 Produced in 1977, Žena za pultem belongs to the long line of state-sponsored
mundane TV series that aimed at depicting everyday life in the socialist Czechoslovakia, but this
series actually stands out owing to the fact that it centred on a woman as its main character.
Andulka is depicted as an ideal archetype of a working female of her era – a labour-minded,
respectful, intelligent, divorced mother of two who is self-confident in her private life and a
valuable member of her working collective at a food store. The series tries to empathetically follow
the struggles that come into her by life and tackle important gender topics like the duality of roles,
as demonstrated by the initial quote, but not with great success.
Despite constantly over-emphasizing the emancipation provided to women by the socialist
system, the series likewise inadvertently perpetuates and represents most of the gender-based
discriminatory phenomena in the labour sphere inherent to the social and economic structures of
the time. As identified and concluded by research conducted after 1989, the system more or less
mimicked traditional divisions of labour. Women were pushed into less qualified, less paying and
non-intellectual positions, instigated into aiming for subordinate educational and professional
standards, all for the sake of preserving their primary mission—to take care of their families, in
contradiction to the official Marxist dogma of labour-based emancipation.22 In fact, they were

“Mám dvě děti a chci se jim věnovat … teď jsem na ně sama.” Ep. 1 „Anna nastupuje”, 1977, Žena za pultem,
accessed March 16, 2017, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ufv-qPfWt8E.
21
Andulka is the protagonist in the pilot episode of Žena za pultem (“Woman behind the counter”) series.
22
Barbara Lobodzinska, “Women’s Employment or Return to ‘Family Values’ in Central-Eastern Europe,” Journal
of Comparative Family Studies 27, no. 3 (1996): 520–24; Gerlinda Šmausová, “Emancipace, Socialismus a
20
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victims of a gendered “double burden.”23 Accordingly, even Andulka accepts the burdens of life
in a martyr-like manner and is appointed to her new position by her male boss with blatant words:
“Delicatessen section must be attended by the most beautiful girls in the whole shop!”24
It is not surprising that the official media and arts production in Czechoslovakia did not reach
beyond the realm of state sanctioned propaganda when it came to reflecting on the roles of
women.25 Academic discussion on these topics existed during the late-socialist period (like the
works of sociologist Ivo Možný),26 though its development was constrained by the reideologization and de-liberalization of discourse after 1968. Gender-centred artistic representation,
unrestricted feminist activities and the elaboration of feminist ideas in Czechoslovakia thus had to
wait for the period when the democratic regime was installed.
Nevertheless, independent publications preceding the political change and dealing with
women’s labour in Czechoslovak socialism did in fact appear. A pioneering comprehensive
analysis was written by Alena Wagnerová, an important post-1989 Czech feminist intellectual,
during her emigration in West Germany. Die Frau im Sozialismus: Beispiel ČSSR (“Woman in
Socialism: Example of ČSSR”) dealt with the situation of women’s labour, among other topics,
and became a point of departure for the author’s further production.27 As she later stated, her
original positive account of Czechoslovak society in this respect was quite overestimated, and she
realized that even though the gender discrimination was more implicit than in the capitalist West
Germany, it was not less present.28

Feminismus” (Conference Emancipace žen za socialismu a dnes, Praha, 2006), accessed March 16, 2017
http://www.feminismus.cz/download/emancipace.pdf.
23
As Vodochodský states, women were not aware of the gendered nature of their discrimination; they attributed it to
the political system and its social structure. Ivan Vodochodský, “Patriarchát na socialistický způsob: k genderovému
řádu státního socialismu,” Gender, rovnépříležitosti a výzkum 8, no. 2 (2007), p. 38; Phyllis Moen, Working
Parents: Transformations in Gender Roles and Public Policies in Sweden (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press,
1989), 4.
24
“V Lahůdkách musí být ty nejhezčí ženský z celýho podniku!” Ep. 1 “Anna nastupuje.”
25
For more on this issue see Jana Oravcová, Mocné ženy alebo ženy moci? Vizuálna kultúra, reprezentácia,
ideológia (Bratislava: Csy, 2015), 174–178.
26
For example Ivo Možný, Rodina vysokoškolsky vzdělaných manželů (Brno: Univerzita Jana EvangelistyPurkyně,
1983).
27
Alena Wagnerová, Die Frau im Sozialismus: Beispiel ČSSR, Standpunkt. Analysen, Dokumente, Pamphlete
(Hamburg : Hoffmann und Campe, 1974).
28
“Správná soudružka se nemohla zamilovat do západního Němce, říká literátka Alena Wagnerová - iDNES.cz,”
accessed March 16, 2017, http://zpravy.idnes.cz/spravna-soudruzka-se-nemohla-zamilovat-do-zapadniho-nemcerika-literatka-alena-wagnerova-gv3-/zpr_archiv.aspx?c=A081205_132348_kavarna_bos.
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Wagnerová’s activity did not remain isolated, and after the Velvet revolution it merged with
a stream of thought prominently led by Jiřina Šiklová. The well-renowned sociologist and persona
of Czechoslovak dissent surrounded herself with other researchers and civil society activists;
moreover, in 1991 she stood behind the foundation of the Gender Studies circle.29 First an informal
platform, this circle later transformed into a Public Service Company meant to build a
counterweight to a rather conservative, anti-feminist environment in the Czechoslovak society as
well as to Western feminist researchers who lacked any empirically contextual basis and were thus
in many cases irrelevant.30 The arrival of democracy and the free market finally debunked the myth
of socialist gender equality (or as Šiklová put it, “Socialist pseudo-emancipation”), and inherent
discrimination became apparent in its presence and continuity.31 As a fundamental instrument to
deconstruct a stereotypical understanding of the past, contemporary gender biases and the voicing
of feminist ideas in public, a truly grand oral history project was designed in 1996. “Based on the
recording of life experience and the opinions of women in three generations (born between1920–
1960),” it created the only existing women-oriented collection of testimonies that in large part
focused on gendered labour history and memory.32 Until now, nothing seems to have surpassed
this effort as it remains the only organized oral history archive of its kind in the Czech and Slovak
contexts, but of the same importance is the fact that Gender Studies managed to lay the theoretical
foundations for further feminist-oriented academic and artistic work.
Unlike feminist intellectuals and public activists who succeeded in organizing their activities
and created the aforementioned centralized structures after 1989, similar endeavours in the arts
scene seem to have remained quite scattered.33 There was no institution, studio or collective that
could be described as feminist from a long-term perspective, which suggests that searching for a
more specific topic like a gendered history of labour poses quite a difficult challenge. However, a
closer look reveals that several artists are reflecting on this topic in addition to approaching the
aforementioned ideas in their own individual manner. What also becomes apparent from the

“Gender Studies:,” accessed March 16, 2017, http://genderstudies.cz/gender-studies/historie.shtml?x=237046.
Ivan Vodochodský, “Patriarchát na socialistický způsob: k genderovému řádu státního socialismu,” Gender, rovné
příležitosti a výzkum 8, no. 2 (2007), pp. 34–35.
31
Ibid., 36.
32
“Women’s Memory...,” accessed March 16, 2017, http://www.womensmemory.net/english/project.asp.
33
Or even, as artist Anna Daučíková complains, her female students are mostly not interested in feminism at all.
Ľuba Kobová, “Feminizmus do výtvarného umenia na Slovensku ešte len príde,” FEMA: Feministický magazín, 3,
no. 6–7 (December 2011), pp. 5–6.
29
30
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presented cases is that it is definitely worth looking in both the Czech and Slovak arts scenes after
1993 since they remained extremely well interconnected and reflected upon a common past.34
Sometimes referred to as the very first feminist artist from Czechoslovakia,35 Anna
Daučíková (born in 1950 in Bratislava, Slovakia)36 has a very interesting personal history and rich
background in feminist and LGBT activism. Her works carry a strong political and feminist
message and elude common categorizations as she moves from glass sculpturing through painting
to film art and photography with ease. In 1979, she made an unorthodox decision for the era and
moved to Moscow, being motivated by a relationship at the time.37 Unlike most Czech and Slovak
artists of the past and present, who dream of moving to “the West,” she found herself in a sort of
internal emigration, isolated from the artistic mainstream and acting as an external observer inside
the USSR for 12 years. Besides her dominant interest in structuralist painting during this period,
several series of photographs were preserved and presented only retrospectively since there were
no chances for Daučíková to present exhibitions officially or even among the circles of the
Moscow artistic underground.38
The best-known of these photographical series, entitled “Moskva/neděle/ženy”
(“Moscow/Sunday/Women,” 1988), was first shown at the Gender Check exhibition in 2009 in
Vienna.39 It consists of 24 black and white photographs captured on the streets of Moscow
depicting random women Anna Daučíková encountered. Her intention was to document specimens
of the so-called “Soviet woman,” an ideological gender construct which was very roughly
discussed at the beginning of this section.
Figure 4: Ana Daučíková, Unnumbered, "Moskva/neděle/ženy"
(Moscow/Sunday/Women), 50 x 40 cm, from a series of 24 b/w photographs, 1988,
Courtesy of the artist.

34

People active in visual arts are working in both of the countries simultaneously by an overwhelming majority.
“ANNA DAUČÍKOVÁ | FUTURA,” accessed March 17, 2017, http://www.futuraproject.cz/futura/event/157anna-daucikova.
36
Based in Prague, currently a vice-rector of The Czech Academy of Fine Arts. “Doc. Anna Daučíková, Akad.
Soch. - Životopis | AVU,” accessed March 17, 2017, https://www.avu.cz/document/doc-annadau%C4%8D%C3%ADkov%C3%A1-akad-soch-%C5%BEivotopis-2722.
37
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The term describing the relentless builder of socialism experienced a semantic shift, at least
in the Czechoslovak environment, as it became a derogatory, sarcastic term alluding to a rustic,
ignorant, tasteless and sometimes masculine physiognomy. This detest was also present in
Daučíková, as she interprets her feelings of the time that had already merged with her early
feminist thoughts and realization of the social and labour context; this elevated seemingly simple
photographs to a form of social study.40 By no coincidence, the author chose Sunday morning for
her action because women exclusively populated the public space in the city during that time. The
explanation for this phenomenon was very simply put in the author’s own words: “The men were
sleeping from a Saturday night fever.”41
Putting aside the tendency of spiralling male alcoholism in the USSR in the late 1980s, it is
more than anything else a representative consequence of obligations that were exclusively
associated with women in socialist societies such as weekend shopping, walking with the kids and
running errands on Sundays. By performing these tasks automatically, women accepted that their
free time was in fact filled with household—and family—related activities while men were using
it for recuperation. As Daučíková summarized, “It is a hard labour to be a Soviet woman.”42 In
this sense, the author succeeded in pointing to one of the lesser discussed consequences of the
gendered labour division structure that prioritized men in various aspects and delivered a unique
piece of visual history and memory of socialism. As she commented in retrospect, “I corrected my
emotional stance, [but] my opinion remains the same.”43
Several Czech and Slovak visual artists that deal with feminist topics related to socialism
can also be found among younger generations. Two prominent artists are Anetta Mona Chiṣa (born
in 1975 in Nădlac, Romania) and Lucia Tkáčová (born in 1977 in Bánska Štiavnica, Slovakia),44
who have been collaborating together since 2000. In their conceptual works, they use various
media, techniques and forms while reflecting predominantly on feminist thoughts, theories, power
and social inequality.

Kobová, “Feminizmus do výtvarného umenia na Slovensku ešte len príde,” 6.
“Artlist – Databáze Současného Umění: Anna Daučíková,” accessed March 17, 2017, http://www.artlist.cz/annadaucikova-108612/.
42
Kobová, “Feminizmus Do Výtvarného Umenia Na Slovensku Ešte Len Príde,” 7.
43
Ibid.
44
They both studied in Slovakia and are currently based in Prague and Berlin. Despite being originally from
Romania, Chiṣa has been listed as a Slovak artist several times. “List of Artists,” accessed March 17, 2017,
http://www.erstestiftung.org/gender-check/exhibition/list-of-artists/.
40
41
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The thematization of women’s roles (also in socialism) and labour appears several times in
their work. “After the Order Graphs” is a series of 13 collages (2006–11) that reflect a recurring
motif— an illustration from the Industrial Worker magazine from 1911. Chiṣa and Tkáčová
created variations of this parodic symbolization of capitalist social hierarchy by using the cutouts
of human figures from different magazines, a large part being from those documenting
Spartakiádas.45 The anachronically combined and contextually displaced pictures represent
different forms of inequalities (among them gender discrimination) set in pyramidal structures
symbolizing hierarchies in a critique that reaches beyond any certain time, regime and place.
In “Far from you—memorials to Lída Clementisová” (2009–10), the artists touched upon
the absence of women in history and memory. Lída Clementisová was the wife of the communist
intellectual and minister of foreign affairs Vladimír Clementis. In 1952, he was executed for
treason after two years of imprisonment in connection to the show trials of Rudolf Slánský and his
alleged “conspirational centre,” with Lída being kept incarcerated for the whole duration of his
imprisonment. After her release, she invested most of her remaining life in legal rehabilitation of
her husband. In spite of the fact that after a decade of hard work and political negotiations she fully
succeeded, she was almost completely omitted from the general historical narrative. During a
series of events, Chiṣa and Tkáčová proposed to revive her memory through the symbolic
appropriation of different monuments, thereby planting the creeping “Clematis Hybride” next to
them.46
The work that seems most interesting in the context of women’s labour is entitled “When
Labour Becomes Form” (2007).47 In this piece, as the artists stated, “We published an
announcement in a newspaper, searching for an elderly unemployed woman, offering her our fee
for participating in the show as a reward for knitting a table-cloth. The pattern we designed for this
knit work is a graph taken from the publication Women, Men and Age in Labour Market
Statistics.”48 An impressive piece of someone’s knitting skills is the final material result of this
initiative, portraying a three-dimensional graph of unemployment in relation to age and gender in
“Anetta Mona Chisa & Lucia Tkáčová | After the Order Graphs (Series of 13 Pieces) (2006 -2010) | Available for
Sale | Artsy,” accessed March 17, 2017, https://www.artsy.net/artwork/anetta-mona-chisa-and-lucia-tkacova-afterthe-order-graphs-series-of-13-pieces.
46
“Chisa/Tkacova: Far from You,” accessed March 17, 2017, http://www.chitka.info/far.html.
47
Also exhibitedat the Cender Check “Gender-Check_list-of-Works.pdf.”
48
“Anetta Mona Chisa & Lucia Tkacova: What Is Capitalism?,” accessed March 17, 2017,
http://www.chitka.info/labour.html.
45
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its pattern. Besides fulfilling the basic humorous idea—forming a symbol of the precariousness of
women’s labour in the age group “45 & over”—its symbolical meanings and subtext further
develop ideas reflected in Daučíková’s photographs and serve as a materialized memory of the
times of socialism.
Figure 5: Anetta Mona Chisa & Lucia Tkacova, "When Labour Becomes Form", ručné
háčkovanie / handmade crochet, 130x160 cm bavlna / cotton yarn, 2007, Courtesy of
the artists

By defining their target group as women born at the latest in 1962, those having definitely
finished their secondary or primary education and reached productive age almost ten years before
the socialist regime in Czechoslovakia collapsed were the ones that fit the description. Thus, they
were fully exposed to all the negative factors of the socialist’s gendered labour division as
described above. Therefore, it was not only the age and gender per se that potentially formed
discriminatory pretexts against these women, but also their statistically documented underqualifications and the non-applicability of their original occupations in a post-transformational
situation and the stigma that they carried over from the socialist epoch.
In the context of a gendered “double burden” under socialism, the knitting ability itself
highlights the fact that taking care of the family and the household did not consist only of simplistic
activities. Fine manual skills like knitting and sewing were complementary to the “socialist
woman” package and were expected of them. These skills, stemming from traditionally womenoriented trades, were taught not only through intergenerational transfer in the family but also in
schools. It can be assumed that the primary reason for these pragmatic hobbies to be maintained,
even up until the late-1980s, was to tackle the constant undersupply of the consumer of goods and
light industry products; their low quality and only virtual variability.49 Against the equality claims
by the official ideology, as women were deemed to have more free time after their less demanding
and important jobs, or opting to become full-time housewives, such acquisition of skills and
practices was a social norm.50

49

As documented by the massive popularity of the Burda magazine in Czechoslovakia and all around the Eastern
bloc. “ŽENA-IN.cz – Aenne Burda naučila ženy šít… - Magazín,” accessed March 17, 2017, http://zenain.cz/clanek/aenne-burda-naucila-zeny-sit.
50
Libora Oates-Indruchová, “The Beauty and the Loser: Cultural Representations of Gender in Late State
Socialism,” Signs: Journal of Women in Culture & Society 37, no. 2 (Winter 2012): 364.
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With the arrival of the capitalist economic system and the international free market and
goods trade, consumerism currently dominating ex-socialist European states rendered knitting and
similar complements of the socialist division of labour obsolete. As encountering someone with
advanced knowledge of these skills is an increasingly rare occasion, “Labour Becomes Form”
represents the materialization of a memory of a past time and symbolizes all the demands and
constraints placed upon the shoulders of socialist women – creating an image of the proverbial
“superwoman,”51 not dissimilar to that which Adélka mentioned in the very beginning of this
section.

Some Concluding Remarks
Without claiming to have offered an exhaustive examination of all artistic productions
dealing with the gendered history and memory of labour in (post-)communist Romania and the
former Czechoslovakia, this paper has attempted to put forth an argument according to which some
artistic productions are able to enact “feminist counter-narratives” (Hugill, 2015) and countermemories. We claimed that the political strength of these feminist artistic productions can facilitate
envisioning more equitable futures where women’s labour (both productive and reproductive) is
no longer overlooked or intentionally obliterated by the hegemonic narratives of labour history in
Eastern Europe and beyond. These feminist artworks attempt to combine a politics of memory,
activism, a history from below, cultural memory and aesthetics for political purposes. Despite the
different structural characteristics of the socialist regimes and the societies of the past, the
problems and themes that are illuminated in the presented case studies from (post-) communist
Romania and former Czechoslovakia are of a very similar nature, documenting the validity of
claims of the general socialist emancipation’s failure asserted by post-communist feminist
literature.
As stated from the beginning, we have chosen to analyse and compare Romanian and
former Czechoslovakian’ feminist artworks addressing women’s labour because the two cases
stand for opposed poles on a virtual scale of European socialist regimes in terms of their
modernization level. In this respect, Romania is an example of a patrimonial communist regime
style while Czechoslovakia represents a bureaucratic-authoritarian regime. Nevertheless, this
Chris Corrin, Superwomen and the Double Burden: Women’s Experience of Change in Central and Eastern
Europe and the Former Soviet Union (Scarlet Press, 1992).
51
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discrepancy in the level of modernization of the two countries has also consequences for the way
in which women’s productive labour is understood. This aspect is also not addressed in the
academic literature on this topic. However, the post-communist artistic memories of women’s
labour in both countries reveal similarities regarding the never ending roles a woman should
perform. In consequence, both cases indicate that “a woman’s work is never done.” If we zoom in
on contemporary art production dedicated to women’s labour in both cases (Romania and former
Czechoslovakia) we can note that many Romanian art pieces are conceived in such a way to also
engage the public in their production of meaning (e.g. Bejenaru sells “limited edition jam” to an
art public, Sonja Hornung and Larisa Crunţeanu conceive art installations that depend on public
participation for their realization and so on). In the case of the former Czechoslovakia, the only
occurrence of the public engagement in the artwork’s production can be noted in Chiṣa and
Tkáčová’ piece “When Labour Becomes Form” (2007) where the artists hired an elderly
unemployed woman to knit a table-cloth.
Both case studies reveal how artistic memory works can function politically and critically.
At the same time, their political engagement highlights the silenced and under-researched histories
of women’s working lives both under state socialism and after its collapse. These artistic practices
reveal and disclose the power relations existent both inside and outside the notion of class and
patriarchy. Because ideology (in an Althusserian sense) does not necessarily refer to a systematic
body of ideas put forth by certain groups but also to material practices, the artistic productions
analysed in this paper show how these material practices can be challenged or dislodged.
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Figure 1: Liliana Basarab, “Untitled/Et si tu n’existais pas”, film, 4’09”, color, sound,
2002 Camera: Matei Bejenaru, with: Liliana Basarab and RO (Nicolae Radu), Editing:
Liliana Basarab and Sorin Aruştei, Maria Alina Asavei’s screenshot, courtesy of the
artist.
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Figure 2: Larisa Crunţeanu and Sonja Hornung, “Femina Subtetrix” at Ivan Gallery
(2015); Photo by Iulian Stanciu, courtesy of the artists.

Figure 3: Aurora Kiraly, “Viewfinders”, 2 table top objects, drawing, cardboard,
photography, photos from the catalogue of the exhibition “Fete cu Idei [Băieţi cu
Picturi]”, Cluj 2016, curators Delia Popa and Giles Eldridge, Bucharest: ArtCrowd,
2016, pp. 52-53, courtesy of the artist
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Figure
4:
Ana
Daučíková,
Unnumbered,
"Moskva/neděle/ženy"
(Moscow/Sunday/Women), 50 x 40 cm, from a series of 24 b/w photographs, 1988,
Courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 5: Anetta Mona Chisa & Lucia Tkacova, "When Labour Becomes Form", ručné
háčkovanie / handmade crochet, 130x160 cm bavlna / cotton yarn, 2007, Courtesy of
the artists
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Success in the Expanded Field.
Reflections on “Girls with Ideas [Boys and Painting]” Project
Giles ELDRIDGE and Delia POPA
gileseldridge@phonecoop.coop, delianapopa@gmail.com
Abstract: This article presents and reflects upon an art project that took place in 2016 at Lateral
ArtSpace and the Common Space at Fabrica de Pensule (Paintbrush Factory) in Cluj-Napoca, and
ODD, Bucharest, Romania, followed by the issue of a publication, organised by English artist
Giles Eldridge and Romanian artist Delia Popa, and the Bucharest based Arts Education
organisation ArtCrowd .
The description of the project is followed by an overview of notions of artistic success in
different cities, and the perceived differing dynamics of the art worlds of Cluj, Bucharest and
London, ending with the authors` personal conclusions on the possible discussions engendered by
the project.

Keywords: collaboration, art market, gender, cities, fine art approach.
Methodology - A Fine Art Approach
Throughout the project we used the methodology of fine art. By this we mean an authentic
space of speculation, where failure, dead ends, non-conclusion, questioning, are both permitted
and essential. We propose this system as a way to expound a variety of inter-dependant topics
rather than a singular polemic.
This method can lead to a number of conclusions that are also co-dependant and thus
potentially describing the scenario with appropriateness. In Fine Art proper this is the process and
progress of studio activity through to the space of exhibition. A number of subjects can be brought
into play without a singular trajectory. A curator would then choose individual works or
commission new works for a public display.
“As opposed to a journalist, scientist, intellectual or activist, society authorises
the artist (and maybe this is what it expects of her) to pose axioms without having
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to prove them.” (Francis Alÿs, A Story of Deception, Wiels 2010, our translation
from French)

“Fete cu idei [băieţi şi picturi]” exhibition, roundtables and publication
The starting point for this project considered the difference between Bucharest and Cluj in
terms of art practice not in a qualitative sense but from the simplified understanding that in Cluj
there is an art centre (Fabrica de Pensule/The Paintbrush Factory) and a recent reputation for
painting and in Bucharest there is no singular defining characteristic. In Cluj there are
internationally known names of young artists whilst in Bucharest it is the older generation that is
better known. What, if any, is the significance, for artists, of these differing identities? What is the
status of art practice in each city and how does gender play out in each in terms of its identity?
What follows from the project publication published in Bucharest in November 2016.
The Project
The title of the project, Fete cu idei[Băieți și picturi]/Girls with Ideas [Boys and Painting]
references two previous museum shows: Bad Girls at The New Museum of Contemporary Art,
SoHo, New York City, 1994 and Good Girls, National Museum of Contemporary Art, Bucharest,
2013.
Originating from an initial idea by the English born visual artist Giles Eldridge, now living
in Bucharest, and developed through an on-going conversation with the Romanian visual artist,
Delia Popa, from Bucharest, this project was intended to present some vital aspects of
contemporary art practice as they are being played out in two of Romania’s leading contemporary
art scenes, Cluj and Bucharest.
It was an exercise in considering the persona and identity of individual artists alongside that of the
two cities. It can be considered as an artistic dialogue rather than having a final curatorial outcome.
Broadly speaking, the differences could be characterised as follows: In Cluj there appears
to have been a well lauded recent history of predominantly male painters, based at Fabrica de
Pensule acquiring international acclaim and commercial success, whereas Bucharest lacks any
such label, being made up of multiple and disparate art spaces and many artists.
However, we have observed that in Bucharest there is a distinctive feature of women art
practitioners, which includes artists, curators, gallerists, cultural managers and art writers.
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Alongside this recognition the project also presents itself as an opportunity to create awareness
about the diversity of art in Cluj.
The project has taken the form of an exhibition in Cluj of 5 female artists from Bucharest followed
by a round table discussion in the same city, which in turn was followed by a round table
conversation in Bucharest and arriving at this publication. It brings to the surface pertinent subjects
around ideas about art in this part of southern Europe today.
The Exhibition
In June 2016 an exhibition of 5 visual artists living in Bucharest was held at Lateral
ArtSpace, The Paintbrush Factory, Cluj.
The intention of the exhibition in Cluj was to reflect the multiplicity of approaches that
seems intrinsic to the capital city: typically not studio based and involved in a wide range of art
practices that are trans-disciplinary and fluid such as painting, drawing, photography, performance,
dance and collaborations, all largely taking place outside of a commercial framework. The roles
these artists take include those of curators, cultural managers and educators. All participating artists
have either made new works or transformed an already existing work for this exhibition.
The Publication
The publication was a hybrid: part exhibition catalogue, part conversation, part art work,
intended to stimulate ongoing discourse. (…) The texts published within it were excerpts from the
two round table discussions. They were edited to give an indication of the nature of live debate
and illustrate the breadth of topics raised. Whilst it did not attempt to present a singular argument
or thesis it did bring to the surface key issues, in an aphoristic style as in (Emil) Cioran and
(Roland) Barthes - dialogical fragments of information.
Art in different cities
The interesting thing that happened after the exhibition Fete cu idei [ băieți și picturi ]/Girls
with ideas, boys and painting of Bucharest artists in Cluj and the following round table discussions
was that a number of other topics came to the surface, such that it became clear to me that a single
conclusion or polemic was not desirable but that I wanted to continue the threads of thoughts that
had arisen from conversations at various levels.
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The very term conversation was what interested me in this project in the first place. As bell
hooks beautifully enounced: “Conversation is always about giving. Genuine conversation is about
the sharing of power and knowledge; it is fundamentally a cooperative enterprise” and
“conversation as a mode of interaction calls us to open our mind.” (hooks bell, Teaching Critical
Thinking, 2010, pg. 45)
The project was never going to be about a political solution to a supposed problem yet the
material that has been spoken about contains some politics for sure. The issue of gender being the
most prominent political aspect but one can consider the notion of success in similar terms too.
I have been accused of casting a colonial eye over the scenario but it stands as a matter of
fact that the international commercial success of artists in Cluj largely concerns male painters. Is
this simply tired old patriarchal history being played out again or does it say something about the
nature of the city of Cluj? The same question goes for the existence of Fabrica de Pensule, is this
related to what Cluj is, historically and does the lack of such a place in Bucharest indicate a
different scenario there?
Then there is the question regarding the merits of these differing structures in each city; what
does it mean for an artist to be in a smaller centripetal structure as opposed to a larger more
disparate and fragmented city? Ultimately it would seem obvious that there are pros and cons to
each situation but that somehow it appears important to me to acknowledge that the nature of each
place plays a big part in determining what is possible within each and that talking about this feature
is vital to an understanding of one's work and potential as an artist.
I love Bucharest. As Bucharest artist Vlad Nanca stated: "Bucharest (is) the city we all love
to hate". Bucharest is the place of culture, traffic, cats, dogs, Mega Image, rude waiters, activism,
feminism, men who dont shake hands with women, cold, heat, extreme heat, air conditioning,
friendship, betrayal, boredom.
I studied at the National University of Arts Bucharest. There I learned a bit about art,
philosophy and anthropology, how to draw and paint, but I also learned that almost all professors
had a beard, no female painter has taught in the Painting Department, and that the Artists Union
U.A.P. was run by the same people (men) as the school.
Beyond the lack of feeling that I belonged to this group, I also felt a sense of stagnation, in
the department and in the art scene of Bucharest. As I was leaving for London, to find movement
and more knowledge, the art scene was starting to move here as well. (Popa Delia, Solidarity
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Making it Happen, Artleaks Gazette-August 2015, pg. 81) (c.f. Vlad Nancă description at the end)
So what if I compare these two examples with another city? The obvious reference point
here is London, since it is where I lived for 18 years. Art in the British capital could be seen or
presented in a multitude of ways; seemingly simultaneously connected yet disparate and discreet
in such a a way as to posit several possible histories: London as a commercial hub and art market
headquarters, scores of very sharp-end galleries e.g. Hauser and Wirth, Gagosian and White Cube
etc. and a multi-layered array of other for profit outfits and non-commercial artist-run spaces. In
terms of artists there are plenty of home-grown participants but the feel in London is international
due to the extensive gallery scene and events such as the Frieze art fair as well as to the large
number resident foreign practitioners.
London is also marked by the huge number of artists; in the thousands by even the most
conservative estimates. ”As argued by the economist Hans Abbing (2002) and the art critic Robert
Hughes (1990), we are dealing with an inflation of the number of artists educated in universities
and specialized institutions. Hughes says that the consequences of this inflation are unemployment
at the base of the artistic pyramid and an exaggerated system of stars at the peak of the pyramid,
the system promoting starts while leaving 90% of the artists on the verge of subsistence. The
paradox of art producers’ poverty includes the powerful institutional growth (Hughes, 1990).” ( in
Popa Delia, ”Arts Management in Contemporary Art in Romania”, PhD, unpublished thesis, 2014,
pg. 51)
Another art identity for London is art education, which is also now sold as an international
commodity; annual fees for EU students are currently around €11,000 and €23,000 for other
international students [current Goldsmiths’ fees BA Fine Art] In addition to these aspects is the
rise of the freelance and institutional curator as auteur. Courses in curating being taught at the same
institutions as Fine Art leading to an old school tie network after graduation. In fact the art colleges
form networks of artists to such an extent that not going to these schools, especially at postgraduate
level, means that it is very difficult to progress within the London art scene.
All this being in dramatic contrast to what happens in either Cluj or Bucharest in terms of a
commercialised art education system, art market or the sheer numbers of artists, in spite of the four
art centres of Romania, Cluj, Bucharest, Timișoara and Iași, that are based on their art universities,
and where professors at the Cluj art school were vital to the establishment of Adrian Ghenie,
Mircea Cantor, Ciprian Mureșan etc. We can actually assume that the ”Cluj school”, as described
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by the art press in the past decade, would not have happened without their support of "talented"
boys; that, on the other hand, did not happen to that degree in Bucharest.
The Art Market/ Notions of Succes
So in these ways the identity of art in London should be understood as multi-faceted rather
than just within the commercial field. Each aspect is in fact required and contributes to the financial
sphere.
All aspects are connected from the complex of art spaces to the status of Art education
institutions and influential art museums of differing sizes; Tate, Serpentine Gallery, Whitechapel
Gallery, and Camden Arts Centre etc. These museum spaces work in direct curatorial proximity to
the commercial art space. The artist elevated by the museum space is further promoted and
produced within the commercial sphere, in turn only artists with this financial stamp of approval
will be shown in other contemporary art museums. This blatant scenario is a sort of taboo, maybe
because it is so obvious. The point here is that it has nothing to do with the attitude and intellect
of art practice.
”The relationship between art and money is untouchable or sacrosant, the first
being seen either as a luxury good, or as a source of experience, as an informational
good, and as a transmitter of ideas. Art is also seen as a product that creates a
”positive” addiction. The problem Iain Robertson observes is that there is a certain
monopoly that decides the value of these goods and limits the access to information,
which in turn creates an elite of this mechanism, leading eventually to a very high value
of some art products. The author then describes the structure of the art market as not
being global, but international, and operating in certain centres, and counting on the
wealth created by bankers”1.

There are many agencies that then determine market success and society's notion of value.
The public see the exhibitions and are told what to look at whereas the artist knows what goes on
behind the scenes as well. We need to talk about this more because it sits in opposition to ideas
and discourse proper, on the one hand there is commercial ”theatre” on the other is authentic
intellectual art activity. It is not a case of choosing one over the other but of being clear for
ourselves what the relationship means for the individual artist. There is not simply one notion of
success. It is a situation of relationships not simply “The Art World” as one entity.
Three possible examples in that sense could be the three B-s, the three older women artists
1

Delia Popa, ”Arts Management in Contemporary Art in Romania”, PhD, unpublished thesis, 2014, pg. 55
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that became Artists after being ”discovered” by important art institution well into their involvement
in their respective art scenes, Louise Bourgeois, Geta Brătescu, and Phyllida Barlow. The Guardian
recently called Phyllida Barlow, the artist who represents Britain at The Venice Biennale 2017:
“An Artistic Outsider who has finally come inside”, while she had been working as an artist and
teaching at the Slade School of Art in London since the 60`s.
In London an art pyramid is formed that exists in any market based art centre, with the most
commercially successful galleries and artists at the top and various bands of other artists below
with a large slab at the base keeping the whole thing upright or maybe a better analogy would be
that of a ship with literally thousands of artists required to maintain the ballast.
The de facto function of these artists is to maintain an atmosphere and environment; to
populate areas of London to keep the creative feel of the place and to work in galleries, museums
and art schools to appropriately maintain the institutional integrity of each. In this sense it could
be argued that it is artists themselves that present the image of London as a world capital of art.
From the point of view of the individual artist this is both appealing and difficult; to gain
membership of this club requires involvement at an academic and social level. The usual privilege
of the white middle class man is often usurped by the exoticism of the newcomer, such as the
women artists I have mentioned above. Anything that can be considered novel is also seen as
saleable due to rarity or difference and the idea of being the first to attend a point in history, such
as seeing Luc Tuyman’s first show or being an early purchaser of a Ghenie.
If one considers success to be outside of a commercial or international framework is one
taking a political stand against such realms?
A feminist discourse could describe this comparative situation of cities in terms of sexuality
or desire. London, could be seen as gendered male, due to the image it presents, it could be
considered centralised with the notion of a singular combination of commercial and cultural
success and international acclaim based on the large numbers of artists, high prices paid and
numbers of visitors to art galleries most notably the Tate. Cluj could be seen as admiring that model
and achieving select elements of it while Bucharest would be seen as outside that schema but in a
potentially multivalent and productive way, not fettered by a strong history or concerned about
current competition. Thus it could be said that London is fixed, Cluj is desiring and Bucharest is
fluid and open but that these perceptions could change with a different attitude to the notion of
success. For the individual artist there are positive and negative aspects to each scenario. The key
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issue, it seems to me, centres on one’s notion of success. What criteria is used to define this?
Is it instrumental to the pyramidal system that all artists hope to become a well-paid, admired
superstar, both financially and in terms of prestige? Again, this can change and expand if we think
in broader terms about the idea of success.
Maybe it is the possibility to ignore the notion of success entirely that would be the most
desirable position? One participant at the Bucharest roundtable, artist and curator Simona Vilău
expressed an opinion in that direction:
“The artist shouldn't go in the studio and think "I want to make a successful piece of
art". This is so stupid! (..) to have to make, to create, to produce a successful piece of
art - this is so counter-productive, it creates depression, anxiety, and failure in the end.
It's too complicated, but sometimes, even in school, students are trained to be
successful, which is not the point, in my opinion, we have to work on evolving the level
of the system”2.

Conclusions
Art is a sensational thing, experiencing and speaking with all the senses and in differing
languages. It is a sad moment when this is reduced to the market. This is where both Cluj and
Bucharest can operate; being not entirely divorced from the market they both retain enough of a
distance so as to form differing atmospheres.**
What if there was a deferring distance between the reception of the work of art and the art
market? What if the market was just the "consume by", and "it may contain traces of nuts"
correspondent of the food market?
My notion of success would be a place where an artist can be an artist without the pressure
of money or status. In other words, London then operates at a commercial level not an art level; it
is more concerned with the maintenance and culture of a structure rather than the methodology of
art that would question and toy with these cultural values. I think success starts in the studio, and
further it is a case of understanding this array of dynamics and positioning oneself within it at a
social level. I see success as being located in many different spaces and the problem arises if the
market is seen as the place of success, as opposed to a place of success.
Success in the expanded field - one of multiplicity, not of singularity.

2

Delia Popa and Giles Eldridge, Fete cu Idei [Băieţi cu Picturi] (Bucharest: ArtCrowd Association, 2016, p. 41).
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Notes
*Vlad Nancă is a Bucharest based artist, instrumental in establishing a young contemporary art
scene there in early 2000, www.vladnanca.com
**Art Safari Art Fair, Artmark & a few other auction houses starting to emerge in Bucharest and
Artists' Union (UAP) strongly influence artists’ lives in terms of studios, exhibition spaces, and
more recently the re-emergence of Arta Magazine.
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Theory and action in feminist art practices – a self-centered approach
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Abstract: The focus of this paper is on the resources of the artistic practice that generates the
visual construction and significance in the art work. The “self-centered approach” refers to the
point of view from which considerations are made – one’s own artistic practice, based on the
reconsideration of one’s own biography.
Between the theoretical frame and the artistic act there is a link that generates a coherent
harangue. The feminist label of one’s work comes as a conclusion – the practice being mainly in
the area of performance and installation art. Part of this analysis is dedicated to the use of the
female body in contemporary art and to the debate on how this aspect can be influenced by
contextualization of the art work.
The conclusions are open in this text because it deals with the personal experience of an artist,
involved in different projects on the female image, stereotypes, citizenship, politics and political
representation of women in contemporary Romania – like a testimonial, analysed in a Freudian
manner (the figure of the father being overused).

Keywords: visual art, feminist practice, performance art, art and politics.
The artistic practice is seen as a result, as an answer to the question „What kind of art do
you make?”. Who is answering this question, when the answer comes (after or before the art is
done) is generating a certain kind of taxonomy of the art word – the so called „labelling” of the art
object, or the artistic action.
This paper refers to „a personal approach” on how art – my own art, in this case – balances
between being integrated in a theoretical argument and the actions that actually generate the art
work discourse.
The main aspect of the feminist work – as it is in my work – consists in using the body, or
the image of the body, one’s own body, or the body of other women.
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In the book Understanding Body Language there is a consideration on the contemporary
mentality that is very important in the context of the present analysis – by using the body we are
promised that we will understand the motivation and feelings of others; we will communicate more
efficiently; we will create faster connections; we will convince without producing remorse 1.
Performance, as an artistic practice, involves a reconsideration of the functions of the body. By
using one’s own body, the symbolic meaning is amplified, and paraphrasing the classic saying
"every gesture is political", we get an argument that can be put on debate: "any artistic action in
which a female body is involved is automatically a feminist one”. Here is an example of the
relationship between the communicator and the use of language. Recognition by an empowered
critical voice (art critic, curator, cultural journalist, reviewer, or anyone else who may have an
authorized opinion) and then the acceptance of that opinion by an audience, more or less competent
on the matter, gives meaning to that artistic action.
If we start from the assumption that human expression is one of the primary aspects
involved in establishing recognizable behavioural typologies, then the acknowledgment of certain
basic elements in others and creating general truths, make the artistic productions to become
accessible to their audiences, considered as principles of a common world2. In practice, this
criterion of recognition of the artistic phenomenon functions in the sense of causing disorder into
the mind of the viewer. My own artistic production is based on the emotional relations within a
group, positive or negative affinities3 that are stimulated by actions labelled as feminist.
In developing the visual discourse, an important role lies in the process of questioning the
idea of a standard (and standardization). Placing oneself into a positive or negative position to a
standard generates the socio-behavioural rules in a community. How the body looks like can
indicate the membership of a particular group4.
The”Daddy's Little Princess” performance takes in consideration the debate around the
idea of the human body that is treated as an object, but also as a subject, put under the evaluation
of the viewer. This artistic project opened the discussion resumed in the exhibitions ”Upper-class
Geoff Ribbens and Richard Thompson, Understanding Body Language (New York: Barro’s Educational Series,
2001), 7.
2
Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann, Constituirea a realității. Tratat de sociologia cunoașterii (Bucharest: Art,
2008), 54.
3
Alex Mucchelli, ”Modelele comunicării”, in Comunicarea, ed. Philippe Cabin and Jean- François Dortier (Iași:
Polirom, 2010), 58.
4
Umberto Eco, Istoria urâtului (Bucharest: Rao, 2007), 426.
1
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Supervised” (Calina Gallery, Timisoara, 2014) and ”I’m a Spoiled Daughter of a Politician”
(Victoria Art Center, Bucharest, 2014). The inspiration behind came from two sources: my own
biography, encompassing the status of being the daughter of a politician, a fact that generated an
identity pattern in Romanian society and gender identity, and what it means to be a womanaccessory, ready to be presented to the public as a trophy.
The woman objectifies herself in ways that follow the logic of the consumerist society. In
his book "Paradoxical Happiness - Essay on Hyperconsumption Society", Gilles Lipovesky
proposes a comprehensive analysis of how opinion is created in the contemporary society.
Newspapers, online press, magazines, television, internet become means where "the incarnation
of the fullness of life" is displayed daily and where the patterns of a happy life are exalted through
overexposure5. The goal is to improve appearances, and the targeted effect is to trigger envy.
Therefore, the exit of the object-woman from this predetermined logic is, symbolically, a damage
to her image.
Prior to the performance itself, some studio photos were made – a variety of studies of
movement and posture that allude to the rigidity of a doll. The resulting images assumed
beautification and makeover, the purpose being to bring them into a formula similar to fashion
photography or product photos. By assuming this position – to be a mass-market item, the woman
is an investment and therefore a profit is expected.
The conceptual game is centered on the image of a paternal figure, opening interpretations
that come from psychology and psychoanalysis. The "father" appears as a mental necessity, a
virtual representation of a supreme instance that puts things in order, and is responsible for the
happiness of "the little girl". The woman, by fulfilling her submissive role, is bound to be happy.
Happiness becomes mandatory and is a brand equivalent to success.
The live performances of ”Daddy's Little Princess” lasted for three and a half hours and
implied self-assumed confinement in a box, as a doll, in an almost motionless position, waiting for
the viewers to have a noticeable and describable reaction. All the action was carried out at the
entrance of Aiurart Gallery exhibition space in Bucharest. ”Momentum II” took place in the spring
of 2014, and was curated by Olivia Niţiş and Oana Băluţă6.

5
6

Gilles Lipovesky, Fericirea paradoxală. Eseu asupra societății de hiperconsum, (Iași: Polirom, 2007), 274.
Momentum 2 [catalog], (Bucharest: Experimental Project, 2014), 8-17.
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Active participation in an engaged approach requires an alignment to the moral ideas
promoted through the event. This is the point of this argumentation where we return to the issue
of conceptual construction and to the process of categorizing (or putting a tag) on the artistic
practice. Sociologist Oana Băluţă sees the exhibition ”Momentum II” as a way to "deconstruct
meanings and representations of feminine and womanly once one assumes a political language",
and the images become a "complementary vehicles of communication that may be situated in the
public space of the experiences of the women and raise public awareness"7.
Tracking the reactions of others and my own organic reactions became the main concerns
during the performance. There were reactions of embarrassment among viewers. Some of them
left, but came back after a while. In some cases “games of power” between the viewed and the
viewer occurred. The spectator was trying to induce a state of uneasiness to the "objective",
seeking eye contact and struggling to maintain it for a long period of time. The result was
favourable to the "doll", which, behind the glass, was in control.
Once accustomed to the objectification of the living being, the box took the role of a piece
of furniture. Leaned back against the oversized "package", two young women were talking to one
another. A group of visitors had a discussion about the artist and its action less than half a meter
away. I overheard the conclusion that the action, at first, appears as a funny game, the constructed
image in itself is fun, but as time passes, it becomes disturbing and creates a strange atmosphere.
The organic reactions were acute pain in my feet, which made blood flow difficult, and
made me give up my shoes – those were removed by the curator through a ventilation hole at the
top of the box as another (unplanned) action in this performance. The psychological effect was a
decrease in the ability to control the public and an increase in vulnerability. The state of perfect
puppet was attacked. Finally, the two coordinators of the project faked a break in the glass of the
box.
The same scenario was repeated for the closing of the exhibition, ”Momentum 2”. The
clothes were hung on a wire frame that was not visible, in a construction designed to give the
feeling that there is an imaginary body in those clothes.
In this context, we can also begin a wider discussion on assuming an "ante factum" or a
"post factum" feminist position.
Oana Băluță, “Momentum 1 și Momentum 2 decupaje și integrări politico-estetice ale feminității, femeiescului și
femininului” in Momentum 2 [catalog], 15.
7
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According to my personal experience, assigning an artistic belief to an act can start from
its "intentionality". As an artist, I can intend to have a feminist discourse and build my "artefact"
to support my feminist convictions, or my object (or action) fits into a feminist theoretical
construction, but with no previous intention.
In developing the actions, I started from the premise that identity cannot be fully
reproduced. Because of this, in the description of my own methodology, one can enter the term
apparent identity - the subject looks like, and it is endowed with all the properties of a phenomenon
or of the objects reproduced. There is a process of extraction that makes the artistic phenomenon
become a relationship. The recreated entity (image) appears to be perceived as the entity subjected
to recreation (subject). The comparison is non-linear and constant, it can be more like a spiral, not
being a singular act in time. In the case of a work of art, even a performance, we can mentally go
back and find new meaning that can have a source, a temporal detachment from the moment it
appeared, or by having extra information about the context in which it was created or about what
it refers to.
Using one’s own person as subject can be seen as a tendency towards narcissism, tendency
that exists more or less in each individual, and for the contemporary artist, it can become a tool.
Lea Vergine in the book ”Body art and performance” raises a crucial question: is there or is there
not an identification to equivalence between a performance artist and the person himself. The
apparent identity occurs through a process of extracting the essential, what is worthy of being
shown8. The woman who can be seen looks like the works’ author up to a false identification, but
does not totalize all her attributes. Physical appearance is justified for certain purposes, gathered
under this themes: the male-female relationship and the public-artist relationship (where the artist
is seen as a body- an object). The exhibition of the inner world becomes prominent along with the
transformation of emotional and cognitive moods in visual images. The effect achieved through
art is to make public something that should remain private.
What should be noted is that, in the elaboration of the projects, a relationship of
equivalences between the real objects and the artistic objects was not intended, it was but a sham9.
Even if I refer to events that actually took place at some point in time, the institutional context of
art distorts their meaning.
8

9

Lea Vergine, Body art and performance. The body as language (Milan: Skira, 2007), 7-8, 26-30.
Roland Barthes, Eseuri critice (Chișinău: Cartier, 2006), 249.
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The "institutional theory of art" by George Dickie says that a work of art is an artefact
created specifically to be submitted to the art world10.
The works may correspond to an idealistic attachment to concepts promoted in
contemporary activism, challenging a social fact, but the potential alarm signal exists in subsidiary.
Activism, in this case, comes as a consequence and not as the main purpose.
The psychological concept of "false recognition", which belongs to Henri Bergson, is an
extended theoretical support for the series of works "Upper-Class Supervised" and "I Am The
Spoiled Daughter of a Politician". "False recognition" appears from the identification of current
perception with a prior perception that looks like the first in its content or in the emotional hue and
is based on the principle that two images have a real existence, one of those being the reproduction
of the other11.
Between the body and image of the body a relationship of complicity starts developing.
However, one can translate into images Pierre Bourdieu's statement: "the social world builds the
body as sexed reality and considers it the depositary of sexual principles of vision and division"12.
The relationship between the body and image of the body has been speculated in the
participatory work “Flavia Lupu for Finish’ it” (2013). There a symbolic creative transfer takes
place, from the artist to the audience, by using the image of the artist’s body. Each of the
participants could contribute, per their discretion, with the tools provided to "vandalize" the image
of artist’s body. That image was a self-portrait, a photographic transposition, scale 1:1, in
underwear, but not having a sexual meaning, that could react: once "wounded", it would bleed
(paint used for wounds in films was used to gain this effect). Again, just as in “Daddy’s Little
Princess”, the question regarding the relationship between truth and false, between real and unreal
pops up.
Hypothetically, a woman offers herself to the public to dispose of her. A golden hammer,
nails and other objects are on a table, all objects generally used in the medical system, all painted
gold – a scenography leading to an amplification of the gestures, transforming them into a ritual.
In the space of Atelier 030202, in an event which involved the interaction between visitors and
artworks, participants "played", and were most probably amused. It becomes unclear, however,

10

George Dickie, Introduction to aesthetics. An analytic approach, (Oxford University Press, 1997), 82.
Henri Bergson, Energia spirituală, (Bucharest: Meridiane, 2003), 80.
12
Pierre Bourdieu, Dominația masculină, (Bucharest: Meridiane, 2003), 18.
11
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whether the audience felt that they exercised power over a simple sheet of paper, or that they really
felt the freedom feeling of disposing of a person in a way that would have been impossible in real
life, without subsequent repercussions.
The issue of the personal relationship between art and politics for my own art projects was
a way to exploit my personal biography in order to create art, but also became a critical hypostasis
for the contemporary Romanian political scene. I do not necessarily refer to a real involvement in
politics (being a member of a political party or being a candidate for public office), but rather to a
borderline relationship. The self-assumed status of being (at that time) the daughter of a politician
who, at the same time, happened to be an artist, generated a series of favourable circumstances for
the analysis of the cause and effect on the relationships with others in this case, and also on the
manifestations of political campaigns.
The exhibitions "Upper-Class Supervised" (Calina Gallery, Timisoara, 2014) and "I Am
The Spoiled Daughter of a Politician" (Victoria Art Center, Bucharest, 2014) are part of a common
discourse that refers to the elaboration of contemporary mythologies.
”Upper-class Supervised”, exhibition held at Calina Gallery in Timișoara, in the summer
of 2014, included works that had a history that related to the performance art and to its physicality,
even if the body was not actually present.
The state of surveillance and self-surveillance generates self-objectification that is, as
Olivia Niţiş, the curator of the two projects, noted in a written text for the opening at Calina
Gallery, a "desired object". The clothes become a symbolic expression of personal characteristics
and in the work in ”Transfer” – a series of images that were part of the exhibition in Timișoara,
resulted from an improvised photo shoot that took place at my own birthday party and became a
participatory performance with burlesque characteristics. The action was ironic and self-ironic.
This was an experiment in which I offer my own outfits to other women. The masquerade
emphasizes certain desirable characteristics of the female appearance that come from the action of
framing the female body in a certain pattern. It was a comparative process – the participants were
asked to choose an outfit that belonged to me from a stander, free of charge and to take it home
with them, after they had tried it on - the offer to take the clothes home was largely denied.
However, even in the case of the participants who indeed took the clothes home, none of them
were worn in circumstances other than during the shoot. Therefore, the identity transfer was a
game that was performed on a short term, in a controlled environment without further effects.
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The identity relationship begins to deconstruct through an exchange in the relationship
between the public and the private space: I'm relating to society and society relates to me. This
process is not a direct one, but it is mediated trough filters such as stereotypes, prejudices, and
other circumstantial connections that we all make during different situations in real life.
The French sociologist Alain Touraine, in his book "The Women’s World", notices the
distrust and irritation of women when "feminism" is evoked, especially when it is integrated into
the political discourse. The author states that, according to his interviews, that we are dealing with
a "post feminism" era, when the rights, which were previously fought for, in contemporary social
society become self-evident13. However, according to my own social experiences, there is a
contradictory duality on how women are seen in the Romanian society. Career, financial
independence, careful studies are encouraged and even ”preached”, but, at the same time, the
pressure to fulfil the gender role (mother, wife) is maintained on both women and men, as this is
often considered the ultimate proof of the utility of their existence in the world. The denial or the
lack of this attribute in one’s life, from various reasons, may appear as a malfunction or as a
personal incapacity and is regarded by others, or even by people themselves, as a failure, difficult
to overcome.
”Romania - transition START!”, title under which I incorporated a few family photos from
the '90s, is the point from which I begin to extract meaning related to my personal development,
but also to the development of contemporary Romania. Here we can find the images of my mother,
in the first day of school photos, the only "in bodied" visual references in the exhibition.
Women in the Romanian men’s world were seen mostly as annexes of their husbands or
fathers. The mark of their marital status becomes even more important than their own personal
achievements, which brings a misogynistic component even into the relationships established
between women.
In the exhibition ”I'm The Spoiled Daughter of a Politician” there was a corner where my
own shoes were mixed with my mother's shoes – the proposal was to open a topic on how the
established female behaviour pattern is transmitted from one generation to another in Romanian
society. An identity transfer occurs between generations, with a desirable pattern, based on a
potential "pseudo-good", together with a "what is right" component that does not require any
explanations.
13

Alain Touraine, Lumea femeilor, (Bucharest: Art, 2007), 34-35.
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The autobiographical references are also a visual research on the problems of everyday
life. Quoting Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann, everyday life is an invention of the modern
world, which involves techniques and skills, projects and resources14. The two authors consider
that the daily reality becomes the objective reality par excellence and is generated by institutions
and space limitations, being complemented by a subjective reality that is shaped according to
personal experiences. The individual is not born as a member of the society, but during his
existence there is a temporal succession, when he "trains" himself to participate to society’s
dialectics.
In the book "The Social Construction of Reality" two types of socialization are described:
primary and secondary socialization. Primary socialization occurs in childhood, when parents are
the equivalent of the world itself. Conflicts arise when the child becomes aware of the fact that his
parents’ world is not the only possible world and there is a second world, institutionalized, with a
higher degree of anonymity.
A "successful socialization" requires a high degree of symmetry between two realities: the
subjective one, dictated by inner impulses, and the objective one, institutionally organized.
Therefore, success arises from this fact: everyone is what they allegedly are, and biographical clues
become the most relevant. An individual may react to the classification imposed by the others, but
by doing so one could become undesirable among his own. The outcome of contrary selfidentification, as Berger and Luckmann mentioned, can have a fault in its structure of
verisimilitude and is considered a fleeting fantasy15.
Family photos were present in both exhibitions, in Timișoara and in Bucharest. An
important role has been played by the image of the father keeping his couple of months old baby
daughter in his hand, above his head, as a trophy, but also as an image of the filiation relationship
seen as a potential biological continuity of the family.
Artists like Tracy Emin - who put her own bed in the exhibition hall, or Nan Golding –
who work with images regarding abusive relationships – documented their own existence and the
existence of others through photos. In the exhibition held at Victoria Art Center, I presented my
own testimony of institutional recognitions – diplomas, voter card and birth certificate. The
documents provide relevant information in the shortest manner possible. In contrast to many
14
15

Berger and Luckmann, Constituirea socială a realității, 9, 12.
Berger and Luckmann, Constituirea socială a realității, 192, 219-222.
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possible attributes as a woman, those presented here were equivalent and comparable to any other
Romanian citizen, regardless of his or her social status and gender.
The electoral poster of my father and the spot he used in the campaign for the parliamentary
elections of 2012 were also presented in this exhibition. They undertook a remake, a changing of
the protagonists – the daughter took the place of the father, while retaining the layout and shape
of the originals. This has more than one meaning: the daughter received the identity of the father;
the woman appropriates the speech of the man; the citizen adopts the ideas of the politician.
Furthermore, this takes us back to one essential question: whether it would be more desirable to
have “male followers” in business or politics? Even though the daughter may have the same
qualities as a son, a daughter is, from the start, regarded with suspicion, catalogued as less
intellectually gifted, less able to meet the demands of socio-political pressures.
The remake of the images is equivalent to a falsification, just as the political character was
built on an accumulation of adaptations - away from himself, transforming himself from a subject
to an object. Public activity in itself, in terms of artistic practice, involves the objectification of
human beings given by the need for labelling in order to become recognizable. The result is,
therefore, a fake of a fake, supported by real facts.
”The Last Supper”, a staged photo with me in the place of Jesus, became the major piece
of the two projects "I’m the Spoiled Daughter of a Politician” and ”Upper-Class Supervised”.
This image refers to the artist's position, of a woman that finds herself, by fate, in a world
of people used to decision making, which in Romania is mostly a male world.
The contextualization of the image is based on the idea of dogmatic coercion in a society
where masculine values and pragmatism are associated with positive and constructive elements,
as opposed to feminine values, labelled sometimes as useless or insignificant in the political
decision.
The process of decryption of the symbolic meanings of images is versatile and open,
challenging once again the relationship between fake and authentic.
”The Last Supper”, painted between 1495-1498 by Leonardo da Vinci for the Duke of
Sforza, became an emblematic work in the cultural history of humanity, and was used in
advertising, visual arts and political display in many forms. In 1996, Renée Cox made ”Yo Mama's
Last Supper” where she replaced Jesus and used black men around her, except Judas, who was
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white, in an attempt to destroy stereotypes. The work caused protests and comments from
authorities and from Catholic Church.
My own visual structure is similar, to some extent, to the Jamaican artist’s, but it also
follows other meanings. There is a real connection between the people in the photo, a subordinated
hierarchy. Symbolically, the image refers to a transfer of power, and its possible consequences,
which come from a relationship of lineage.
Substitution in the case of this “Supper” becomes a process by which a different person is
gifted with the attributes that one does not naturally have; the mistakes of the father are attributable
to the daughter, as the daughter becomes liable to inherit biographic errors from her father.
Referring to the biblical context, the son is sent to correct an error and the question that arises here
is: does the female offspring retain the same qualities?
“I'm The Spoiled Daughter of a Politician”, as “Upper-Class Supervised” are two
exhibitions that started from the reflective process on the connection between arts and politics, and
the most disposable resource was the self-referential point of view. Creative strategies and
resources were based on theoretical research, on a reflection upon the capabilities for visual
expression of the objects invested with the title of artwork, as well as on a boost equivalent to
inspiration or creative instinct.
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Flavia Lupu, Mihai Lupu Poster, digital print, 100x70 cm, 2014

Flavia Lupu, The Last Supper, digital print, 300x116 cm, 2014

Flavia Lupu, Transition go!, Instalation, 2014
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Flavia Lupu, Daddy's little princess (2), performance Aiurart, 2014
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Flavia Lupu for Finish'it_Atelier 030202, 2013
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Abstract: How can contemporary representations of war be reflected from a gendered and
sexualized perspective? I intend to enter the visual and discursive field of war through the
narratives/images of sexualized violence and especially their artistic reconfigurations. My starting
point is the assumption that sexual violence is currently constructed as a field of trauma. This
construction happens mainly through the claim of (especially visual) unrepresentability and the
unbearable confrontation with the entanglement of sexuality and violence. It generally neglects
narratives of survivors who indeed very often find a way to describe, narrate and represent their
experience. Searching for a queer and feminist response to current representations of sexualized
violence in times of war by means of art the text attempts to activate Sanja Ivekovic’s techniques of
looking and imagining. I suggest reinterpreting the images of the contemporary fashion industry
(like Sanja Ivekovic did) and their explicit connection to images of war distributed in the media, as
empowering re-stagings of sexualized violence. With this proposition I intend to challenge the
viewer to imagine additional layers of image in order to insert a queer practice of looking, and
reopen the position of the viewer to ethical responsiveness. For that purpose, I examine Steven
Meisel’s iconography of images of war in fashion photography through their atmosphere of futurism
or science fiction. As a consequence, I examine the potentiality of a different future past (future
anterior) as a crucial temporality of both photography and queer S/M practices, which reflect back
on historical events and painful experiences. The last part of the text examines my own artwork, the
photo installation “Future Anterior – Illustrations of War” in which I insert short texts based on
future anterior into fragments of Steven Meisel’s photographs.

Keywords: sexualized violence, contemporary fashion industry, queer S/M practices,
overwriting images.
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Introduction
The feminist artist Sanja Iveković has explored the forgetting of anti-fascist female figures,
who in socialist times played an important role in Eastern European societies but were easily erased
from social memory after the change of socialist political systems. Although very active throughout
the 70s and 80s, Ivekovic’s work only became known after 2000, when she was discovered by
several (Western) art institutions.16 In this text I will focus on Ivekovic’s photo installation “Gen
XX (1997 – 2001)”. The work was originally published as a photo series in several magazines
(Arkzin, Zaposlena, Frakcija, Kruh i ruze, and Kontura) between 1997 and 1998 as an intervention
in the established ways of creating commercial but also political content and information in the
media. “Gen XX (1997 – 2001)” was made in order to reflect the loss of remembrance as a precise
shift in the politics of memory after 1989. Instead of exposing the forgotten female characters,
Ivekovic inserted their names and short descriptions about their deaths in fashion magazine posters.
These are the texts written on the posters:
Anka Butorac
Charged with anti-fascist activities.
Tortured and executed in Kostajnica in 1942.
Died at the age of 36.
Dragica Koncar
Charged with anti-fascist activities.
Tortured and executed in Zagreb in 1942.
Died at the age of 27.
Sisters Bakovic
Charged with anti-fascist activities.
Tortured and executed in Zagreb in 1942.
Age at the time of execution: 21 and 24.
Nada Dimic
Charged with anti-fascist activities.
Tortured and executed in Nova Gradiska in 1942.
Age at the time of execution: 19.

Numerous monographs demonstrate the increasing interest in Ivekovic’s work in recent years. See Silvia Eiblmayr
(Ed.): Sanja Ivekovic. Personal Cuts. (Wien: Triton Verlag 2001); Kathrin Rhomberg (Ed.): Sanja Ivekovic: Selected
Works. (Barcelona: Fundacio Antoni Tapies, 2008); Maria Hlavajova (Ed.): Sanja Ivekovic. Urgent Matters. (Utrecht:
BAK, basis voor actuele kunst, 2009); Magdalena Ziolkowska (Ed.): Sanja Ivekovic. Practice makes the Master. (Lodz:
Muzeum Sztuki, 2009); Roxana Marcoci (Ed.): Sanja Ivekovic. Sweet violence. (New York: Museum of Modern Art,
2011); Ruth Noack: Sanja Ivekovic. Triangle. (London: Afterall Books, 2013)
16
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Ljubica Gerovac
Charged with anti-fascist activities.
While being captured she commited suicide.
Died at the age of 22.
Nera Safaric
Persecuted for her anti-fascist activities.
Arrested in Crikvenica in 1942 and taken to Auschwitz concentration camp, from
which she was freed in 1945.
Age at the time of her arrest: 23.

The short inscriptions about the anti-fascist activities and the deaths of Ljubica Gerovac,
Dragica Koncar and others created an uncanny perception of conscious and unconscious memories.
While the familiar, the highly distributed images of the fashion world faces provoked recognition
on first sight, the lack of visual depiction of those figures, which were only mentioned by their
names, stated clearly how the regulation of memory and forgetting became part of every individual
gaze. The artist herself is personally inflicted in this image production: one of the images shows
Ivekovic’s mother, Nera Safaric, who was captured and sent to Auschwitz in 1942. It is thus possible
to understand the photo series also as a post-memorial account of the artist, its starting point being
the identification with the mother’s anti-fascist struggle. The impossibility to relate to the past is
crucial in this process, a past, which remained inaccessible since Ivekovic has never found any
additional information about her mother’s death.
A crucial moment in the depiction of all women, both models and Ivekovic’s mother, is the
lack of visual symbols of torture and (sexualized) violence. We see the women in glamorous dresses,
they are photographed as carriers of capitalist consumerist cultures, which objectify the female body
and transform femininity into a commodity. However, this appearance becomes a necessary part of
Ivekovic’s strategy to refuse the depiction of the female body as fragmented or violated – something
that is often done when anti-fascist female activists are represented. On one hand one can recall this
dominant representation of female suffering through the names, on the other hand Ivekovic doesn’t
fulfil the viewer’s expectation to see these images of violence again. She offers instead a connection
to another dominant form of representation of femininity. Thus, one political system seems to fold
into the other, socialism and capitalism appear as just two sides of the same coin, precisely because
of Ivekovic’s decision to confront both political and social systems through the female body. Or, as
Natasa Ilic has formulated it, Gen XX links “the issues of social amnesia and economic exploitation
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to the different aspects of women’s position in society.”17 Those otherwise strictly separated worlds
(political fighters versus fashion models) become unified through Ivekovic’s re-combination of
body, name and social function. Although text and image seem to fit together perfectly, their
impossible belonging together “uncovers the historical gulf which cannot be bridged as it becomes
painfully evident” as Sylvia Eyblmeyer states.18 What we get goes far deeper than a critique of
consumer capitalism or the erasure of socialist systems. Ivekovic intervenes in the field of visibility
as an important instance of memory and all political arrangements organized around remembrance.
I’m interested in Ivekovic’s methods because I hope to add to a memorial reservoir of
histories, which are still caught between dominant narratives on war, femininity and sexualized
violence. In Iveković’s work the historical trauma of Eastern European transformation was reflected
from an embodied, gendered and sexualized perspective. This particular point of view was meant to
intervene in an undifferentiated field of dominant historical narratives, which emerged in the
conflicts in ex-Yugoslavia. In a similar way this text seeks to intervene in the construction of war in
the present, its hovering between reality and fiction, memory and forgetting. I would like to add a
new perspective on war to Ivekovic’s work, by having a look not only at gender ascriptions but also
at the shifting narratives of sexualized violence in times of war, which are rendered as traumatic and
exceptional, in order to reshape the notion of war, especially its imaginative and staged investment
in different ways. Furthermore, I would like to ask if this different look on war can enable conditions
of ethical responsiveness, a term coined by Judith Butler in her book Frames of War.19

The representation of sexualized violence
The institutionalization of violence and the creation of war has been structured, facilitated
and communicated through the discursive and the visual fields, enabling discourses and images to
circulate as agents of power thereby actively creating the entanglement of politics, discourse and
imagery of war. According to Judith Butler, today, one is confronted with war and suffering through
specific frames, frames that shape our capacity to perceive the suffering of others (as referred to by

Natasa Ilic, “We might say that everybody is an intellectual, but not all people in society perform the social function
of the intellectual. (A. Gramsci)” in Silvia Eiblmair (Ed.): Sanja Ivekovic. Personal Cuts. (Wien: Triton Verlag 2001),
128.
18
Silvia Eiblmair, „Personal Cuts“ in Silvia Eiblmair (Ed.): Sanja Ivekovic. Personal Cuts. (Wien: Triton Verlag 2001).
19
Judith Butler, Frames of War. When is Life Grievable (London: Verso, 2010), 64.
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Susan Sontag) and our willingness to grieve.20 Those frames function thereby through inclusion and
exclusion and make our ethical responsiveness increasingly difficult.21 One of the main discursive
frameworks of the wars in ex-Yugoslavia, for instance, has been shaped by a dominant narrative of
sexualized violence in times of war, making a perception and acknowledgement of those who
suffered from sexualized violence impossible. Feminists like Dubrovka Zarkov have claimed that
the perception of sexualized violence in the wars in ex-Yugoslavia as unique and exceptional has
created problematic discursive changes. “Classical feminist studies of women and war shifted from
a conceptualization of agency and empowerment to a theoretically and politically much more
problematic conceptualization of sexual victimization”, argues Zarkov.22 Coined as exceptionally
traumatic, and historically unique, these forms of sexualized violence were perceived through an
older discourse about the unrepresentability of sexual violence and its inaccessibility in the visual
field.
The visual theorist Ariella Azoulay, who has dealt extensively with the representation of
violence through photography, has formulated an interesting question to expose the normative field
of regulations of sexuality and violence: “Has anyone ever seen a photograph of a rape?”23
Azoulay’s answer is that the discourse on sexualized violence is so authoritative that it doesn’t allow
for its visual depiction.24 Sexual violence is constructed as a field of trauma, through the claim of
(especially visual) unrepresentability and the unbearable confrontation with the entanglement of
sexuality and violence, which generally neglects narratives of survivors who indeed very often find
a way to describe, narrate and represent their experiences.25
Although every warfare produces its own visual material on sexual violence, productive
public discussions about sexual violence and war are rare. One possibility to discuss the issue further
is through the discourses around the pictures of tortured Iraqi prisoners made by American soldiers
in the prison of Abu Ghraib.26 The images from Abu Ghraib gained attention primarily because of
20

Ibid.
Ibid., 63.
22
Dubrovka Zarkov, The Body of War: Media, Ethnicity and Gender in the break-up of Yugoslavia (Durham, NC: Duke
University Press, 2007), 218.
23
Ariella Azoulay, The Civil Contract of Photography (New York: Zone Books, 2008), 217.
24
Ibid.
25
In the context of ex-Yugoslavia I would like to mention Lina Vušković, Zorica Trifunović (Eds.): Women’s side of
War. (Beograd: Women in Black, 2008) as one of the most important examples of collecting women’s stories about the
war.
26
Ibid.
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their sexual aspects. Susan Sontag and many others linked those images of torture to pornography
by arguing that the Abu Ghraib pictures included “what formerly was segregated as pornography,
as the exercise of extreme sadomasochistic longings.”27 The link between sexualized violence and
pornography was meant not only to condemn violence but also to stigmatize certain forms of
sexuality as non-normative. It reiterated what older discussions have suggested about rape and
pornography: that violence and non-normative sexualities belong together, and that pornography
and pictures of rape equally have to be condemned.28
In these discussions pornography itself was seen as a field depicting rape or even inciting
rape, suggesting that “what happens at the level of the body in rape happens at the level of
representation in pornography.”29 In this contradictory argument the visual field becomes a direct
medium of transmitting violence without giving any other possibility to look at the image than
repeating the gaze of the perpetrator, who is not only identified as violent but at the same time
perceived as having a non-normative sexual identity. In this case the image is clearly placing the
viewer in the perpetrator’s position, without even considering a possible position which does not
merge violence and non-normative sexuality in one identity. Accordingly, this interpretation cannot
allow an ethical response to the torture, rape or violence depicted. If the perpetrator is exclusively
pathologized and perceived as being outside, or beyond, any ethical social order, the visual
identification with his position can only allow an identification with violence through his “extreme
sadomasochistic longings,” as previously stated by Sontag. It cannot consider the ethical imperative
or even slight possibility of condemning violence without condemning non-normative sexualities or
identifications with consensual enactments of sadomasochistic longings – which are crucial and
inevitable for an intervention in problematic representations.
Susan Sontag suggested already in her early writing in “On Photography” to consider the
image’s affectiveness for ethical responsiveness, claiming that images of atrocities initially produce
shock and demand interpretation and context to facilitate full understanding. 30 Images of murder
and death lose their potential to provoke a reaction or an ethical response from the viewer, she
Susan Sontag, “Regarding the Torture of Others” in New York Times, May 23, 2004,
http://www.nytimes.com/2004/05/23/magazine/regarding-the-torture-of-others.html, (Accessed May, 2014).
28
See Linda Williams, Hard Core: Power, Pleasure and the Frenzy of the Visible. (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1989).
29
Butler, Frames of War, 88.
30
Susan Sontag, On Photography (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1977). Sontag modified her view slightly in the
later Regarding the Pain of Others (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2003).
27
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maintains, thus an additional narrative is needed. Although she acknowledged the strength of
photography depicting the Vietnam War (and enabling anti – war protests in the 1970s), the shocking
effect of the image appears disconnected from the discursive level of image interpretation in
Sontag’s thinking. Therefore the viewers’ embodied, psychic reaction to an image exists in contrast
to their ability to articulate and reflect; images are considered to have a non-reliable and
manipulative force. Ethical and political responsiveness can only emerge through neglecting one’s
own emotional affectiveness and vulnerability. Yet the presumption of an inability to react in front
of images of death is a problematic one, especially considering the repeatedly performed usage of
images for political purposes.
It is necessary to distinguish between non-normative sexual practices and violence or torture
as a starting point for an intervention into the field of images of violence and sexual politics and
discursive productions around them. A sideway approach might still be by reinterpreting the images
of the contemporary fashion industry (like Sanja Ivekovic did) and their explicit connection to
images of war. I suggest looking at such images as re-stagings of violence, to imagine additional
layers of the image in order to insert a queer practice of looking, and reopen the position of the
viewer as a queer one, without contradicting affectiveness of the image and a necessary ethical
response to it. Proposing a queer position for the viewer includes opening up the gaze to discover
deeper, unconscious, layers of the image, involving it in various practices of looking through more
complex temporalities than those dictated by normative perspectives.
This sideway allows one to speak about images of war as not affective in the first instance, rendering
one unable to react and respond ethically to the violence depicted therein. The reorganization and
contextualization of violence in fashion photography can serve the purpose of overcoming the “split
between being affected and being able to think and understand.”31 How to create an entanglement
between the visual and discursive fields, which does not give an a priori existence or status to either?

The unconscious image of war
Vogue Italia’s 25th anniversary issue, published in July 2013, was dedicated to the
photographer Steven Meisel, one of the most controversial fashion photographers of the last twenty
years. Meisel not only created most of the covers of the fashion magazine. His work prompted wide
discussion since he started to employ iconography of images of war in fashion photography. This
31

Butler, Frames of War, 70.
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becomes evident when seeing all series together like they were presented in the anniversary issue.
They all show several scenarios of violence between strictly gendered actors. Further, they are all
identifiable as fashion images through contemporary dress codes and an emphasis of normative
femininity. One can see high heels on the models, lying in a row like exhumed corpses in a desert
surrounding. There is a person in a short skirt dragged away by hospital security guards, and in the
next picture a person with long blond hair is pushed onto the floor by police officers. More “fashion
victims” lie on the street, dressed in camouflage pants and combat boots, carefully placed like dead
bodies. All images use iconic elements of recent war scenarios, arguably blurring the boundaries
between fashion photography and pictures of torture and death.
Linda Hentschel emphasized the connection between sexual relations and violence in
Meisel’s work saying that in his images “naked violence becomes not only a question of inner
security, but also a game of patriarchal gender domination.”32 What seems to link fashion
photography and images of torture is their high implementation of sexuality - violence becomes a
sexualized issue. A clear demarcation between these fields seems to be impossible. Instead, Meisel’s
pictures offer the possibility of reworking the traumatic content they touch upon precisely because
they are located in the field of sexuality and sexual fantasies and can be discussed through their
queer aspects. Their explicit staged character refuses any discursive reference to depictions of war
and torture while making this connection obvious, or even obscene, through the visual field. In these
pictures, then, obscenity and the refusal of referentiality create a very specific tension. The images
seem to stage the unconscious desires of warfare as blunt settings of highly heteronormative, white
and ableist relations. But these relations appear strangely disconnected and faked, in a crucially
fashionable way.
Still, the disconnection embedded within these images do not make them critical of images
of torture and war. The obvious constructiveness doesn’t offer an alternative position for a viewer
per se, but it can be useful for a reshaping of the discursive field, which reflects back on the visual
and transforms the way one sees the images. What lies within the images between their unconscious
reference to the iconography of war and their fake settings is an atmosphere of futurism, or science

Linda Hentschel, “Haupt oder Gesicht: Visuelle Gouvernementalität seit 9/11,” in Bilderpolitik in Zeiten von Krieg und
Terror: Medien, Macht und Geschlechterverhältnisse, ed. Linda Hentschel (Berlin: bbooks, 2008), 194. The German
original quote: “Verschoben in ein inszeniertes Setting polizeilicher Risikoprävention und paramilitäischen
Sicherheitsauftrags, wurde aus nackter Gewalt nicht nur eine Frage der inneren Sicherheit, sondern auch ein Spiel um
patriarchale Geschlechterdominanzen“. (trans. Hoffner)
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fiction. By carrying the unspoken relation to a past and simultaneously neglecting any connection
to actual, present-day reality those images become highly futuristic. When this futuristic component
is not neglected but emphasized, staged violence in fashion photography might offer a different way
of representational reading. How to work with the temporality embedded in those images, a future’s
past - future anterior and make it become a different future?
The temporal connection between reality and fiction in Meisel’s images is not emerging by
chance: future anterior is a temporality which has been exhaustively discussed in connection to
photography. Susan Sontag claimed that photography always includes a “memento mori” and thus
haunts the viewer with its insistence that death is unavoidable.33 Looking at the images of dead
bodies one has to recognize that one also “will have been,” the images show that one’s own death
will happen in the future, that it too will become an event of the past. I also think here of Roland
Barthes’ referral to the “ca a ete” of the image, the connection to a past which happened and cannot
be claimed back.34 For Barthes, all images carry these traces or referentiality (to the specific time
and space in which they were made) and create the uncanny feeling of a reminder of death. Building
up on this rich tradition of reading photography through a future’s past, we can ask: What does it
mean to understand the re-staging of violence for the fashion industry through this temporal shift,
or, specifically, what does the temporal shift do to questions of sexualized violence and torture in
return?

The viewer of an S/M scenario
The sphere of staged violence that makes use of a future’s past the most is the sphere of
queer S/M practices. Opening up a different future’s past therefore also means opening up the
possibility of a queer reading/looking. Many writings on queer S/M practices have emphasized the
importance of employing a different temporality in sexual reenactments, the potential to reflect back
on historical events and painful experiences. Additionally, I would like to understand these
temporalities coming from queer S/M reenactments as an entrance to ethical responsiveness,
because they acknowledge violence and non-normative sexuality without producing a dominant
narrative of moral condemnation. Those queer positionalities might allow us to change exclusive
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representations of a contemporary war regime based on the unrepresentability of sexualized
violence.
In order to enter the field of queer S/M reenactments it is necessary to examine the different
positionalities of those involved and especially their entanglement within the field of vision.
Elisabeth Freeman understands the S/M ritual as an instrument for writing history and transferring
individual, as well as collective, experiences of injustice into a desirable scenario.35 Imagined in this
way, S/M functions as a re-appropriation of bodily experiences, reformulating positionalities and
temporalities. For Freeman “S/M becomes a form of writing history with the body in which the
linearity of history itself may be called into question, but, crucially, the past does not thereby cease
to exist.”36 When the phantasmal return to the violent experience is made, it functions to re-establish
the connection to the experience of the past through the temporality of future anterior. The painful
event is not solely situated in the past but becomes something that will have been, a promise of
creating a past in the future and the opportunity to distance oneself from the original painful
experience. For Lynda Hart, who has elaborated on S/M relations further, the “future anterior is the
grammar of the Real.”37 It allows individuals to experience different temporalities at the same time
and get closer to the internal images of violence in order to use them for a therapeutic purpose. But
in order for a queer S/M reenactment to succeed the position of the viewer is paramount. “What the
scene requires, in order to be both pleasurable and therapeutic, is someone who watches,” states
Lynda Hart.38 How to activate the position of the viewer as the one that is important for the pleasure
but also for a therapeutic effect (and I would like to add: for the ethical responsiveness of the viewer)
in front of the reenactment?
When Hart emphasizes the position of the viewer of an S/M reenactment she also proposes
a queer way of looking. Queerness in this context might be understood as a method to intervene in
clearly identified layers of conscious and unconscious, internal and external images of sexualized
violence. A queer look enables the viewer to go beyond these demarcations. Thus, a queer look is
not about the question of how to document or remember a violent event by means of photography.
35

See Elisabeth Freeman, Timebinds: Queer Temporalities, Queer Histories, (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2010),
139.
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Instead it is about creating a certain position for the viewer, about making him/her see the fictional
restaged part and its real point of reference simultaneously. Still, a queer look can only remain a
proposal, it is in the decision but also in the unconscious capacities of the viewer to follow its path.

Queer look
My notion of looking is here highly connected to Kaja Silverman’s concept of the
“productive look”.39 Silverman distinguishes between look and gaze in her book The Threshold of
the Visible World in order to develop a complex position of the viewer and establish agency within
the field of vision. She does so by first deconstructing the fantasy of mastery and transcendence in
the visual field in the works of Sarte and Lacan. She focuses on a double scenario in which the
viewer (or in this case even the voyeur) first looks through a keyhole and then experiences
him/herself as a spectacle in relation to an unseen Other. The viewer is the one who is looking but
he/she is also the one who is being caught looking by someone else, meaning he/she is also looked
at. This scenario has been interpreted by Sarte in Being and Nothingness as a confrontation of the
subject with God or master and in Lacan’s Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis as the
distinction between the looking subject and the gaze, which is in Lacan’s case equated with the
camera. Silverman emphasizes Lacan’s distinction in the following way:
“Lacan metaphorizes the gaze as a camera so as to characterize it as an apparatus
whose only function is to put us in the picture. It does not determine what that picture
will be, nor what it will mean for us to be there. Nor is it possessed of any intrinsic
properties whereby we might truthfully know it. How we are photographed, and the
terms under which we experience our specularity, are the result of another agency
altogether, as are the values which we impute to the gaze.”40

Still, the formation of the gaze underlies certain unconscious processes, which are bound to
and structured through a libidinal economy. Silverman understands, like Lacan, the way we look
and consequently the way we conceptualize the gaze/camera within our fantasy through desire. The
desire to look is a constituting force of our ability to see and it is grounded in the subject’s incapacity
to master the field of vision. The viewer in Sartre’s and Lacan’s scenario of vision is bound to the
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Other, as he is never transcends himself as pure look but is also the object of someone else’s gaze.
This incapacity makes the subject/viewer work against him/herself – he/she tries to externalize what
he/she cannot accept about him/herself and places him/herself as the (ultimate) gaze. Silverman is
concerned about how to give the subject “the opportunity to acknowledge as his own what he is
accustomed to throw violently away, and, so, to renegotiate the relation between his ego and the
object”41. Her concept of the “productive look” arises from this desire to enable more ways of
looking, more perspectives on the same image and therefore more agency in the field of vision.
Although this might sound as an utterly conscious activity Silverman emphasizes that looking is
embedded in both conscious and unconscious processes and cannot be manipulated exclusively by
the subject’s conscious decisions. The category, which enables a different way of looking for
Silverman, and which also introduces the importance of temporality in the field of vision is memory. And this is also the place in which I would like to insert the notion of queerness (or queer
desire) as a possible encounter of the productive look. If looking is only possible as a libidinal
activity, how can we understand a looking outside of heteronormative desire and its binary
oppositions of male/female, subject/Other?
In order to explain the importance of memory for the productive look Silverman relies on
Freud’s explanation of visual perception in the Interpretation of Dreams. According to Freud visual
stimuli enter the psyche first through the unconscious. They form a network of unconscious
memories, which build a reservoir of visual impressions. In order to understand what we see, we
have to rely heavily on unconscious memories. Silverman’s productive look is therefore to be
understood as a remembering look, which constantly returns to visual impressions of the past. It is
crucial to emphasize this process of looking as involuntary and beyond the subject’s mastery. “The
unconscious manifests a striking indifference to the question of what is conventionally assumed to
be important or worthless”, states Silveman.42 It simply collects and associates visual memories
again and again. In this process it is possible to insert a future’s past of memory as a possibility to
be reminded of something that “will have been” and activate the subject’s ability to look at his/her
own perception retrospectively and use one’s own reservoir of memories differently. How will I
look in the future? How will I have seen this image, when the moment of actual perception is long
gone? This moment is by itself outside the normative relation between the subject and its Other, as
41
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it doesn’t allow for a stabilizing externalization of the subject’s lack. However, whether complex
procedure is experienced as as pleasurable, queer way of looking, it cannot be controlled. The only
sphere of intervention remains in the screen offered for looking at images. For this reason I have
produced a photo installation, inserting short texts based on future anterior into fragments of Steven
Meisel’s photographs. Here I’m proposing the viewer to use his/her own queer look, involving
him/her in a scenario usually performed in queer S/M reenactments.
Future Anterior – Illustrations of War
“Future Anterior: Illustrations of War“ consists of seven frames, each one showing two
pages of image, text and blank paper, in different combinations. The photo installation is my attempt
at overwriting Steven Meisel’s images using the temporality of future anterior, but also in cutting
out, rearranging, and reassembling images of sexualized violence. The texts I have written for this
intervention are the following:
A new web journal illustrates the future anterior of the war. It transfers institutionalized
violence to a staged setting, where the event of war has not yet taken place, but it might have
happened in a similar way in the future. At that point, peace time injury becomes a damage of war,
and the scenario shows how it could have been while the image depicts neither war nor peace.
The web journal calls for a military intervention because of the parallel between the violent
deaths then and the war now. The war emerges only in a future anterior of post war times: Soon
an event will have taken place, which happened back then already. In this case the picture of
violence will have shown that the fear of a new war was legitimate.
„After tens of thousands of deaths, after months of hesitation, calls and sanctions, after
diplomatic negotiations and attempts at mediation...”, a web journal describes the unbearable
aftermath. Later in the text it turns out that the event is happening in the present. The description
becomes an image of war suggesting a violent scenario which might have happened like this.
The web journal shows images of a violent event which might become an option for the
future. The perpetrators have disappeared from the pictures or show themselves only vaguely.
Because of their absence the scene gets in motion and produces more protagonists. Therefore the
question of distribution appears in future anterior: Which protagonists will have been pushed into
what positions? Will there be change? But the excitement stays only for a short time and institutionalized violence is staged as before.
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Today it came out that the call for another war contains voids: it cannot illustrate
temporality appropriately. It repeats itself to exhaustion in an attempt to leave all times behind. It
jumps back and forth and struggles for a future anterior, a time when future and past will finally
merge into each other. But the event of the war happens exactly in these voids by means of
institutionalized violence.
The text I have written for “Future Anterior: Illustrations of War“ relates to the field of
sexuality, war and violence depicted in the image. I intend this text to become an acteur of its own
and intervene in Meisel’s photographs as an autonomous speaker situated next to the image, not
within it. The text speaks of an unidentified “web journal”, which reports on war and violence
picking up the general, unidentified condition of war in which the images are places. There is no
identification of a specific war, nor is there a reference to a specific site of violence that could give
a concrete context to (the) warfare and situate it in a negotiable political and social context. The
construction of a web journal should be read as an obvious invention, not trying to hide itself as an
invention. In this way it should perform the same obscenity as the images placed next to it, thereby
reflecting the inventiveness, profanity and exposure of visual distribution formats. The web journal
describes “the unbearable aftermath” or shows “images of a violent event”. It creates a field where
it can actively “transfer institutionalized violence into a staged setting” or call “for a military
intervention”.
That said, I don’t want the text in the photo installation to be understood purely as a media
critique, it shouldn’t exclusively reflect the field of media distribution. The staging of
“institutionalized violence” is repeatedly referred to and interprets the pictures, which are located in
institutional scenarios of medicine, police and army. I try to intervene in those scenarios by claiming
that they produce war, making those images consequential and effective and thus “grounding” the
invented, staged and non-referential in a very precise field of war. The text should challenge the
viewer to understand the photographs as scenes of interpretation of institutionalized violence, which
are deprived of their innocent status.
“Future Anterior: Illustrations of War“ is thus also my attempt to take the images out of the
safe surroundings of the fashion industry (that which separates them from the socio-political realities
of warfare), in order to claim in an ironic way that they can be placed in an illustrative relation to
war. This allegation might enable us to recognize the fashion pictures as part of a discursive field
producing a memory, a history and a temporality of war - again. Also, the ironic claim focuses on
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the performativity of this scenario and centralizes the entanglement of violence and desire. It rejects
the purely faked character, which is employed in order to differentiate commodification and
consumerism from war and violence. In this way the performativity of strictly normative fashionable
bodies might be seen through their potential to shift the binaries of real/faked gender, real/faked
relations of war and commodification, real/faked documents and information.
For this shift to happen I employ the specific temporality of future anterior. I overwrite the
images as depictions of future anterior suggesting that they might have a relation to war, that they
might be a source from a time that will have been. Thus I hope to displace those fashion world
staged settings outside of the site of war. This is a process which questions the common practice of
distancing any depictions of multiple violences, be it in time or space. The position of the viewer
might therefore be radically relocated within the imagery itself: instead of seeing documents of
events situated in times and places far away from the viewer, the viewer is confronted with a
depiction of how it could have been, he/she could look at different temporalities at the same time,
at those proposed by the initial context of the pictures and those proposed by the future anterior. The
imagined picture of violence becomes then situated in the faked re-staging, it opens a double
dimension, an additional layer of the image.
With this intervention I want to state that there are more layers to the imagery of war,
conscious and unconscious depictions of violence, which structure the imaginary field of war, than
we can usually see. Recognizing those multiple layers rejects and refuses any single one, straight
way of looking, or a conscious recognition of those images as simply faked and other images of
violence as simply real. It makes the look itself unstable, ambivalent and engaged differently in the
field of the conscious and unconscious images of war. Whilst the look is confronted with the
seemingly impossible depiction (as there can be no image of a future past since it has not happened
yet), the ‘problem’ of representing war is shifting towards the look itself by suggesting that it might
not be a stable, clear or reliable one precisely because it is unable to offer an evident picture and a
view of history in a linear timeline.
This means approaching staged fashion photography in the same way as queer S/M
reenactment/s, which have references to historical events and therefore also to very precise scenarios
of war. This position of the viewer might then get closer to an ethical responsiveness, an active role
in someone else’s process of creating distance towards a violent experience. The ethical
responsiveness would consist in enabling agency for someone who has suffered from sexualized
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violence through a queer look at conscious and unconscious images of violence. The viewer is then
actively involved, by looking at the unconscious parts of a glamorous re-staging, as a reworking of
traumatic pasts of war.

Summary
This text started with the question of how to intervene in representations of war, particularly
its establishment through the visual and discursive fields. My intention was to examine problematic
representations of narratives/images of sexualized violence in times of war and shift their meaning
through queer feminist methods stemming from contemporary art, especially Sanja Ivekovic’s
installation “Gen XX”. I suggested a side look on these narratives/images by analysing
contemporary fashion photography by Vogue photographer Stephen Meisel. This material does not
only contain staged settings of sexualized violence, it places them within the iconography of present
day war journalism. By openly staging violence for a consumerist purpose and neglecting any
connection to actual sites of war and their depiction these images develop a futurist, or science
fictional visual vocabulary. Therefore I concentrated on the temporality of a future past, future
anterior, as an instrument for a different reading of the images. Future anterior turned out to be a
productive tool as it plays a vital role not only in photography (Sontag, Barthes) but also in queer
S/M reenactments. Consequently I suggested establishing a queer way of looking at the images by
means of future anterior. The claim that the images show “how it will have been”, places the viewer
of sexualized violence in times of war depicted therein in a position of possible ethical
responsiveness. As the painful event itself is not solely situated in the past but becomes something
that will have been, a promise of creating a past in the future and the opportunity to distance oneself
from the original painful experience emerges. The viewer’s look is able to recognize different
conscious and unconscious layers in the images of sexualized violence, the simultaneity of different
temporalities and events, by refusing its own stability, clarity or reliability and enjoying its queer
position. The following text and image combinations in my own artwork “Future Anterior –
Illustrations of War” are a try-out in overwriting Meisel’s images using the temporality of future
anterior, but also in cutting out, rearranging, and reassembling images of sexualized violence.
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Abstract: Gender, beyond being a social and cultural construct, is also a political construct, so
womanhood is therefore influenced by the way official discourse prefers a certain image of
women. In communist Romania the principle of labor effectiveness extracted the aesthetic from
clothing and promoted manly women dressed in unisex overalls. This paper investigates the
ideological traces left by the communist regime on the way women dressed. The communist
duplicity was also visible in fashion as well as in any other field of activity. Despite promoting an
egalitarian society through discourse, the regime preferred the most traditional concept of gender
by encouraging women to wear only modest, conventional clothes. The new aesthetics were
ideologically imposed and led to a standardization of clothing to create a uniform that could be
industrially mass-produced. Moreover, the austerity of garments also affected the way Timișoara`s
university women dressed. However, this phenomenon took place to a lesser extent for them
because apart from being a discriminated elite, they were at the same time a privileged elite
consuming inaccessible goods, considered luxurious for their time: fur coats, silk shirts, elegant
dresses, Guban leather shoes, etc.
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Introduction
Any object, even garments, contain a narrative in itself, a constructed discourse, a story. A
story identifiable with naked eyes at a glance and a story of the object’s construction, of the context
in which it was created. Clothes can say a great deal about the era in which they were created,
about the people who created them and about those who wore them. The material and immaterial
part of a piece of clothing are two inseparable facets of an item. As an analysis done only to the
technological structure is insufficient to explain an everyday commodity, I will insist on the
immaterial part (its context), to show that clothes are the true socio-political image of an era.
Consumerism paradigms study the symbolic aspects of consumption, focusing on the
consumer`s identity and the reasons underlying the consumer’s choice. Studying Timișoara`s
academic women way of dressing in the Communist era may seem a trivial matter at first glance.
Therefore I will try to prove the contrary by showing that even everyday objects such as clothes
may be the subject of serious research. The goal of this investigation is to show that academic
women`s clothes mirrored both the political ideology and the identity of urban women of that time
(1965-1989).
Considering that habits and clothing (as part of daily life) can be a form of history or a way
of understanding a certain period, I will attempt a reconstruction of the communist dressing
behaviours, in my attempt to see if and how they were influenced by trends imposed by the political
propaganda. Considering appearance (clothes and haircut) as a cultural capital, acquired by
predispositions given by family, school, or by ideological and cultural environment, I will analyse
garments from concept to production, sale and even to the informal exchange, to provide a
complete picture of academic women`s daily life and fashion behaviour.
The following analysis is based on the data gathered from the fieldwork consisting in 18
semi-oriented interviews done with academic women (former employees in three universities in
Timișoara, now retired) and on their photos from that period, comparing them with covers of
Femeia magazine. The main methodological tool is Critical Discourse Analysis, Ruth Wodak
method, because it is not concerned with language itself, but rather with the discourse as social
behaviour, with cultural structures of power, and it aims to investigate the relationships between
discourse and power (political or social), dominance and social inequities. CDA exponents are
using a three-dimensional analysis: of the context, of the text production process and of text
interpretation. This triangulation seems very useful in supporting my arguments, therefore I will
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include the analysis of the political, historical and institutional context that generated a certain type
of clothing. I consider a discourse: 1.) the oral stories that resulted from the interviews (what they
said they wore); 2.) old personal photos showing their style of dressing; 3.) images from Femeia
magazine, to the extent that all three have a narrative core, therefore they are all telling a story. I
use the concept of discourse as:
„The use of language in speech and writing - as a form of 'social practice'. Describing
discourse as social practice implies a dialectical relationship between a particular
discursive event and the situation, institution and social structure that frame it: the
discursive event is shaped by them, but it also shapes them. That is, discourse is socially
constituted, as well as socially conditioned - it constitutes situations, objects of
knowledge, and the social identities of and relationships between people and groups of
people. It is constitutive both in the sense that it helps sustain and reproduce the social
status quo, and in the sense that it contributes to transforming it”1.

Aesthetic relativism from beauty to usefulness
Feminine beauty was always recognized and appreciated, even if it has fluctuated
depending on aesthetic criteria that varied over time. The Judeo-Christian tradition is hostile to
feminine beauty: Eve`s charms attract Adam into sin, Salome`s alluring dance causes the death of
John the Baptist, Sarah`s beauty causes disasters to the Pharaoh`s house. In the Romanian rural
traditional world there are many sayings considering feminine beauty to be evil: "You can’t be
both beautiful and good!"; "Beauty won`t compensate for hunger and thirst"2; "A beautiful girl is
half devil"3.
In the Renaissance the fair sex is invented and the superiority of feminine beauty receives
recognition: "A pretty woman is the most beautiful object that can be seen and the greatest gift that
God made to human creatures"4. Although a few centuries later feminists condemn this image of
an objectified woman, considered until then to be the "devil`s weapon", it is transformed into an
angelic creature, surpassing man, even if only through beauty. Looking back at the history of
humanity, we can identify three avatars of feminine aesthetic. The first one is woman as the
1
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embodiment of evil, which by its charms attracts misery, the second one is the beloved frail and
gentle woman, the exact opposite to the villain. This slideshow of the first two avatars of the
feminine aesthetic, just like the whole historical destiny of the fairer sex, is constructed by men,
because they are the ones who value all these images as positive or negative. In both cases "the
woman was subordinate to man, designed by him, defined in relation to him, she was nothing more
than what the man wanted her to be"5. If the first two are constructs of man, the third image, the
woman of the twentieth century, is self-confident and her own creation. In the Western society of
the first half of the twentieth century, the history of women's empowerment is paved with victories
and "during the 1960s and the 1970s the feminist movement was struggling to emancipate
sexuality from the retrograde moral norms and to reduce social footprint on the private life"6.
Communist Romania`s situation is unfortunately different from this, for two reasons: on
the one hand the acquisition of rights was delayed in comparison to other Western countries, and
on the other hand the direction of the so-called progress was reversed because the political power
was increasingly intervening in all spheres. Romania`s third avatar was not the result of her own
making but the result of the socialist realism. She could not be what she wanted to be, but what
the one-party allowed her to be. The third woman in socialist Romania was the mother, the
housewife, the worker, the peasant and often all of them at once. In the aftermath of the Second
World War, while in Western countries woman was being emancipated, in Romania she was
reinvented by the socialists. Housewives were employed, obviously implying the doubling of their
tasks. Feminine identities are therefore subsumed to a long series of conditioning. The ideological
framework uses the new feminine images as springboard for a new social order:
"The anxiety towards feminine beauty generated a struggle to exorcise it through a
devaluation or occultation, process maintained by the socialist realism. The communist
model of femininity is an artificial construct composed of disparate elements that passed
the test of ideological alienation, but without any real connection with the cultural
paradigm of the era. On the one hand, the anti- aesthetics rural mentality abolished at
the end of the First World War was revived, and on the other hand, the pressure of a
manichaeistic style, merged into one two antagonistic types of women: the heroine,

5
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Ibidem, p. 184.
Ibidem, p. 57.
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positive, with moral virtues associated to the proletariat, and a negative portrayal of
women, the cruel torturer, the embodiment of the enemy"7.

Therefore, in order to remove the bourgeois elegant women, the aesthetic principle is
replaced by the principle of labour effectiveness.

Clothing consumption in communism
Clothes can be considered history because they generate a narrative by telling a story and
they are a form of cultural, social, economic and symbolic capital. In communism, an outfit
becomes a fetish empowered by the politic regime. By standardizing garments, the regime ensured
both the compliance of individuals and political advertising. Wearing certain clothes, besides being
a social daily ritual, depends on the possibilities of the consumer: "Political organizations are ruled
by rituals; rituals give political legitimacy and contribute to political solidarity in the absence of a
political consensus"8. Traditionally, society attributes gender roles in a segregationist way:
housework for women and professional activities for men. Communism, even though it declared
these stereotypes abolished (through discourse, posters, slogans and pictures from magazines), still
maintained defamatory misconceptions: "Consumption, woman thy name is!"9
Therefore I will analyse the way fashion practices encountered in Timisoara`s academic
women between 1965 and 1989, express signs of identity that are based on both professional status
and ideological standards. I aim to investigate consumerism beyond its one-dimension perspective,
that of the endless queues, empty shops or poor clothes, in order to discover its role in influencing
a wide range of phenomena, including power relations and identity constructions (group or
individual). Official doctrine denounces consumerism because it is associated with capitalism and
false needs.
Garments, beyond their material essence become an "ideological state apparatus"10, a way
for the regime to advertise for free. Political communication (publicity) was performed through
clothes designed by fashion state agencies and produced by state enterprises 11. Tracking its
Alice Popescu, O socio-psihanaliză a realismului socialist, Editura Trei, București, 2009, p. 132.
David I. Kertzer, Ritual, politică și putere, Editura Univers, București, 2002, p. 27.
9
Slogan inspired by the Shakespearean phrase from Hamlet: "Frailty, thy name is woman!".
10
Slavoj Žižek, Design as an Ideological State-Apaaratus, 2005, apud. David Crowley, Susan E. Reid (ed.), Pleasures
in Socialism. Leisure and Luxury in the Eastern Bloc, Northwestern University Press, USA, 2010, p. 9.
11
Sofia Bratu, Imaginea în construcția simbolică a realității sociale. Imaginea politică, Editura Ars Academica,
București, 2009, p. 63.
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egalitarian agenda, the state took over not only the entire production and distribution of goods to
the population, but also all aspects of everyday life. Dictatorship’s duplicity was visible in fashion
as in any other field of activity. Thereby private matters such as making and wearing clothes
become a public policy matter where the state intervenes and controls. Fashion was considered
useless and under "the rule of the pleasure principle with the cost of being ineffective in reality"12.
At the other end of pleasure lies the yield principle. Following this principle, socialism rejected
any glamorous bourgeois aesthetics and switched to a more austere, simple and functional style,
in order to match the ideological imperatives. The discursive abolition of gender inequities was
done by imposing the male standard as the only standard, namely by masculinizing the woman,
undressing her from her dresses and adorning her with unisex overalls in order to cover her
curves13: "Equality does not involve affirming and respecting women and men`s equal rights, but
rather imposing male standards and treating women as men"14.
During the liberalization period fashion was not considered bourgeois frivolity but signs of
a socialist modernity meant to legitimize the regime: "In 1963, or whenever Ceaușescu came to
power, until 1970-72, it was a time of blossoming. One began to find everything"15. Unfortunately
this relative welfare period did not last very long: „Romania became increasingly nationalistic,
repressive and isolated, and daily life more difficult and desperate”16. Socialist propaganda
displayed in Femeia magazine advised women to consume wisely and rationally in order to avoid
sliding into squander and exaggeration: "But in Ceaușescu`s Romania, the marketing of modern
fashions accompanied policies, in particular reproductive and family policies, that were highly
repressive and conflicted with seemingly progressive lifestyles being promoted in the
magazines"17. The sign of a woman’s emancipation was not her elegance but the ability to
successfully combine her roles as worker, wife and mother18.

Herbert Marcuse, Eros și civilizație, Editura Trei, București, 1996, p. 164.
Malgorzata Fidelis, Women, Communism, and Industrialization in Postwar Poland, Cambridge University Press,
NY, 2010, p. 21.
14
Liviu Marius Bejenaru în Alina Hurubean (coord.), Statutul femeii în România comunistă. politici publice și viață
privată, Iași, Institutul European, 2015, p. 12.
15
Jill Massino, „From Black Caviar to Blackouts. Gender, Consumption, and Lifestyle in Ceaușescu`s Romania”, în
Paulina Bren, Mary Neuburger (ed.), Communism Unwrapped. Consumption in Cold War Eastern Europe, Oxford
University Press, New York, 2012, p. 226.
16
Ibidem, p. 226.
17
Ibidem, p. 227.
18
Ibidem, p. 233.
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In 1980s Romania, after a short political thaw, followed a tightening of the policies and
deprivation of basic necessities19. Communism is the living proof of how an enticing dream can
end up as a depressing failure:
"Thus, even when they were fashionable in design, the quality of the products offered
by the centre was often derailed during the production process. Coarse textiles, for
example, could not produce a dress that was „elastic, soft, well designed, fitting like a
glove to the body. (...) so factories used rough materials, which often had low-quality
dyes that faded quickly"20.

Informal exchange of goods
After Ceaușescu`s visit to North Korea in 1971, Romania entered a downward path
concerning the living standards, and political and economic changes affected consumers
behaviours and habits: "because of the repressiveness of socialist rule and Romania`s isolation
during the 1980s, people were especially dependent on the black market, informal networks, and
the barter system for acquiring basic as well as luxury goods"21. Acquaintances maintain mutual
support relationships. One of the most interesting facets of consumerism in post-war Eastern
Europe is the phenomenon of informal exchange of goods. The informal barter of goods
transformed Romanian citizens into occasional smugglers, networks maintained with the
complicity of the communist nomenclature. Thus a quasi-legal secondary economy was born.
Because of the fact that goods were scarce and of poor quality, a parallel, informal network of
purchasing goods had been developed.
Communist clothing between luxury and austerity
State interference in the private life of citizens was sometimes visible through laws, decrees
or abuses and sometimes almost imperceptible in the form of fashion propaganda. Luxury goods
such as fur coats or silk dresses could be rarely purchased through the black market, acquaintances,
mutual benefit relationships or at exorbitant prices. Although luxury goods contradict the idea of
an egalitarian communist society, they were available for export or for privileged small groups
such as the nomenclature or the academic elite. Interviewed ladies admit that even if in the post-
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Paulina Bren, Mary Neuburger (ed.), Communism Unwrapped. Consumption in Cold War Eastern Europe, Oxford
University Press, New York, 2012, p. 10.
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Ibidem, p. 143.
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war period they had to wear old clothes and shoes passed on from their parents, the 1980s situation
changed and they could procure luxury goods directly from factories. In addition to those, they
received packages from abroad. Considering luxury a "monstrous and bizarre"22 type of
consumerism, the Communist regime tackled it by consumption planned policies and discouraged
it through official discourse or by depriving access to it to most of the citizens.

Custom, unique items vs. series items
Industrial uniformization tendencies imposed a dull, monotonous style among masses:
"industrial mass-production annihilated any personal choice, leaving only an illusory
differentiation"23. Custom objects encounter obsolescence while series models cease to be
functional, only if they suffer physical wear down: "in the case of an object the opposition is
custom made vs. series model"24. According to Baudrillard "any object has a degree of exclusivity
depending on its level of social use (personal, familial, public)"25. For clothing, this categorization
can be applied either to the person producing the item, or to the one who is wearing it. The new
means of production introduced by the industrial revolution led to a veritable odyssey of the
garment produced by technical methods, a process implying human and non-human creators.
Clothes were not supposed to be adornments or arouse admiration, but to provide a useful cover
for the body.
Once the communist regimes takeover in Eastern Europe, the political influence of
Moscow felt even stronger, pervading all areas of public and private sphere, including in the
creation of an ideal clothing prototype, which was imposed on women from all states East of the
Iron Curtain: "The East European states were forced to adopt the same centralized mode of dress
production following the communist takeovers in 1948"26. The female clothing prototype
promoted by all communist regimes of Eastern Europe included, on one hand, uniforms/overalls,
dull but comfortable and on the other, day dresses, also practical and simple. The uniform had an
extremely trivial fit, was made from a thick material in dark colours, versatile (could have the
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David Crowley, Susan E. Reid (ed.), Pleasures in Socialism. Leisure and Luxury in the Eastern Bloc, Northwestern
University Press, USA, 2010, p. 56.
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shape of a skirt or trousers), had no ornaments whatsoever and could be worn regardless of the
domain in which the woman carried out her activity: "its basic shape, consisting of a perfectly cut
suit with a square-shouldered jacket and a straight skirt, conformed to the style of a uniform"27.
In 1951, the Textile, Leather and Rubber Research Institute was established in Bucharest,
and the activity of the institute focused on "the training of specialists in research, approaching
themes of research with immediate applicability, and at the request of the factories it provided
technical assistance for industry”28. Beyond the policies and regulations coming from the top, there
were also some pressures coming from below, from the citizens who had needs unsatisfied by the
products existing on the market:
"Caught between the Soviet model they wanted to implement and the challenge posed
by a new kind of prosperity in West Germany, SED (Socialist Unity Party of Germany)
leaders faced demands for a more generous and high-quality provisioning not only from
the population but from within their own apparatus"29.

The stretch fabric used to be worn a lot, not just because it was a cheap and accessible
material, but also due to the fact that in those days the synthetic fibres represented the latest fashion
not only in socialist countries but also in the Western countries: „For a vast number of people
around the world in those decades (1950-1960), plastics represented the modern. For some in
Eastern Europe, it represented the ultimate socialist fabric”30. The synthetic textile fibres industry
represented a very advantageous substitute whereby factories (the state producers) could somewhat
satisfy the clothing market demand.
Gowns, uniforms or even day dresses were designed so that would satisfy the need for
convenience in carrying out various works after the Soviet Stakhanovite model. "The socialist
rudeness" as Bourdieu called it is none other than the supreme affirmation of utilitarianism as
unique and ultimate principle. The individual recognition in the case of creating a "bourgeois"
piece of clothing is replaced with the collective non-recognition, when on the label of a product
that came out from the Communist factories is registered the name of Romania. If until then the
coat was a unique object, created by a tailor artist or by a craftsman who left his personal imprint
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on that object, in the communism era the coat becomes a multiplied object and is the result of
collective technological processes and the result of centralized policies. The individual turns into
the collective and the aesthetics are transformed into the useful. Politics overtakes the individual,
stealing his or her freedom over his own appearance. In communism, the predilection of the regime
for control led to a high degree of conventionalism in the clothing production. Rationalization was
implemented in the first post-war decade even in the case of clothes. This was a bizarre
phenomenon whereby persons regarded as friends of the regime received points and cards for
purchasing clothing, and the persons who were considered undesirable were not able to procure
clothing: "The fashion of ready-made clothing, confections produced in large series, of clothing
for poor girls and women, appears. It is fashion on points, on a card. With points you could buy
meters, confections, shoes or a suit once a year "31. Clothes on points were received by peasants,
workers, officials, but the small bourgeoisie, the Kulaks, etc., did not benefit from such clothes:
"In the year 1953 probably the cards were introduced for clothing and shoes. Not
everyone received such cards but only some categories. In the first category were the
peasants and workers, who out of conviction or from resignation yielded to the regime,
in the second category were the officials. These first two categories received cards for
clothing and shoes. A type of overcoat was received on the card, it was the only one
that could be found on the market, and white crepe sole shoes. Next came the categories
of small bourgeoisie, the Kulaks, and others who did not receive the card. We belonged
to the third category, because we did not have much land, not much but anyway we got
cards with points so we didn't have to buy clothes from shops. And then we wore the
clothes our parents cleaned and modified at the tailor's"32.

Between 1965-1975, the national version of homo-sovieticus, the new woman, has been
named by some researchers as the socialist humanism period33. The term of socialist humanism
appears in contrast to the capitalist materialism that was considered to be dehumanizing. The
socialist humanism represented the transitional period from "construction of socialism" towards
Florin Constantiniu în Dorin-Liviu Bîtfoi, Așa s-a născut omul nou. În România anilor `50, Editura Compania,
București, 2012, p. 284.
32
Cf. interview with a former UPT employee.
33
The term of socialist humanism is used by Cristofer Scarboro in The late socialist good life in Bulgaria. Meaning
and living in a permanent present tense, Lexington Books, Plymouth, 2012. Vladimir Tismăneanu uses the term to
denote the period that is shaped in the first decade of Ceaușescu ruling as substitute for the socialist realism, a period
which coincides with the so-called liberalization, relaxation (a.n.).
31
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the period of living in a developed, strengthened socialism. The communist regime promoted its
own politics by any means available to it at that time, from written press to audiovisual. One of
the main methods of propaganda exclusively addressed to women was Femeia/The Woman
magazine, a periodical that appeared each month and was edited in an impressive number, and that
was the main press tool of UFDR (Democratic Women's Union of Romania) and was published
for the first time in March 1948.
Thus, both women from towns and from villages were taught how to take care of
themselves, how to dress, how to run their careers, what to cook or even how many children to
have. The covers of the magazine and the pages dedicated to fashion presented clothes approved
by the regime, clothes that represented an effective method of propaganda. Whether it was about
wearing male clothes for feeling casual at work, red clothes or communist caps, all these
contributed to the consolidation of the female desired by the communist imagery. The liberated
woman was advised on what to do in order to be emancipated, this consisting sometimes even in
not using makeup:
"Emancipated but not very coquette. Young girls must avoid make-up. A young cheek
does not need make-up: the glow of youth successfully replaces even the most advanced
makeup. A young girl must wash her face thoroughly with cold water and with an
emollient soap, and if she wants to never have black spots on her skin, she should rub
her cheeks daily with a brush that is not too scrubby. This way, she will always have
her pores unclogged by dust and fat "34.

The fashion of female academics of Timișoara - efficiency aesthetics, balance between fashion
and productivity
The individuals communicate through the objects they use. The man renders a structural
discourse through the clothes he wears. A garment was always a discourse in itself, which told the
story of the person wearing it and of the one who created it. The communist coat was a propaganda
tool, a method of legitimizing the regime and denotes an important major political burden. The
utopian goal was to dress everyone equally, and with this uniformity the discursive and imaging
legitimation of the egalitarian ideology was sought. This goal was largely achieved but not from a
Arhivele Naționale al României, Fond C.C. al P.C.R. – Cancelarie, dosar nr. 64/1955, Referat asupra felului cum
s-a aplicat hotărârea C.C. al P.M.R. din ianuarie 1953 cu privire la întărirea activității în rândul femeilor, apud.
Dorin-Liviu Bîtfoi, Așa s-a născut omul nou. În România anilor `50, Editura Compania, București, 2012, p. 285.
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women's liberating revolutionary will, but rather due to the lack of clothing alternatives from
textile cooperatives outlets. The principle of productivity is applied in all areas including in the
clothing manufacturing industry.
The clothing representations imposed by the images promoted in official magazines such
as Femeia, contributed to the formation of a certain clothing behaviour, phenomenon that also
affected academic women`s way of clothing during the communist era. Marysa Zavalloni affirms
that:
"The identity is the central node of the individual perception, a way to organize the
individual representations and the ones of its group of affiliation. In this way, the
process of inclusion, as a process of mediation between the individual and the social,
as a moment in the construction of social identity, calling upon the experience and
context, operating categorizations, appears to us as a process of identification, but also
of building social representations"35.

Therefore, we can consider that clothing items are defining the affiliation of academic
women to the university environment but also to the political context of communism. The official
attitudes in terms of fashion and luxury were not homogenous throughout the communist period
of the Eastern Bloc, as they fluctuated depending on numerous factors: political context, degree
economic planning, a relaxation of the dictatorship. Academic women`s way of dressing oscillates
depending on the decade, being influenced by the policies imposed from the centre. Thus there
were periods of relaxation in which the ladies could even go to the Opera in evening dresses or
strict periods of austerity and authority:
„Luxury (...) is determined by changes in technology and the mode of production,
shaped by ideological preoccupations and discourses, and managed through resource
allocation, pricing policies, or tax regimes, all of which in turn reflect state
priorities”36.

Both the development of the chemical industry and the possibility of producing at a
relatively small cost for materials with colourful patterns required by the Socialist consumers
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resulted in fashionable clothing from synthetic fibres. Although my interviewees admit that
wearing clothes from synthetic fibres also had also disadvantages, such as excessive sweating, they
declare that they wore them because they were easier to find at a low price than the natural fibre
clothes which were very hard to find and were more expensive. Aside from all these
advantages/disadvantages, they further declare that during that period there was even a trend for
dresses made of synthetic materials (lycra, nylon, viscose, etc.), as they represented the only way
of wearing coloured clothes or clothes with floral designs. The forms that clothing objects have
taken in the everyday Socialist life corresponded to the models promoted through the propaganda
tools of the regime, but rarely reached the level of style or quality of the materials found in
magazines.
In communist Romania the education system "was designed– institutionally, through the
content of its educational program and the socio-geographical distribution - to meet the needs of
the socialist industry and the human resource policy of the Communist Party" 37. The academic
women of Timișoara, as a social elite of university professors, managed to contribute to the daily
dissemination of the political education imposed by the regime not only through complying with
the higher education programs but also through the fact that they themselves were a model through
their attitudes and even by appearance, a model which was replicated further by their students, the
citizens building the future society. In their capacity as consumers of clothing produced in the
communist era, they were the promoters of an entire ideology and the exponents of a new way of
dressing. I encountered mainly behaviours in nearly all of the academics I interviewed; the
majority of them wore short hair, pants and declared that: "I was always manlier than others", "I
was athletic".
Due to the fact that the new modes of production allowed efficiency on an industrial scale
(the textile industry was developed in all countries of Eastern Europe, including Romania) the new
female image built by the ideological discourse could be imposed even in elitist circles, such as
universities, based on a functional and practical dress, close to a uniform. The women from
Timișoara universities were influenced by this trend and have adopted a modest, sometimes
masculine style, defined either by sober, comfortable dresses or unisex clothing. Their everyday
dress was a very simple and comfortable one, not at all pretentious, made from a material that is
mostly synthetic, rarely of cotton. Also, short hair was preferred either due to practical reasons "it
37
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was easier to take care of" or to subjective reasons "long hair was associated with promiscuous
type of women, and we as university professors had a serious status and image"38. The dresses as
simple types of gowns, beside the fact that they were very practical and comfortable, had the great
advantage that they did not require special care, were easy to maintain, and were preferred by
women, even by those with careers in the universities of Timișoara. Wearing them was a common
feature of women from all over Eastern Europe, far too involved in their daily activities, who no
longer had time and energy to pay attention to their exterior appearance: "Overtired women, who
were too exhausted to care about their looks"39.
The academic women interviewed did not suffer from the shortage specific to the end of
the communist period, although they admit that in order to get hold of certain goods they used their
status as privileged elite of the academic environment but could not go avoid the experience of the
"queues". They were concerned about the way they looked, and because the demand on the market
was pretty low, they have testified almost unanimously that in order to obtain quality materials
they used to make great efforts. The materials considered more expensive but also rarer could be
purchased either from abroad, sent by relatives or acquaintances, or on the rare occasion of
traveling to other countries (trips, research fellowships, sport competitions), or by smuggling
materials produced in Romanian factories that sent fabrics to export and therefore had higher
quality. From these materials, the women used to make clothing by themselves or by going to a
tailor, a task that needed to be hidden from the security police because it could be considered a
bourgeois activity. Since everyone was supposed to wear clothes that came only out the gates of
textile factories, wearing personalized or individualized clothes was not seen well as they were
against the egalitarian discourse. But, aside from the functionality requested by the regime,
university professors claim to have been concerned with the way they looked and struggled to get
high-quality clothes or materials, and they confessed that their and everybody's clothing was
influenced by their job purposes, by the collective social practices, but especially by the official
discourse that emphasized modesty and functionality. However, the majority flaunted in front of
me full wardrobes of high-quality clothes, including fur coats. To the question "What did you used
to wear before ' 89?" the university professors interviewed replied to me:
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"There was not so much fashion back then. We were dressed quite simply. Anyway I
was pretty manly, there was a male, unisex fashion, when I went on the site I had my
site uniform and protective helmet "40;
"Quite simply, they were not very concerned about fashion. Simple deux-pieces or
simple dresses, sometimes colourful but there were not so many at that time to choose
from"41;
"I want to tell you about the evolution of fashion which has been strongly influenced by
the economic and political developments. Before the war, a woman could not leave the
house without a hat, my mother (look at this picture) had many very beautiful hats. After
the war, the fashion hats disappeared. Although in Timișoara there was a very good hat
factory, with tradition, it perished after the 1990's. Only two hat factories existed in
Romania and one of them was in Timișoara. After the war, we did not really have what
to wear. The 1950's were very hard for three reasons. One: the crisis caused by the
obligation to pay our war debts towards the USSR; Two: the change of regime, which
confused many; Three: the awful drought from '46 - '47 which caused difficulties even
after a few years. "In 1953, probably, cards were introduced for clothing and shoes.
Not everyone received such cards but only some categories. In the first category were
the peasants and workers, who out of conviction or from resignation yielded the regime,
in the second category were the officials. These first two categories received cards for
clothing and shoes. A type of overcoat was received on the card, it was the only one
could be found on the market, and white crepe sole shoes. Next came the categories of
small bourgeoisie, the Kulaks, and others who did not receive the card. We belonged to
the third category because they did not have much land, not much, but anyway we got
cards with points so we didn't have to buy clothes from shops. And then we wore the
clothes our parents cleaned and modified at the tailor's”42.
"During 1965-1971, the period of relaxation before the madness started, the fashion
became more feminine, at the Opera we wore long dresses and the skirts had
underskirts. After the 1960's the textile industry was good. Even natural silk and velvet
could be found, shirts and blouses were imported from China, embroidered really
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beautifully. The leather and fur industry was good, you could find furs. You could find
sheepskin coats, they had fur on the inside and leather on the outside, and there were
also the so-called mouton doré fur coats. However, after the 1980's all clothes went to
export, you could no longer find them not even in the factories outlets. In Timișoara we
had ILSA, that made woollen clothes, but there was also Garofița, that made cotton. We
also wore trench coats that were a combination of synthetic with cotton but had the
advantage that they were waterproof and unisex, both women and men wore them.
External pressures for paying the debts made Ceaușescu to pay them and then
everything went to export, you could no longer find anything, it was really hard. After
the oil crisis, when it was more difficult in the country, in the Western part it was easier
because we used to buy from Yugoslavia, as it had very beautiful clothes. And not only
clothes but all kinds of products that could not be found here43."

The alchemy of a mechanistic epoch made it possible for "all natural or organic materials
to find a functional equivalent in plastic and polymorphic substances: wool, cotton, silk or linen,
found a universal replacement in nylon or in its countless variants"44. These have been confirmed
by the two ladies, chief secretaries from faculties and even by a few ladies who were on the
teaching staff. That is why when I addressed the question "From what materials were then the
clothes made?" their answers were quite different:
"Generally they were made of synthetic materials or cotton, these were the most
practical materials"45;
"The wool, fur, silk, cotton, silk fabrics were in small quantity, most fabrics were
synthetic, I believe that the trend of stretch materials was everywhere, not only here. I
also had stretch dresses, I wore one of them when I had the visit of Ceaușescu’s spouse
at the official opening of the academic year, while I was rector. "46
"Synthetic. Very stretchy, but the dresses were pretty though you sweat in them. And
there was cotton, but not too much and it was a not a fine one, it was coarser, as for
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work clothes. But most of all, the synthetics and knitwear could be found and people
wore them.”47

The paradox of a society that aspires to eradicate the differences between social classes is
that the integration of individuals in social groups (families, institutions, etc.) was doing the exact
opposite and was ensuring a symbolic domination of some over the other. This symbolic
domination was visible even through clothing because academic women were deviating from the
socialist standards of modesty and practicality by wearing high quality items. In an era of massproduced garments, their unique clothes (made by personal dressmakers or received from abroad)
ensured a collective symbolism of privileged elite. Unconsciously they commited acts of symbolic
violence, by proudly showcasing their wardrobe: "dresses and silk shirts made in China", "7 or 8
fur coats", "prototype Guban shoes"48. The care for their look and appearance (clothes, shoes,
jewellery or haircuts) indicates a sense of self-esteem, a statement of symbolic power and of
belonging to a privileged class.
Conclusions
Clothing, as a symbolic item, involves an object-user relationship that speaks about both
the individual identity and the system that produces it. According to the communist logic clothing
items were not meant to only be produced and purchased, thereby ensuring the promised economic
well-being, but also to be used as a means of propaganda, in order to reaffirm the ideological
discourse. Garment is an object of everyday reality so the academics` attires from the communistera are products of the New Man project. The discursive construction of the New Man, even though
it was only an abstract generic pattern, interfered with and changed individual peculiarities in
Timisoara`s academic women fashion style. Their clothes tell the paradoxical story of how a
dictatorial regime can include both austerity and luxury. On one hand they are the mark of a
privileged elite`s identity (having access to goods inaccessible to ordinary citizens) and on the
other hand they are the mark of a political regime that planned any public or private matter, even
how and what clothes women should wear.

47
48

Cf. interview with a former UVT employee.
Gathered from multiple interviews.
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Abstract: The present paper elaborates on the Iranian women’s movements starting from the
earliest documented records in the early twentieth century when Iranian women acted as a major
support for their male counterparts during the years leading to the constitutional revolution in Iran.
It further follows women activists through the Pahlavi Era and later, before and after the Islamic
Revolution of Iran. The paper then explains how the tension between modernity and tradition has
affected Iranian women and their approaches towards women’s issues. Lastly, the weaknesses and
the achievements of the Iranian women’s movement are briefly elaborated on.
Keywords: Iranian women, women’s movement, modernity, tradition.

Early History
The earliest records of organized and purposeful social activities by Iranian women date
back to the early twentieth century when women activists in many other countries had already
started their fight against gender discrimination. During the Iranian constitutional revolution,
which took place from 1905 to 1907, Iranian women had an unprecedented active role. They
organized street demonstrations and had regular meetings to regulate their activities and support
the constitutional movement, which led to the establishment of the first official parliament and the
first constitution in Iran.
During this time Iranian women were exposed to concepts such as democracy, socialism,
and gender equality (Navazani, 2007). These new concepts were mainly introduced by upper-class
educated women who had been to foreign countries, France and England, for example, where
women were already trying to expand their social presence. However, it is necessary to mention
that these concepts hardly found their way beyond major cities; most women in rural areas, where
patriarchy was more prominent, remained uninformed of the new social trends. As discussed later,
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this issue was among the main reasons for the lack of solidarity among Iranian women when issues
were concerned.
Although women’s presence during the constitutional revolution was mainly inspired by
anticolonialist sentiments rather than by gender issues, it can be said to have generated the
foundation for a relatively coherent and organized movement by the Iranian women in the
following years. As stated by Mahdi (2004), women’s struggles during the ‘Tobacco Protest1,
which began in the late nineteenth century, and the constitutional revolution compelled women to
realize their potential for organized activities and led some open-minded liberal women to bring
other women’s attention to the oppressive situation of women in Iran.
As a result, several women’s associations were formed during the following years. These
affiliations were generally concerned with women’s right to vote and schooling for girls. Although
some religious leaders were against the idea, women finally won the battle and more than a few
schools for girls were established in Iran’s major cities. This success was notable because it paved
the way for more organized efforts by women activists and guaranteed education as an empowering
tool for many Iranian girls and women.

Major Constraints On The Early Movements of Iranian Women
Despite the early success of the Iranian women activists in winning schooling for girls,
their work was subject to several constraining factors over the following years. This section
provides an overview of the main obstacles that Iranian women faced in their early fight for
equality.
The Patriarchal Nature of Society
Patriarchy was so prevalent in Iran that any opposition from women was regarded by
society as radical in nature. Women activists thus had generally very little support from most
middle- and lower-class men and women, and their only source of support was from upper-class
educated families.

1

(1891–92), a protest by Iranian men and women against granting monopoly of tobacco sales and exportsto the
British.
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The Wide Gap Among Between Traditional and Modern Women in Terms of Ideological
and Social Views
As briefly indicated earlier, a wide undeniable gap existed between Iranian women in terms
of their ideological and social views. Women in small towns and rural areas, where patriarchy was
most prominent, were mostly uninformed of women activists’ movements in Iran and the rest of
the world. Although the Iranian women activists had their own journals and magazines, such
publications could hardly reach areas far from major cities, and even if they did, most women in
rural areas were illiterate.
So at one end of the spectrum, we had educated upper-class women who were generally
more liberal in terms of religion, and at the other we had traditional women generally uneducated
and essentially conservative in terms of religion and even social values, such as men’s domination
in families. Therefore, there was limited common ground on which Iranian women could unite and
pursue a shared goal.
Dependence on Supporting Men and Political Parties
Most women’s movements during the Qajar and Pahlavi dynasties were generally powered
by political parties and the few men who supported them. This means that women could hardly
claim their own peculiar ideology and agenda that would define their approach and guide their
activities.
Adopting Overly Moderate Strategies
The array of factors explained above made women activists adopt nonconfrontational
strategies in pursuing their demands. On the one hand, they were facing a conservative society
with a strong religious background that they could hardly openly challenge. On the other, they
were reliant on political parties that were mostly concerned with their own issues. Most of these
political parties were using women’s power to further their agendas, rather than to support women
in their independent demands.
Women’s Support of the Islamic Revolution (Fight Against the Shah)
The Iranian women’s presence in the pre-Islamic revolution demonstrations was
remarkable. Women from various social categories, who could hardly come together for feminist
causes, all came to the forefront and joined the demonstrations against the Shah. This
unprecedented presence of women in antigovernment demonstrations was a result of several
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factors, which collaboratively brought Iranian women into the streets. The following section lists
the two most important factors behind the presence of Iranian women in the demonstrations that
led to the establishment of the Islamic Republic of Iran.
For Religious Women It Was a Religious Obligation
Motivated by Ayatollah Khomeini’s rule, religious women from various social classes who
were formerly passive in social arenas poured into streets to support their male counterparts in
demonstrations against the Shah. Some of these women from patriarchal religious families, who
had formerly been secluded in their homes, were now openly invited by religious leaders to take
part in demonstrations. Women thus got the approval to step to the forefront.
For Women Activists It Was a Fight Against Dictatorship
Inspired by their religious women counterparts, many Iranian women activists joined the
demonstrations to fight against the Shah’s dictatorship. Some of these women had demands that
had not been met by the Shah, and some had problems with the foreign policies of the Pahlavi
government. Whatever the reason, many women activists joined demonstrations and provided a
great source of support in the fight against the Shah.
Women’s Presence after the Islamic Revolution
Immediately after the Islamic revolution, the Iranian women took part in the general national
referendum on March 30 and 31, 1979, immediately following which the Islamic Republic of Iran
was established on April 1.
During the early years following the establishment of the Islamic republic, an order was
issued demanding that all women must dress in line with Islamic principles. Along with other
similar efforts to create an Islamic state, such as the separation of male and female students in
university classes, this received mixed reactions from women. Although conservative religious
women found the new social setting a better fit for women, secular modern women were not so
happy about it.
With the government’s emphasis on the Hijab as a protection for women, many traditional
families who were previously against women’s social presence found the new social setting better
and safer for women. As a result, religious conservative women stepped up and entered social
arenas, replacing secular women who could not conform to the Islamic obligations.
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During the Iran-Iraq War, the Iranian women showed an even stronger presence in society.
In the absence of men, many women became the family bread winners and began to work in
various sectors, from education, to medical, to government.
During the post war years, Iranian women continued to increase their social presence despite
the obstacles many women activists condemned. The number of female students entering
universities increased dramatically, and the literacy rate among women increased to more than 96
percent in 2013 (“96% literacy Rate,” 2013).

The Current Situation: Tradition Versus Modernity
The clash between modernity and tradition is a major issue for many contemporary Iranian
women. On the one hand, they have modernity with its promise of a better and probably a less
restrictive life. But on the other, they have tradition that has penetrated into their souls over the
years and is now an inescapable part of the social construction of their identities.
Based on identity theories, “the core of an identity is the categorization of the self as an
occupant of a role, and the incorporation, into the self, of the meanings and the expectations
associated with the role and its performance….” (Burke and Tully, 1997; Thiots, 1986, cited in
Stets and Burke, 2000, p. 225). How Iranian women define themselves and whether modernity has
had any effect on them in how they view their roles in society and in family is thus of substantial
importance if the current situation of women in Iran can be understood.
Unfortunately, very limited research on Iranian women in terms of their identities and how
they define themselves is available. Nevertheless, the author attempts to refer to what limited
findings are available. Based on a research by Sarookhani and Rafat Khah (2004), the majority of
Tehrani women aged 25 to 45 referred to mothering as the most important role for women. The
role women play as wives came in second. For the women included in the study, education and
working were considered less important compared to what women do as mothers and wives. It is
interesting that while these women almost unanimously chose the mothering role as the most
important role for women, more than half of them were more inclined toward modernism as
opposed to tradition.
Based on this study, the higher the level of women’s education, the more modernized they
were. In other words, women with higher education demonstrated a higher tendency towards
modernism and a stronger opposition to traditional gendered roles. The interesting point about this
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research is that in spite of the subjects’ inclination toward modernity, for most of them the
mothering role that is traditionally assigned to women is still considered their most important role.
This may imply that although modernism may have had some impacts on Iranian women in such
areas as women’s right to work and to become educated, it has had less impact on the main role
the Iranian women identify themselves with, which is motherhood.
Navazani (2007), in another research on 210 Iranian women from various social classes,
found that the subjects’ family-related issues had the highest priority for them. Based on this
research, women were more concerned with discriminatory family laws related to child custody
and divorce than with rules barring women from running for presidency or becoming judges. This
again may apply to Iranian women’s preoccupation with their roles as mothers and wives. The
importance Iranian women attach to family issues and women’s rights as mothers and wives can
be regarded as evidence of the Iranian women’s preoccupation with motherhood and marriage as
indispensable parts of their lives, as well as to their identities.
In the face of the current clash between modernity and tradition, Iranian women can be
generally classified into three categories. It is interesting that these three categories can also be
used to categorize various groups of Iranian women activists in terms of their approaches to
women’s issues and rights.
“Embracing” Women
The embracing women are those who have adopted modernity in its entirety. From religion,
to individuality, and sexual freedom, it seems that these women have absorbed modernity. Such
women in Iran are those labeled as “Westernized,” “nonconformist,” “rebels,” and even “victims
of cultural invasion.”
The women activists in this category usually use a secular discourse to ask for gender
equality and criticize the current situation of women in Iran. Drawing on humanism, they condemn
the women’s situation, which they believe is the result of both tradition and religion.
These women may talk about homosexuality, women’s rights in divorce, abortion,
women’s inheritance rights, and other controversial issues, and though some of their demands are
seen as justified by mainstream traditional Iranian men and women, they are generally not much
welcomed in society. That’s a result of their support of such issues as homosexuality and abortion,
considered taboos there, and their use of nonreligious discourse to articulate their demands.
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“Selective” Women
“Selective women” is the term used for those who have embraced some of the
manifestations of modernity, but not all of them, and their selection seems to be a planned and
controlled decision in line with their social, cultural, and religious viewpoints. These women
support women’s rights in child custody and divorce, but they are clearly against such issues as
homosexuality and abortion in the Iranian society.
Usually using religious discourse to ask for gender equality, they demand focus on
women’s rights under Islamic principles. They may ask for reinterpretations of the Quran and
Hadith in line with the current situation of society and women’s strong presence in social arenas.
These women, who may be generally labeled as “Islamic feminists,” are those who fight
for women’s rights in line with the principles of the Islamic Republic of Iran, and because of their
conformity to social and cultural norms, they generally gain the support of mainstream Iranian
women. Their emphasis is on the importance of education for women to be active members of the
society, and further, on the importance of women’s awareness of their rights in challenging unfair
social and cultural practices.
Resistant Women
There is yet another group of Iranian women who resist modernism and deem it as a threat
to the distinct religious and cultural identity of the Iranians. Such women, who are essentially
conservative and religious, may view modernity as a form of invasion against the Islamic societies.
Labelling it as a “cultural invasion,” they question ideas that challenge the religious and cultural
identity of the Iranian society.
For these women, homosexuality and abortion rights, which they believe have emerged
from the West, are not applicable to Iranian society. They believe that the true form of gender
equality is achievable only in a truly Islamic society where Islamic rules are observed to the letter.
They praise the security brought up by the Islamic society and the Islamic dress code as the main
reasons behind the Iranian women’s strong social presence.
For most of these women, a woman’s role in families is pivotal. Thus they place emphasis
on educating women as the pillars of the family and believe that education is a tool to better prepare
women for their main roles as mothers and wives.
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The Current Situation: Achievements
This section lists the two most important achievements made possible through efforts made
by Iranian women activists during recent years.
Increased Presence of Women in Social Arenas
The increasing social presence of Iranian women has been remarkable. Based on some
reports, female students account for over half of the university students in Iran, and Iranian female
enrolment in science and engineering fields makes up around 70 percent of total enrolments
(Masood, 2006). The percentage of women working in the scientific, technical, and specialist fields
increased from 13 percent in 1976 to 32.8 percent in 1986, and to 39.7 percent in 1991 (Women's
Employment Situation in Iran, 2001). The number of women working in education fields has also
increased dramatically in recent years. The largest percentage of government-employed women is
in the Ministry of Education; they comprise more than half of the employees (Women's
Employment Situation in Iran, 2001).
Apart from that, Iranian women have demonstrated a strong presence in sports despite the
concerns and problems regarding the issue of Hijab for female athletes. In 2013, the Iranian
national women's Futsal team won the silver medal at the 2013 Asian Indoor Games League.
Iranian women’s Wushu national team won three gold medals in the world championship in
Malaysia. In 2012, Iran’s first female canoeist won the silver medal at ICF Canoe Sprint World
Cup, and Iranian female Kabaddi players claimed second place in the first Women's World Cup
Kabaddi Championship in Patna, India, in the same year. These outstanding achievements and
many more simply imply that Iranian women have stepped up and are ready to challenge the social
and cultural stereotypes that limit women’s social presence and reinforce traditional gender roles.
The presence of Iranian women in high-ranking governmental jobs is not as straightforward
because it has been mostly dependent on the ruling government and its political and social
attitudes. During Khatamai’s presidency (1997 to 2005), for example, the number of women
appointed to top administration posts increased. In this period, women were given high
governmental roles, including the roles of vice president and the presidential adviser (adviser is
preferred). Also during Khatami’s term, the parliament had the largest number of female
representatives since the revolution.
The new president of Iran, Hasan Rouhani, who had the support of many Iranian women
during the election, has pledged to promote women's rights and advance gender equality. He
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appointed two women as vice presidents and also the first female spokesperson for the foreign
ministry. Among Rouhani’s commitments to women’s issues is his promise of setting up a ministry
for women.
Increased Social Awareness of Women’s Issues
The scattered but forceful efforts made by Iranian women during recent years have had a
tremendous impact on increasing social awareness in women’s issues. The increasing number of
published works, movies, and scholarly debates on the subject, along with the large number of
women actively working on the issue, have had a powerful impact on sensitizing the Iranian society
to women’s issues.
According to Mashini (2004), a considerable number of Iranian women have begun to realize
that many of the problems women face have to do with women occupying subordinated positions
in families and in society. Sarookhani and Rafat Khah (2004) found that among Tehrani women
aged 25 to 45 under study, about 76 percent were opposed to occupational gendered serotypes,
more than 80 percent were against educational stereotypes, and about 59 percent opposed familyrelated stereotypes imposed on women. Abollahian (2004) found that there had been a change in
Iranian women’s attitudes toward their roles in social arenas. According to this researcher, most
of the Iranian women who took part in the study were willing to focus on education and
employment as a means to challenge the gendered social rules.
As a result of this recent social awareness, some religious leaders have begun to comment on
women’s issues. Ayatollah Sanei2, for instance, has published a series of writings on women’s
issues, most of which center around gender equality. He has also issued some Fatwas in support
of women's inheritances and stated that a woman’s legal age should be changed from 11 to 13.
There is no doubt that such measures by religious leaders who are highly respected in the religious
society of Iran can have a positive effect on challenging patriarchy and improving the status of
women.

2

An Iranian politically renowned Shia Islamic jurist, politician, and theologian who is widely recognized in Iran as a
pro-human-rights cleric.
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The Current Situation: Weaknesses
As explained above, Iranian women in general and Iranian women activists in particular
have adopted various stances toward the issues of women’s rights and gender equality. Although
some women have adopted a secular discourse in articulating their demands for gender equality,
others have preferred to use a moderate, conservative approach to pursue their goals.
Apart from different discourses used by various groups of women activists, these women
also have different priorities and concerns. Although secular women activists may target various
issues, from family laws, to abortion, to women’s stoning, conservative (or the so-called Islamic
feminists) have mainly focused their efforts on child custody and women’s rights in divorce. This
situation implies that while all these groups may have the same underlying motif, i.e., removing
gender inequality, they do not necessarily adopt a similar approach. This lack of coherence, though
not a bad thing in itself, can slow the pace of the efforts made and the success achieved.
Another issue has to do with most Iranian women activists seeming to focus their attention
on upper- and middle-class women and their issues. In fact, there seems to be little or no organized
effort to consider women in remote rural areas who may have limited understanding of their social
rights. They are possibly more vulnerable to gender inequality and need to be educated not only
about the rights they currently have, but also about the issues specific to their social and cultural
settings. If such women do not learn about the rights they are entitled to, they may never dare to
challenge their situations.
Last, but definitely not least, though the issues discussed above have been highlighted by
Iranian women activists of various groups, the issue of women’s health seems to be a neglected
issue for Iranian women activists, regardless of their ideology and stance toward women’s issues.
Some efforts have been directed at educating women on major women’s health issues, but they
lack the intensity needed. Many reasons are probably behind this situation. First of all, women’s
health issues in Iran seem to be overshadowed by more charged women issues, such as family laws
and women’s rights in divorce. Apart from that, there seems to be a lack of cooperation between
various groups of women activists and authorities in Iran when it comes to women’s health.
Although an issue such as women’s health can be seen as a shared concern for all groups of women
activists as well as the government, little attention is paid to defining common plans to tackle it.
No doubt a collective effort by women activists and government authorities can play a valuable
role in raising awareness about women’s health issues in the Iranian society.
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ESSAY

Narratives of emancipation
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A feminist is a man or a woman who says: yes, there is a problem with gender as it is
today and we must fix it, we must turn it better.

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie1

One of the fundamental values of a feminist emancipator theatre that resorts to a political
statement of empowering the status and voices of women, is intersectionality. The condition of
women is and should be approached at the crossroad of several types of subjective identifications:
gender, social condition, ethnic belonging. The intersectional perspective, asserting an inclusive,
multi-layered reflection and an introspective capacity of building up identities and frames of
representation that produce cracks in the hetero-normative hegemony, racist discourse, politics of
discrimination, is essential for understanding and producing a feminist theatre focused on invisible
stories, on clashes with an oppressive system, on repositioning against the reproduction of
stereotypes and hierarchies.
The issue and the quality of representing women in theatre – one can notice a glaring
disparity regarding the distribution of roles (male/female), doubled by the internalized conception
of the „zero woman” - the woman producing zero confrontation, zero provocation, zero
interrogation, zero contestation – is to be more and more debated. A woman valued for her
obedience, for her submissiveness, for her domestic abilities and implicit resignation. A woman
perceived through the male gaze and designed to confirm and to comply with a set of motionless,
fixed attributes, prolonging a tradition of stifled revolt and control.

“We should all be feminists”, TED Conversations, Dec. 2012,
https://www.ted.com/talks/chimamanda_ngozi_adichie_we_should_all_be_feminists
1
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How unsettling, undermining, disruptive is the representation of women in a theatre dominated by
the role models of omniscient and reflexive men, by the overwhelming dualities that tend to store
up more and more gender imbalances?
Men are heroes, women are around.
Men are rational, women are sensitive.
Men are brave, women are fable.
Men are determined, women are unstable.
Men deserve to be in the highest position, women deserve to be loved.
Men produce changes, women accept to be changed.
Men create, women expect.
Men evolve, women stagnate.
Men are the product of their intelligence, men are the product of men.
Men invent, women enjoy the invention.

Romanian theatre is not very fond of an emancipator perspective regarding women. Their
presence is mostly associated with an „accessory-like” image, being the wives of..., the daughters
of..., the mistresses of... They are objectified, viewed from a sexist angle, characterised in direct
relation to men, created and activated by them, mirrored through stereotypes that propose a binary
understanding of their roles. Roles which are most of the times reduced to a repertoire of traditional
dichotomies, emphasizing rigid dualities. There are not many contemporary shows which offer an
alternative emancipator position of women, fighting for their rights, stretching out beyond clichés
of representation, protesting against a system ensconced in male privileges. Themes and subjects
as domestic violence, the choice to control one’s own body, maternity and teenage, gender
equality, patriarchal order meant to be contested, the commodified body, exotism of women, are
not very much researched and explored. Even when the plays are centred on women, the
representations maintain the same traditional imagery, delving into a very conservative portrait
and reproducing patterns that emphasize the categories of marginalization, sexism, racism. In order
to cut the threads of these categories, feminist performances have to invest in reconsidering frames
of thinking subtle revolutions of repositioning gender politics. Because feminism should belongs
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to everyone! One of the possibilities for such a repositioning to take place is related to
decolonization of bodies and minds: „If processes of sexism, heterosexism, and misogyny are
central to the social fabric of the world we live in; if indeed these processes are interwoven with
racial, national and capitalist domination and exploitation such that the lives of women and men,
girls and boys, are profoundly affected, then decolonization at all the levels (as described by
Fanon) becomes fundamental to a radical feminist transformative project”2.
In the last few years, there have been some performances centred on representations of
women dealing with economical oppression and harassment, sexual abuses, the body seen as a
perverse projection of male fantasies, ignoring its intimate desires, deprivation of freedom and
integrity.
Domestic Products, directed by Ioana Păun (the text is written by Xandra Popescu)
explores the existence of Philippinas cleaning ladies, the harsh conditions of work they are
confronted with, the humiliations and abuses, the compromises they are forced to make in order to
survive in a domestic trap where they are harassed. The main part in the show was performed by
a Philippina woman who has been forced to leave the country because she had no papers.
ROVEGAN, written and directed by Catinca Drăgănescu, reflects – following the
narrative of a traditional Romanian fairy-tale – on the cumbrous disasters of economical migration,
seen as a chain of endless abasements. The performance enforces the victims' positions regarding
the way migrant women are portrayed, building up an exploitation context based on traumatic
experiences. As long as women produce, they deserve to be taken into consideration. When they
show the least sign of revolt, they are ejected and not taken into consideration.
CUNTHATE (URĂ) explores the phenomenon of pornography and sexual abuses in a
perverted, aggressive order founded on the appropriation of women’s bodies turned into
commodities to be manipulated. The artists of Béznă Theatre dig into contexts of physical and
emotional abuses that alter the dignity and integrity of the most vulnerable ones, confronting the
audience with a necessary analysis of the status of women in a brutish and inhuman society centred
on reproducing patriarchal models.
In 2012, Bogdan Georgescu created Without support (the team of the project: Cristina
Eremia, Gabriela Dumitru, Cornelia Ioniţă, Andreea Eşanu, Sânziana Nicola), a performance about
2

Chandra Talpade Mohanty, Feminism without borders: Decolonizing Theory, Practicing Solidarity, Duke
University Press, 2004.
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the eviction of a space – La Bomba - that gathered around a whole community, vividly preserving
its spirit. Without support is a testimonial performance which assembles the life experiences of
three women, speaking out their loss and their marginalization, and confronting with continuous
strives for a stable condition. A stability that cannot be erased as one erased dots of survival. A
stability that is essential to any reconfiguration of a community. The show delves profoundly into
a specific situation, opening up a theme of debate that covers fundamental fights and rights: the
right of decent housing, the right of accessing services of public health and education, the right to
live and work in non-humiliating conditions, the right to affirm as women becoming speaking
trumpets in their communities, the right to voice up in their names, representing their own interest.
Although it approaches a tensioned experience of loss and grief, the performance has an
empowering effect through the voices of the three women who have been victims of the eviction
process. It explores the possibility of re-imagining spaces of solidarity and continuity, spaces of
embodying fundamental values for a micro-society of women. Symbolic spaces that oppose
continuous discrimination. Three women - models of devotion and hard-working in their
community – emphasize their active embodiment of several roles: mothers who want the best
possible education for their kids in order to have a better future, agents of change who stimulate
and activate others in similar conditions to engage in their communities, creators of cultural events,
activists for housing rights.
Habemus Bebe, written by Elena Vlădăeanu and directed by Robert Bălan, explores the
vulnerable and contradictory territories of motherhood, analyzing frames of pressure and freedom,
ways of subverting a hegemonic discourse imposing the accepted and desired roles of the „omnimother” – narrative creation of inherited fantasies. Habemus Bebe (with Dana Voicu, Carmen
Florescu, Lala Mişosniky) documents personal stories, subjective experiences and intimate
adventures in the land of motherhood, digging into fears, resignation, resilience, expectations,
intriguing questions, failures, compromises, unsettling and uncomfortable introspections. Four
mothers confront with a conglomerate of various social imperatives and intimate needs,
continuously fighting back and forth for their space of engaging into self-affirmation and public
negotiation with a colonized image of a woman existing only for the benefit of the others.
They assert a tremendously powerful gap between how a mother should be and how she
really is, between how a mother is expected to act and how she feels determined to act, between
what a mother performs publically and what she performs when the outer demonstration ceases to
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be overwhelming. Habemus Bebe is a tender and harsh political poem, thematizing what we could
call the „wall-condition” of maternity, a condition of projecting various desires and pressures. Can
you raise a child without raising permanent frictions between inner needs and public needs?
A responsive critical theatre to the perspectives of internalized stereotypes that dominate
the hegemonic discourse of maternity, functioning as a source of endless social labels and a
normative behaviour: „The only thing I would not like to do is a performance with a thesis about
maternity. Precisely because it is a sphere so much commercially, politically and intimately
debated. Everyone has an opinion about maternity, about how a child should to be raised, about
what a mother has to do, about what a father has to do. Some people do not confine to opinions,
but they try to sell them, to impose them, to legiferate them. I do not say that the performance will
not have a feminist significance, it will have it, because there are some issues that we cannot ignore,
such as the process of the medicalization of birth in a masculine medium, the status of the woman
after she got birth to a child, a woman who seems not to know what to do with her own life while
everyone around her seems to know, the assault of information and the blaming of the mother. It
is a performance mainly about me and it is a text in which the achievement of the feminist
movement finds its best place: the personal is political”3.
Habemus Bebe deconstructs unilateral constraints and consents, framing „mothers of
confirmation” who need to face the established normative rules and behaviours imposed by a
society who knows better than the mom what the mom should do. A society that is fond of pieces
of advices which become instruments of pressure and activators of uniformity. A society that
deepens into sets of principles, reducing a debated condition to homogenous wishes.
The show portrays mothers who endeavour both to make peace with and to undermine the
vigilant public eye, who surveys their abilities and super-capacities, building up spheres of
resonance of motherhood. The show assembles testimonies of mothers who are also artists,
exploring their permanent negotiations. Mothers who endeavour to define themselves in
accordance to a revolt against any given preconception that governs their lives, against norms and
coercitive consensualities.
In 2014, a group of Roma feminist actresses and activists had the idea to create a Roma
theatre company – Giuvlipen (feminism in Romanes), meant to develop a challenging local
Elena Vlădăreanu in a dialogue with Alina Purcaru, bookaholic.ro, 2014, http://www.bookaholic.ro/habemusbebe.html
3
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dramaturgy engaged in deconstructing stereotypes of representing Roma women and racist
attitudes, to foster solidarity and political involvement, to empower members of a community
deprived of their own needs and voices, to protest against different types of oppression, to open up
a field of discussing Roma feminism from an intersectional perspectives. There are very few
visible contexts in which Roma women are not viewed as a bunch of clicheés, confirming the
stereotypes of non-Roma and emphasizing their prejudices. Giuvlipen produces a fundamental
change in repositioning the Roma status in a theatre oriented towards annihilating the woman's
realities. As stated in the manifesto of the company, „Giuvlipen is a feminist theatre group with,
about and for Roma women, with the goal of contributing to the empowerment of Roma women
in their living communities”. The group aims at proposing narratives that deepen profound identity
questions and reconsider the role of women in traditional Roma communities, the double reality
of stereotypes and norms they confront with: on the one hand, norms imposed by patriarchal, rigid,
conservative communities, on the other hand stereotypes imposed by a patriarchal society, strongly
devaluating the role of women in producing real changes.
In 2012, one of the members of the group – Mihaela Drăgan – created a one-woman show,
Del Duma, in which she documented real stories of young Roma women deeply engaged in
affirming their desires to go to school, no matter what the costs are. Desires that sometimes become
a radical act of contesting the basic fundaments of an entire community in which women have to
marry very young – event that changes completely their lives. The brutal end of one of these stories
becomes significant for the content of a show that Giuvlipen created in 2017 - Who Has Killed
Szomna Gransca?. In Del Duma, education becomes primordial, seen as a transformative way of
changing the young women who long for school, strive to continue their studies, do their best to
generate personal and social transformations through education. The show focuses on individual,
specific, intimate „journeys”, on a perpetual fight to have the right to education, and concentrates
only briefly on the social and political contexts in which this battle for education is given. Who
Has Killed Szomna Gransca? goes deeper into these contexts and gives a necessary background
to the story of education.
Who Has Killed Szomna Gransca? fictionalizes a real story and delves into the
circumstances of survival and oppression in a very stratified society. The performance proposes a
multi-layered interpretation of a case that received some visibility in the media due to the tragic
event that enveloped it. The media created the version that better serves its interests: a Roma young
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woman has committed suicide because her family interdicts her to go to school. The performance
deals with a subtle deconstruction of the causes of her death, debating the complexity of the roles
in the community and the continuous mystifications of a marginalized condition. The death
becomes a context of contesting the limitations of a blunted, backward community, exposing a
shared responsibility. Who bears the responsibilities for such a devastating death: the parents, the
community, the whole society who transformed the fundamental right to education into utopia for
those living in poor conditions? The intimate yearn for keeping on going to school is strongly
political and feminist because this very personal choice implies a chorus of linked social voices
and frames of existence: the voices of the parents blamed for their incapacity to offer a better life
to their daughters, the voices of the neighbours empathically portraying the girl (approached with
a lot of understanding for their condition) and questioning their own status in the community, the
voices of a society who aggressively promotes strategies of individualism, success, motivations,
emphasizing „the darkness” of traditional communities. The show explores the multiple structures
of proximity and distance regarding those who try to enlighten what happened and those who try
to benefit from what has happened. A tragic personal destiny becomes highly relevant and subtly
guiding for how general perception operates in terms of projecting external misrepresentations.
The performance is situated at the intersection of shallow dominant discourses in a society who
condemns those living in poverty to invisibility, castration of their most intimate dreams and
favourable fictions of their condition. Education is a complex corpus of interlinked positions of
power and oppression.
Who Has Killed Szomna Gransca? is a performance that never lacks any sort of
emotional core, fully aware of the potential and necessity of reconsidering the invisible subjects.
Paralell, a Ground Floor Production (2014) directed by Leta Popescu and Ferenc Sinkó,
with Lucia Mărneanu and kata bodoki-halmen, is both a cry of revolt and a whisper of tenderness,
a manifesto for love, going beyond any restrictions and prescriptions imposed by accepted norms.
Parallel is a queer show that affirms a political and poetical for statement, expressing subjectivities
that transcend any fixity of gender, subjectivities that belong to a territory of womanhood freely
fighting for the right to affirm its breakings with the narratives of domination and devaluation.
In Parallel, the identity of two women changes in front of our eyes, becoming extremely
fluid as if it were inlaid on a block of ice that melts piece by piece. The show begins with a
repetitive structure of condensed, tensioned moments. The actresses lift, more and more rapidly,
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bar bells, do push-ups, jump rope, while the signs of the exhaustion are highly visible on their
flesh. Signs of conforming and at the same time undermining the „fitness image” of a bodybuilding that is meant to touch perfection, super-power, confirmation.
The bodies write a dramaturgy of physical resistance, exploding all norms, all boundaries,
and all conventions.
The most empowering statement is the end of the performance: I live to love and to be
loved.
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BOOK PRESENTATIONS

A Cinematic Kitchen. The Scenotope of Kitchen
Scenes in the New Romanian Cinema
(„O bucătărie ca-n filme. Scenotopul bucătăriei
în Noul Cinema Românesc”)
by Mircea Valeriu DEACA
Mega, 2017, 196 pages

A Cinematic Kitchen. The Scenotope of Kitchen Scenes in the New Romanian Cinema (Cluj:
Mega 2017) represents an essay about how the film "speaks" and "thinks" with the help of what
we can label the kitchen scenery. Its main focus is on the cinematographic manner of construing
human drama in the setting of the kitchen decoration in Romanian films made after 1990. At first
glance the "kitchen" is a diagnostic space for the social condition of the characters and a bail of
the realism of the film. We started the investigation from the intuitive hypothesis that a specific
setting is a trademark of a type of fictional world and cinema genre. Thus, the western film is
recognized by the viewer starting from cues like the American West's natural landscapes, the
typical saloon or the main street where the final confrontation will be staged. The science fiction
genre includes typical elements such as the interstellar ship, the cosmological background decor,
or futuristic costumes. A distinctive feature of post-1990 Romanian films is given by drama and
character conflict unfolding in the setting of a typical and easy-to-use cinematic space: the pauper
kitchen evoking urban post-communist space. The spectator recognizes an East European film and,
in particular, a Romanian film, following the screening of this narrative and dramatic arena. This
space has the value of a symptom of a particular way of life and a specific mentality and, on the
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other hand, it allows the investigation of an intimate emotional drama concealed from the public
view of society. It is, from this perspective, the place where the spectator can have access to the
hidden affections and reactions of the characters, but also to a toy model of the Romanian society
in transition.
Mircea Valeriu DEACA is a film critic. He teaches film theory and analysis as well as cinema
history at the Bucharest School of Letters. He has a PhD in film and audiovisual studies at Paris 3
- Sorbonne Nouvelle, the Institute for Cinematographic and Audiovisual Research (IRCAV). He
writes articles and film studies since 1983 and in 2015 has obtained his habilitation degree in
cultural studies. He is the author of the Carnival and Federico Fellini (2009), Second Camera.
Articles and Film Studies (2011), Postfilmic Cinema. Notes and Readings about Contemporary
Film (2013), Anatomy of Film (2013) and Investigations in Cognitive Film Analysis (2015). He
coordinated the volume of studies Images. The Movies of Cristian Mungiu (2014) edited at the
Center of Excellence in Image Studies (CESI). He is the organizer of the international Cinema
conference: cognition and art.
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Your Name and Other Heresies
(“Numele tău și alte erezii”)
by Ilinca BERNEA
Polirom, 2017, 360 pages

A fictional book about the current confrontation between the West and the Middle East on
London territory, about the contemporary Babylonia and the roots of the fear towards Islam, about
the fractures in the Muslim world, about the fight for freedom borne by the people in the Middle
East, about the political crisis in Turkey and the waste of freedom of those who have it.
A book about Western and Oriental sexual practices, in Contemporary West and Ottoman
Renaissance. A book that explores feminine sexuality in detail. A book written in the first person,
about transgressing boundaries and about forms of eroticism taken to the extreme, about tension,
skulking and fighting, about desire, obsession and capitulation. An homage to profound
instinctuality and human nature, uncensored by civilization. An erotic epiphany.
The novel resumes the theme from the essay work of Michel Onfray, “Le Souci des
Plaisirs/Pour Une Erotique Solaire”, and elaborates it into an epic composition that takes place on
two planes: one that refers to the present time and one that juxtaposes an epopee taking place in
Ottoman Renaissance to this present.
Written from the subjective perspective of the author, in the first person, the book pursues
both narrative threads, but in two different languages, composing, with an archaic vocabulary and
style, the historical part, and in a post-modern literary formula, the part that describes the current
reality.
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It is a story about passion and melancholy and the stigmatization of pleasure, one with an
existentialist stake, about the inexistence of borders between inner worlds, about the universality
of human experience, about the absurdity of the notion of enemy.
A book with accounts and investigations of sexual experiences, which offers a wide range
of interpretations to eroticism and its reverberations on different planes. A novel whose
philosophical stake is infiltrated in the substratum of hyper-sensual scenes and descriptions and
captivating tales, which even touch on the domain of medieval hygiene and medicine.
Ketevan, a young Georgian woman, attacked by a group of Crescent soldiers during the
military campaign that resulted in the annexation of a piece of Georgia into the Ottoman Empire,
is saved from being raped by an Ottoman Ameji, named Mehr, who secretly falls in love with her
and, taking into consideration that the girl might initiate him in the study of a new chord instrument
that had appeared in Spain and was called a guitar, he decides to take her as his slave and bring
her along to Istanbul. Being already married to three other women and caring for a widowed sister,
he has a hard time integrating the beautiful stranger into the family.
In parallel, five centuries later, the narrator’s confession unfolds. The story begins when she,
in full middle-age crisis, becomes the lover of a mysterious man who prefers to remain anonymous
and with whom she has an uncontrollably erotic affair. Not having a clear biography and not
knowing anything else about him except the fact that he is Turkish, she imagines all the adventures
of the Mehr-Ketevan couple, to fill up the void that floats around his image. As she lives the most
intense sexual experiences with him, which also serve her as a means of self-knowledge, the coup
d’état and the repression of power in Turkey take place. He disappears, and for a while, she is
convinced that he is a dissident of the regime from Ankara and he was arrested or is being chased
by the authorities. As the twists and turns in the book make her confront an unwanted reality, a
mutation in her consciousness and her feeling takes place and she rediscovers herself in an
unexpected position, in which she is willing to cross boundaries, to make sacrifices, to accept
compromises. The force of sexuality proves to be above morals, egos, the sense of selfpreservation and any other desire.
In the present day, the plot and the action are also outlined through the relation between the
storyteller and a close friend of hers, a Turkish woman who is being chased by the authorities and
has taken refuge in London.
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A few picturesque characters are part of the London scenery and the narrator’s entourage: a
couple of academic faces of stolid and blasé Englishmen, jovial Spanish people, waggish Turks,
good-natured Indians, emigrants from the East covered in piercings and tattoos, drug users from
all ethnicities and cultural media and last but not least, a romantic and funny Scot who comes to
play a decisive role in her destiny and the fate of the story.
The story of the two Renaissance heroes ends tragically, due to the fact that the nations they
belong to hate each other. The story taking place in the present day has an open ending, which the
readers will discover on their own.
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BOOK REVIEW

With my woman’s mind
(„Cu mintea mea de femeie”)
by Mihaela MIROIU
Cartea Românească, 2017, 248 pages
Book review by Diana Elena NEAGA
Nicolae Titulescu University, Bucharest
diana_elena_neaga@yahoo.com

”Cu mintea mea de femeie”(With my woman’s
mind) is the last book written by Mihaela Miroiu,
published in 2017 by Cartea Românească, whose official release took place, not coincidental I
would say, on the 8th of March – The International Day of Struggle for women’s rights. Being one
of the most important figures in the public space in Romania, Mihaela Miroiu, who substantially
contributed to the construction and consolidation of the political and government sciences in postcommunist Romania (see here works such as Societatea retro, România-starea de fapt, co-written
along with Vladimir Pasti and Cornel Codiță, but also coordinating the first philosophy school
books published after 89s and the initiation of some university and master degrees programs etc.)
and who rather stayed connected to the introduction, development and institutionalization of the
feminist and gender studies in this part of the Eastern Europe.
The author’s contribution to the development of the academic feminist in Romania it is indubitable.
Mihaela Miroiu writes the first PhD thesis which centers the feminist philosophy, initiates the first
university course on feminine politics, the first master course on gender studies, coordinated at
Polirom publishing house the first collection on gender studies, and the first PhDs in this field.
Throughout her career she has written multiple tomes, articles and book chapters in which she
systematically approached themes associated with women’s rights, women’s citizenship, gender
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and democracy, gender and transition, gender and philosophy. Among the outstanding
contributions to the development of philosophical theories and feminist politics there is the theory
of the tenableness which Mihaela Miroiu presents it in the Convenio tome, work in which the
author proposes a feminist type of ethics underpinned upon the ``tenableness`` in terms of
``coming together, coming from all parts, bringing together, agreeing, adapting, getting together``1.
The paper is even more relevant as it concentrates the way the author will position herself along
the time as a public intellectual in the Romanian social and politic scenery, precisely as a feminist,
humanist, very close to the Kantian philosophy and right’s ethics, with a confessed appetence drive
and assumption for the democratic values and for ethic liberalism (see here also the book on
politics ideologies which she coordinated: Current political ideologies. Significations, evolutions
and impact, Polirom, 2012).
It is also relevant the author’s contribution to the development of the civil society, Mihaela
Miroiu being one of the funding members of The Society of Feminist Analysis AnA, the first
nongovernmental organization, assumed feminist, from the Romanian civic scenery (informally
initiated in 1990 and formally in 1993), but also to the Curricular Development Center and Gender
Studies Filia (2002), both organizations being active in the area of promoting human’s rights, and
particular women’s rights. Furthermore, the book’s author whereof I will speak at great length in
the following, was in all this years ( 1989-2017) a public figure that didn’ t hesitate to take a firm
stand on certain present-day topics in Romanian society, being very often by the virtue of the
assumed feminism, not a very convenient person for a stiff system in the imperfection of a
patriarchal society. Nevertheless, the name Mihaela Miroiu remains with overbalance associated
with academic feminism and its development in Romania, for that matter of fact this assumed
identity being also very often the target of some critics and ironies as it otherwise results from the
stories gathered in the volume Cu mintea mea de femeie.
This more or less detailed presentation of the author, in the beginning of the Cu mintea
mea de femeie book review, which it’s not at all aleatory, but has the role of introducing in actual
fact the main character and a work of an autobiography kind. Although it is not author’s first
writing in which she distances herself of the academic speech, inflexible, bound/imperative elitist
in which she presents philosophical arguments and political theory (see here the book Restul şi
1

Mihaela Miroiu, Convenio. Despre natură, femei şi morală, Iaşi, Polirom publishing house, 2002, page 12;
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Vestul, Polirom 2005, published along with Mircea Miclea, or Nepreţuitele femei, feminist
journalism volume, Polirom 2006), this book differs itself from all the others through the substance
of the assumed reflexive of the author’s evolution into a woman and a feminist. And I think it is
not at all an accident the fact that this book is a follow-up of uncounted analysis and academic
studies which Mihaela Miroiu publishes, this fact has in its essence two explanations and
overtones: a) first, the analysis and academic feminism to create a public space and legitimacy for
and embodied, reflexive, assumed, autobiographic feminism; b) the magnitude generated by the
acknowledged public contribution which supposes the reading of this book through the key of
assuming a profound act of intellectual and human liberty in which the author presents herself in
an authentic way, uncensoring its own evolution, the first assumed identity as being dynamic, with
multiple aspects, which are sometimes in contradiction.
Of course, we could wonder how could we know how much authenticity and censoring is
in the writing of this book, question which is somehow even more legitimate when it comes to an
autobiography tome. The answer, of course, cannot have doubtlessness value, but there are a few
elements that still carry us towards such a conclusion, among all: public visibility of the
autobiographic character of the book; the reflexivity which transcends all the texts – the author is
looking at herself and at her own lived history critically, through a feminist screen and doesn’t
hesitate to evaluate the past self in relation to her today self ( recounting about the experience of
discovering the student girls housing which belong to the Philosophy Faculty, the author says “that
year I think I have been downright misogynist” – page 67); the approach in this book of some
anyhow uncomfortable themes, on the contrary I could say, still taboo for the Romanian society
such as rape, sexual harassment, adoptive father, robbery, disease, death, homosexuality, violence
against animals, women experiences such as giving birth, menstruation.
Hence, from the point of view of the main message of the work there is one which concentrates
around the idea of liberty, the liberty of the woman Mihaela Miroiu, who using the autobiography
instrument, actually talks about women’s liberty, their value beyond the traditional gender roles
and especially about their minds and souls values (who must transcend the traditional norms in
which the women are just a gratification body of satisfying sexual pleasures or reproductive
instruments). Not ultimately, all along the book, Mihaela Miroiu talks about power in all of its
forms using a critical feminist screen which adds new valences to the concept, others than most of
us are used to – the power on, the power of and the power against coercion. The author does, in a
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formula more accessible to the wide public, the apologetical of becoming, of accepting, of
understanding, of the power of giving power through sorority and solidarity, claiming and taking
the power by the disproof of the masculine authority embedded in the society’s patriarchal norms.
As structure, the book contains six parts (The Child, The Girl, The Young Girl, Je chante
avec toi, Liberte!, Simply life and The women’s century) which opens to the reader’s, in a
chronological formula, chapters from the author’s life starting with the first memories of early
childhood, until to very present moments such as the parliamentary elections from 2016. All along
the stories, initially published as a sort of serial-story columns on Literatura de azi (Literature
today) site, we discover formative experiences for the child, the adolescent and the woman Mihaela
Miroiu, we get to the characters who marked her becoming, but in all this report we also discover
a world with men and women, boys and girls, neighbours, a world in which the gender becomes a
variable for many of the questions, frustrations, traumas, failings from the author’s life. Mihaela
Miroiu presents ourselves in a lyric formula, gentle here and there, or brutally trenchant, the way
in which she has learned or has been taught to be a woman, initially in the stereotypical traditional
sense (see here Un eșec de femeie), the way she started questioning herself, and she began to
deconstruct the traditional model, but especially the manner in which, after all this phases, most
of the times attained by revolts and interior sufferance, she accepted and loved herself as a whole
woman, with a mind of her own, capable of producing knowledge with nothing less value than the
one created by Men.
Of course, revealing in all this process there was the encounter with philosophy and
feminist political theory, which similar to a magic wand is offering answers to the author’s
questions, which maybe were deposited in the acceptance and resignation cupboard.
Exemplificative is here the story Dactilografa cugetătorului which presents the student’s cycle at
the Philosophy Faculty dominated by male professors: ”My problem: when I went to the
Philosophy Faculty, I knew it or not, as a woman, that I don’t have sufficient brain or an adequate
one for the university? I knew it or not, I cannot be a metaphysician because I am the metaphysics
itself, as well was saying Paleologu The Elder? Or that my intellectual statute can maximum be
the one of a savage asset, as Noica believed and Liiceanu poached. Or that, word of Nichita, I
could be as beautiful as the shadow of a thought – but who has seen thinking shadows?”2

2

Mihaela Miroiu, Cu mintea mea de femeie, Cartea Românească, 2017, page 85;
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In counterparty, there is the emancipative and empowering story of the meeting with Mary
Daly in 1998, at Cornell University: ”I have understood from her part and from other authors that
we will never reach an intellectual androgynous world until the women will not create their own
weltanschauung, based on their intuitions emerged from their own feminine experiences, whereof
the one of containing and giving life is the first foundational one3”.
Another theme that earns a certain importance, through the references frequency from the text, but
also through its shaping power upon the character, is the communism (along with postcommunism). In this way, even though sometimes, she explicitly assumes herself in the text to
overcome the communist era, not to refer herself to that stage of life, Mihaela Miroiu, reveals
herself as profoundly affected by living under a communist regime. The lack of liberty irretrievable
marks her, and its implications are multiple: from the hard criticism and trenchant of the
communist regime, to the profound attachment, sometimes interpreted as naïve, towards the liberal
democratic values, to the assumption of the competition and the interceder system, acquaintances
and relations learned on her own in communism) in the construction of a better world.
Ultimately but not last, the way the author chooses to end the lived stories cycle gives a
certain shade to the book and kind of marks the final touch which completes the portrait of a
feminist with body, emotion and mind. Hence, the last parts come undone in a certain measure
apart from the chronological line of the presentation, staying in the autobiographical model,
reaffirming the need, the author’s wish of returning, through self and her own experiences, towards
life and all of her’s (disease, death, extremely intimate fears) and women. The feelings, thoughts,
experiences presented in these last parts are so profound and authentic that can be even hard to
read, touching moral support of the most intimate, opening the doors to the most deep fears,
presenting ourselves in the same time the natural and even the beauty of vulnerability. Mihaela
Miroiu doesn’t fear talking differently about death, even though you can see it’s not easy for her
to do it, about the great fear of her life that is losing her eyesight. But even more than that, she
doesn’t let her readers being sad and ends her book with a series of stories in which she turns to
women, in which she tells them about the friendship between women, about sorority, solidarity,
and becoming from and through women.
The book Cu mintea mea de femeie ”(With my woman’s mind) is without a doubt a paper
that can be laid in the feminist literature category and has the great virtue of bringing feminism
3

ibidem, page 160;
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closer to those that are fighting for this movement. The autobiographic dimension stirs curiosity,
and the period of time presented in this book creates a widen identification space for different
readers categories and most of all female readers: from women from rural environment, to teachers,
mothers, career women, women who work in emasculated fields, girlfriends etc. This paper is in
the same time a reflexive thinking model of a combination between feminist epistemology and
lyric genre, might be able of becoming very easily a study object for those interested in gender
studies.
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